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It is by now something of a lihé to talk about the "explosive" or "exponential" growth of the
Internet. However, the fat remains; the number of partiipant networks in the Internet has grown
phenomenally, far beyond what the initial designers had in mind. This unpreedented growth
has aused the existing Internet routing arhiteture to fae serious salability issues. Single
numbering spae, multi-homing, and tra engineering, are making routing tables (RTs) of the
default free zone (DFZ) to grow very rapidly. In order to solve this issue, it had been proposed
to review the Internet addressing arhiteture by separating the end-systems identiers' spae
and the routing loators' spae. Several suh proposals exist, among whih Loator/Identier
Separation Protool (LISP) is the only one already being shipped in prodution routers. As
LISP onsiders two dierent address spaes, a mapping system is required to provide bindings
between the two. Out of several proposed mapping systems, LISP-ALT has emerged as the
de-fato one, as it has a omplete implementation for the Ciso NX-OS and IOS platforms.
LISP-ALT's downsides being, its wide reuse of BGP and assuming a "highly aggregatable" or
administratively pre-alloated IP address spae; making it unsuitable for solving the routing
salability problem.
The onept of Compat Routing on the other hand, guarantees that the size of the RT will
grow sub-linearly, whih goes a long way in solving the salability problem of DFZ RTs. It also
puts an upper bound to the lateny experiened by a datagram paket. The major drawbak
here is that, the "label"/address in Compat Routing omprises of three parts whih annot
be implemented by any existing addressing sheme. Furthermore, it assumes a stati network
topology, whih is absurd in the urrent Internet infrastruture.
Therefore, this thesis presents the implementation of an experimental mapping system alled
CRM that ombines the pereived benets of both Compat Routing and LISP. In this mapping
system, the ritial funtions that aet the salability of the routing system are grounded to
the theory of Compat Routing; so that we might overome the shortomings of LISP-ALT. We
mitigated Compat Routing's presumption of a stati network by reusing LISP's registration
messages and hoosing landmarks dynamially based on their apability to aggregate. The key
objetive of this thesis work is to provide proof of onept, to give us rst-hand experiene
regarding the ompliaies that arise with the atual development of suh a mapping system.
Our work also inludes a omprehensive omparison between CRM and LISP-ALT. The results
suggest that, CRM would be feasible in the urrent Internet if deployed and it would be far less
expensive than LISP-ALT.
Keywords: LISP-ALT, Compat Routing, BGP, salability, Aggregation
Language: English
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Chapter 1
Introdution
1.1 Motivation
The Internet routing infrastruture provides onnetivity to millions of omputers around the
world. As the Internet experiened an explosive growth during the last three deades, its routing
system has enountered numerous hallenges brought about by the unpreedented sale of the
system. In addition to the relentless growth in the number of ustomer networks, there have
been inreasing trends of multihoming to failitate load balaning and fail-proong, a desire
to assign provider-independent (PI) addresses over provider-alloated (PA) addresses; so that
internal renumbering an be avoided when shifting to a dierent provider and deployment of
Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) to support business and enterprise users. Unfortunately, this
brisk user growth ompounded with multihoming, PI addressing and VPN provisioning has led
to a fast growth of the global routing systems. At the same time, Internet servie providers
(ISPs) are faed with eonomial onstraints that might prevent them from upgrading to the
latest tehnologies to meet the demands. Most reently, the Internet routing arhiteture was
onfronted with two new hallenges: rstly, the IPv4 address spae beame exhausted whih in
turn, leads to the wide deployment of IPv6 in the foreseeable future and seondly, the emerging
mobile aess to Internet from billions of hand-held devies. The latter further drives the demands
for IPv6 to be rolled out and yet the sheer size of the IPv6 address spae presents a great saling
onern for the routing system. In essene, it is this natural evolution of the Internet that has
lead us into the problemati situation regarding routing salability. Therefore, it has now beome
imperative that we ome up with a solution for the routing salability problems whih would
enable the Internet to grow in an unimpeded manner and will allow ISPs to operate within
feasible upgrade intervals and osts. This need happens to be the primary motivation of this
thesis work. The aim is to design and implement a bakward-ompatible, evolutionary sheme
that solves the prediaments aused by the rapidly growing global routing system.
During the early stages of the Internet, the primary goal was to interonnet all paket swithed
networks so that pakets ould be delivered from any IP box to any other IP boxes. IP
Gateways were invented to interonnet networks with dierent underlying ommuniation
tehnologies. All these gateways ran in a single routing domain and they were expeted to
forward pakets for all their neighbors. Afterwards when the Internet started to expand rapidly,
this at routing arhiteture was abandoned to keep up with the inreasing network sale and
management omplexity. When Exterior Gateway Protool (EGP) was introdued, the onept of
Autonomous System (AS) was also developed. Later, Border Gateway Protool (BGP) replaed
EGP to aommodate routing poliies and more omplex peering struture. At present, the
pervasive pratie of multihoming is having a negative impat on the salability of routing and
addressing arhiteture. Though onsidered essential for network operations, multihoming is
destroying topology-based prex aggregation [39℄.
1
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Another fundamental problem in saling involves the equal treatment of every AS; even when
ustomer networks (e.g. university ampuses, ompany sites et.) and provider networks (e.g.
AT&T) have dierent business models, dierent growth trends and dierent goals in network
operations. A routing ap
1
to any destination triggers routing updates to be propagated to
the entire Internet, even when no one ommuniates with that partiular destination before its
onnetivity reovers. Both Huston [25℄ and Oliveira et al. [48℄ have shown that, overwhelming
majority of BGP updates are generated by a very small number of soures, most of them
originating from small edge networks. Failing to aommodate the distintion between ustomer
networks (CNs) and provider networks (PNs) is the root ause of the salability problem faing
today's global routing arhiteture [39℄.
2
Up until now, the proposed solutions to overome the diult problem of routing salability
inludes address aggregation and hierarhial partitioning of the network domains. Address
aggregation (RFC1518) is a method of representing a series of network addresses through a
single summary address. The advantage of route aggregation lies in the onservation of network
resoures. Advertising fewer routes saves bandwidth, and CPU yles are onserved by proessing
fewer routes. Most importantly, memory onsumption is redued by the dereased size of route
tables.
3
In the mid 90's, the Internet's routing system adopted strong address aggregation using Classless
Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR) to ombat the address saling problem. CIDR allows better
aggregation of IP address spae through variable length IP prexes. It allows address aggregation
at several levels. The idea here is that the alloation of addresses has a topologial signiane
whih in turn enables us to reursively aggregate addresses at various points within the hierarhy
of the Internet's topology. However, to ahieve highly eient address aggregation and relatively
small routing tables, a CIDR network must have: a tree-like graph struture and addresses should
be assigned following this struture. With CIDR, bakbone routers need not maintain forwarding
information at the network level. Instead, the forwarding information at the level of arbitrary
aggregates of networks. This reursive address aggregation redues the number of entries in the
forwarding table of the bakbone routers. By utilizing CIDR, we an represent the network
numbers from 208.12.16/24 through 208.12.31/24 with a single entry of 208.12.16/20. Beause
from the binary representation, it is evident that, the leftmost 20 bits of all the addresses in this
range are the same (i.e. 11010000 00001100 0001). Thus, we an aggregate these 16 networks
into one "super network" represented by the 20-bit prex of 208.12.16/20 [54℄. CIDR is also
aompanied by a suggested prex alloation poliy that reates opportunities for aggregation.
Unfortunately the benets of CIDR are ounterated by disinentives to aggregate, whih leads
to the announement of more spei prexes in addition to, or instead of, aggregated prexes.
In partiular, Bu et al. [6℄ has shown that, multihoming, inbound tra engineering, fragmented
address spae and failure to aggregate are the prinipal ontributors of BGP routing table growth
and in turn ausing CIDR to fail [35, 62℄.
Aording to the suggestions of Internet Researh Task Fore (IRTF), partitioning the address
spae into two may provide a way out. Here, an address spae will be used for hosts residing in
the edges networks; while another separate address spae will be utilized for routing aross the
ore network. One proposal for implementing this suggestion is the Loator/Identier Separation
Protool (LISP) [13℄. It is a simple IP-over-UDP tunneling protool aimed at giving a network
layer support for partitioning the address spae. LISP is inrementally deployable without
disrupting the urrent Internet arhiteture and/or without the need to make heavy hanges
1
A route ap is any routing hange that would ause a hange in the BGP table. http://www.nanog.org/
meetings/nanog3/notes/route-flapping.php
2
This distintion is in terms of global data delivery servie. CNs serve diretly to end users and are onsumers
of the global data delivery servie. PNs on the other hand, have the sole purpose of delivering pakets for a
harge. In return, they are ontratually obligated to the ustomer networks for providing paket delivery servie.
3
IP Subnetting & Address Aggregation. http://www.netstreamsol.om.au/networking/notes/routing/
ip_subnetting_address_aggregation.html
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in the protool stak of end-systems. End-systems will still send and reeive pakets using IP
addresses in the edges networks. But these IP addresses (belonging to the edge network) will not
be routable in the ore network. When end-systems need to send/reeive pakets to/from outside
the loal AS, they will do so through one or more assoiated Tunnel Routers. Tunnel Routers will
have globally routable IP addresses through whih pakets will be routed in the ore network.
Now, this separation of host addresses from the ones used for routing will require the use of
a mapping between the two. There are a number of proposed systems; but LISP-ALT (LISP
Alternative Topology) [17℄ has emerged as the de-fato mapping system, as it is urrently being
developed and experimented on by Ciso. The intention here is to solve the salability problem
of BGP. LISP-ALT widely reuses BGP and assumes a "highly aggregatable" host address spae.
For ahieving "highly aggregatable" address spae, the IP address assignment proess has to be
along network topologial lines [18℄.
However, in our opinion, the presumption of a "highly aggregatable" host address spae is a
glaring limitation of LISP-ALT. Consequently, LISP-ALT will suer from the same problem of
address erosion as the urrent solution provided by Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA)
and Regional Internet Registries (RIRs). When the address spae erodes, it will lead to a "not so"
aggregatable address spae, whih in turn will inrease the size growth of routing tables (RTs).
Our urrent experiene also shows that, BGP does not ope well with the rapid growth of RTs.
Eventually, LISP-ALT will have the same drawbak and limitations as the prevailing hierarhial
distribution based resolution. A part of this failure is aused by the fat that, IANA does not
have any atual authority; it only keeps authoritative reords onerning various numbers for
other organizations. In other words, IANA merely serves as a bookkeeper in reording the address
assignments that were made. It has no inuene over the already assigned addresses i.e. IANA
annot "polie" over how the addresses are reassigned to dierent ustomer level organizations.
Same an be said for RIRs also. Therefore, the alloated address boundaries degenerate as the
network evolves to meet the real life needs; e.g. multihoming, tra-engineering et. And after
a while, the original "optimally" alloated address spae will start to weigh down the network
or in extreme ases may fail altogether
4 5
. LISP data plane does not suer from the saling
problem aused by multi-homing. Instead this problem is shifted to the mapping system (i.e.
LISP-ALT) that tries to route (in the ALT network) based on EIDs and this address spae will
erode due to normal business dynamis (e.g. organizations shifting from one servie provider to
another).
For onveniene, we will refer to our proposed "Compat routing based mapping system for
the loator identier separation protool (LISP)" as "CRM" from hereafter [36℄. The question
then arises is why do we need another unique mapping system based on Compat routing?
The answer lies in the short omings of LISP-ALT. In our CRM, we did not take the liberty
of imagining a "highly aggregatable" address spae. Our system's aggregation is not based on
any administratively pre-alloated IP address spae, rather through learning about the network
reahability. It will deal with the "orphan" addresses (i.e. non-aggregatable addresses) either by
delegating or by generating virtual prexes
6
. Also stated previously is the fat that, LISP-ALT
extensively uses BGP. Down the road, this strategy will lead to atastrophe. Beause the very
system that is supposed to solve the salability of BGP, annot itself be heavily dependent on the
funtionality of BGP. That is why, in our opinion, using LISP-ALT will not resolve the salability
issue of BGP and after a while we might nd ourselves in the same ominous situation as we are
right now. Conversely, while designing our CRM, we made an onsious eort so that it utilizes
BGP in a minimal fashion and at the same time, the ritial funtions that aet the salability
of the routing system are grounded to the theory of ompat routing.
4
Abuse Issues and IP Addresses. http://www.iana.org/abuse/faq.html
5
Lisp Arhive. http://answerpot.om/showthread.php?1552501-EID%20Alloation%20/%20ALT%20Base/
Page2
6
To be preise, virtual prexes start to generate when the system grows quikly; otherwise there might be
situations when "orphan" addresses are advertised.
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Sine our mapping system is based on Compat routing, we an guarantee that the size of the
routing table will grow sub-linearly. LISP-ALT does not provide with any suh assuranes.
LISP-ALT does not provide any upper bound for the lateny. Beause, this system annot ensure
how muh delay an ALT datagram will enounter while it travels through the ALT network. A
Compat routing based mapping system like ours is however has a xed upper bound for the
path streth. This in turn, makes the delay very muh preditable.
Theoretially, our proposed CRM has the aforementioned lear advantages over LISP-ALT. This
lead us to its experimental implementation. Though the idea of a CRM looked solid on paper,
we wanted to gain rst-hand experiene regarding the ompliaies that arise with the atual
development.
1.2 Objetive and sope
The key objetive of this thesis work is to provide proof of onept. Our implementation of a
CRM will be the rst of its kind. The idea is to look losely at the existing routing salability
issues and design/implement suh a system that mitigates these problems. We are eetively
"fusing" ideas from both Compat routing and LISP to ome up with a mapping system that
has the best of both worlds. Our main goal is to disover whether suh a system is feasible or
not.
At the initial stages, our intention is to gure out how muh of a "new" system (i.e. in addition
to the existing standard Unix/Linux based routing systems) we need to onstrut to fulll the
funtionality requirements of a CRM. At the same time, we wanted know, to what extent we
ould be able to use the existing routing failities. Beause reusing routing funtionalities would
allow us to develop a less ompliated system.
Afterwards, we move on to determine how "deep" or "loose" the integration of the funtionalities
need to be. For example, to have a working system, would we require to make modiations
to the network stak or an we develop a mapping system that is ompletely modular from the
underlying system (OS kernel, IP stak et.). Answer to this question is rather ruial; beause
we do not want get involved with intriaies of the kernel if possible; whih might result in a
"ostly" system spei CRM and hamper the deployment.
If the aforementioned questions are answered then we will try to disover whether there are any
missing parameters that need to be taken into aount. For instane, we need to determine
exatly whih of the BGP attributes we will be using to disover the network topology.
One of the prime objetives from the beginning, is to minimize dependenies. Our goal is to
deliver an independent system that will be ompatible with any system (i.e. routing software,
OS et.) by making minimal hanges to the interfae.
Our ultimate aim is to ome up with a mapping system that limits the role of BGP; so that
we an later on retire it and replae it with a simpler topology disovery protool. To ahieve
this, our CRM should use BGP funtionalities (e.g. attributes, path seletion et.) in the least
possible way; so that if we an ome up with a suitable topology disovery protool in the future
then our CRM an be plugged into it by making minimal hanges.
We have not onned the sope of this thesis work only to the prototype development.
Performane analysis, possible future optimizations and omparisons (between LISP-ALT and
CRM) are also part of our urrent work. However, the primary fous of this researh work is to
learn about the pitfalls experiened and adjustments made while developing suh a system and
also to integrate the algorithm that deides whether virtual EID-prexes should be used or not,
developed by Flink et al. [14℄.
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1.3 Thesis Outline
The thesis is logially strutured to provide the reader with suitable bakground knowledge before
diving deep into the details of implementation and subsequent analysis. After introduing the
work in Chapter 1, an overview on topis suh as, routing salability issues, ompat routing,
LISP and BGP are presented in Chapter 2. To provide a better understanding of the external
tools used in our implementation, brief overviews on Quagga, MySQL and MD5 message-digest
algorithm are provided in Chapter 3. This onludes the bakground work. The original work is
presented in Chapters 4 and 5, where details regarding the software implementation of our work
is presented, and a omprehensive omparison between LISP-ALT and CRM is provided. The
thesis ends with a very short overview of the researh questions that we have answered through
this dissertation. Appendies A and B provide additional material onerning the outome and
denitions of CRM's database tables; while appendix - C presents C(GCC)-ode that implements
the main sub-tasks of our prototype.
Chapter 2
Bakground Information
The Internet ommunity is urrently faing an important hallenge regarding the salability of
the global routing system. In order to get a deeper understanding of this problem, we have to
look into the arhiteture of the Internet. The Internet is divided into thousands of autonomous
systems (ASs), eah of whih is formed of networks of hosts or routers administrated by a single
organization. Hosts and routers are primarily identied with 32-bit IP addresses (128-bit long
IPv6 addresses are in the proess of getting deployed in the urrent Internet infrastruture).
To ensure salability, IP addresses are aggregated into ontiguous bloks, alled prexes that
onsist of 32-bit IP address and mask lengths (e.g. 1.2.3.0/24 represents an IP blok ranging
from 1.2.3.0 to 1.2.3.255). Routers exhange reahability information for eah prex using the
Border Gateway Protool (BGP). In other words, eah entry in the BGP routing table ontains
the reahability information for a partiular prex [6, 37℄. The size of a BGP routing table refers
to the number of prexes ontained in that table. But before going in to the details of BGP
routing table growth, we would like to explain the related tehnial terminologies to ahieve
better understanding. In the ontext of Internet routing, the default-free zone (DFZ) refers to
the olletion of all ASs that do not require a default route. Theoretially, DFZ routers ontain
a "omplete" BGP table, sometimes referred to as the global routing table (GRT) or global
BGP table. Hene, GRT is the set of all Internet address prexes announed into the DFZ and
therefore omprises of the entire "publi Internet". In essene, it houses all the advertized BGP
routes.
The ASs on the Internet an be lassied in a loose tier hierarhy, where only a few tier-1
ASs exist. These tier-1 ASs frequently "peer" with eah other. The term "peer" refers to the
transport of tra between two networks for "free", however in some ases "paid" peering is also
pratied. "Free" tra transportation ours only when an equivalent amount is exhanged;
otherwise "paid" peering takes plae. The network reeiving most inoming tra will generally
reeive payment. Tier-2 and tier-3 ASs on the other hand, pay for some or all routes aordingly
and seek peering agreements when possible and advantageous for both parties. Traditionally
DFZ onsisted of mainly tier-1 ASs, but the rapid growth of multihoming has meant that, DFZ
may now have to reah even tier-3 networks [49℄.
In our opinion, the biggest hallenge faed by the Internet ommunity sine the '90s, is the
already depleted IPv4 address spae. IPv6 is, to a large extent, is ready to ll this breah.
However, experiene with IPX suggests that it might take a deade to get IPv6 fully deployed in
the urrent Internet infrastruture. As stated at the beginning of this setion, the other serious
agenda is regarding the rapid growth of routing tables (RTs) and it is at the foal point of our
work. Figure 3 depits how the number of ative BGP entries (FIB) in IPv4 DFZ has inreased
sine 1994 (until mid-2011), showing a stable super-linear growth pattern sine 2002. Already
there are lose to 400,000 prexes in the DFZ [26℄ and if the urrent trend ontinues then it will
reah the milestone of 0.5 million prexes by 2015. The number of RIB entries in IPv4 DFZ is
6
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already gone over eleven million [49℄.
Figure 2.1: Number of prexes in IPv4 DFZ FIB from 1994 to February 2011. [26℄
Moore's law diretly impats on the apability to support large RTs, as these are subjet to
greater resoure requirements. As indiated by this law, the omputation power and memory
requirements for a router that is apable of sustaining the growing Internet an be met by the
advent of multi-ore proessors and large memories. However, even if the tehnology an ope
with the salability hallenges, the neessity to make periodi upgrades due to the dramati
inrease of RTs may signiantly inrease Internet operator's expenditures on new equipment
and thus hallenge the eonomi viability of the Internet [37℄.
Many fators ontribute to the growth of ative BGP entries (FIB) in IPv4 DFZ and will ontinue
to do so; while some new trends may further aelerate this proess [49℄. In our opinion, the
main reasons behind global RT growth are:
• Multi-homing,
• Tra Engineering,
• Address fragmentation and
• Failure to aggregate.
These reasons are introdued and disussed in the following sub-setions to give a better
understanding of the spei fators ontributing to the problem and to elaborate the overall
situation. It must be noted that, though the rst two are onsidered as legitimate reasons, the
latter two are treated as indefensible ones.
Multi-homing Multihoming is the proess of having multiple onnetions to dierent
ISPs. It an be divided into two parts: host and AS multi-homing. Host multi-homing
is where an end user is onneted to multiple ISPs while AS multi-homing is where an
AS is onneted to multiple upstream provider ISPs. It is basially a business pratie
with the primary goal to inrease the AS's network durability, provide redundany, load
balaning and onnetivity in ase of a link failure. However, this pratie inreases RT
size in the DFZ.
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Figure 2.2: (a) Multi-homed AS aquires its addresses from PA spae, resulting in one additional
advertisement (only if multi-homing is used for redundany, otherwise 2 advertisements are
propagated) (b) Multi-homed AS aquires its addresses from PI spae, resulting in two additional
advertisements. The underlined prexes refer to the extra entries that needs to be advertised
[45℄.
A multi-homed AS requires all its providers to advertise the prexes it serves to allow
tra to be routed via any of its providers. The number of additional advertisements
and routing table entries depend on the type of address alloation for the multi-homed
AS, as well as on the type of servie required by that AS. The Internet Assigned
Numbers Authority (IANA) allow two types of address to be alloated to an AS: provider
aggregatable (PA) and provider independent (PI). PA spae is assigned from a provider AS
to its ustomers; enabling the provider AS to advertise one aggregated prex using BGP
that permits tra to reah both it and its ustomers. Conversely, PI spae is assigned
independent of an AS's provider, and as a result may be from a dierent prex range,
making it non-aggregatable by this AS's provider; requiring the provider to advertise both
its own and its ustomers prexes. A multi-homing AS with prexes assigned from PA
spae, an result in either n or n - 1 additional advertisements, where n is the number
of providers. If the AS's reason for multi-homing is redundany, n - 1 advertisements are
required (one for every other provider). However, if the AS wants to be able to send and
reeive data over all its links at one then n advertisements are required to ensure that one
path is not seleted over another due to that path having a longer prex. Should the AS's
prexes be assigned from PI spae, there is always n advertisements, regardless of type of
servie, due the eah provider having to advertise a prex that is out with its own prex
range. The aforementioned gure 2.2 provides illustration of the dierenes between a PA
and PI prex alloation with respet to advertisements when an AS multi-homes [45℄.
Bak in 2002, Bu et al. [6℄ examined the BGP RTs of Oregon route server and quantied
(in perentage) the ontributors to the growth (of RTs). Aording to their measurements,
multi-homing introdues around 20 - 30% extra prexes.
Tra-engineering Tra engineering (TE) is "onerned with the performane
optimization of networks" [66℄. Its (i.e. TE's) poliies ause the expansion of the
RTs. TE is delivered either by advertising longer prexes or by prepending AS-path.
In essene, suh de-aggregation inuenes tra ows. In the gure below, in both of the
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ongurations, tra originates from AS 702 and AS15169 is applying TE to manage its
ingress tra
1
.
Figure 2.3: Tra Engineering senarios.
In the gure above, the left-hand onguration shows TE through the use of longer prex
advertisements. The longest prex math algorithm will ause the tra to hoose the
path with the longest prex. In the left-hand onguration, 8.8.8.0/24 is advertised
towards AS 3356 and 8.8.8.0/23 is advertised towards AS 3549. As a result, tra destined
for 8.8.8.0/24 will transit AS 3356 and for 8.8.9.0/24, tra will go through AS 3549
2
.
In the right-hand onguration, the strategy of AS-path prepending is used to ahieve TE.
Here, onseutive repetitions of the same AS number is added to the AS-path attribute.
The goal is to lengthen the AS-path attribute, making it less desirable for the BGP
deision proess (whih prefers routes of shorter AS-path length) [8℄. As seen in the right-
hand onguration, 8.8.8.0/24 is advertised with an extra opy of the AS 15169 towards
3356, while 8.8.9.0/24 is advertised with an extra opy of the same AS number towards
3549. This will ause tra from AS 702 destined for 8.8.8.0/24 to transit 3549; while
tra towards 8.8.9.0/24 (from the same soure) will go through 3356
2
.
TE an be optimized using the "no-advertise" ommunity attribute in ases where tra is
being engineered towards a single provider. By sending both the aggregated and the longer
prexes, with the "no-advertise" ommunity value set for the longer prexes, tra will
follow the aggregated ones to the upstream provider. One tra reahes the upstream
provider, more-spei routes kik in and perform the desired TE funtion. This way,
only the upstream provider deals with the inreased routes while the rest of the Internet
is spared and thus helping in the redution of BGP route hurn
2
.
1
Ingress tra is omposed of all the data ommuniations and network tra originating from external
networks and destined for a node in the host network. Ingress tra an be any form of tra whose soure lies
in an external network and whose destination resides inside the host network.
2
http://blog.pattinon.om/internet-routing-table%E2%80%93the-good
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Address Fragmentation Address fragmentation is a phenomenon where a single entity
in the network has multiple non-ontiguous IP address bloks or prexes, instead of
a single prex in the routing table. Needless to say, this inates RT size, degrades
salability, inreases IP address lookup time and deteriorates routing performane.
Address fragmentation takes plae beause addresses are alloated to entities (i.e.
ustomer enterprises) on an ad ho basis. As a ustomer enterprise grows over time, it
may le multiple separate requests for addresses. Thus, it (i.e. ustomer enterprise) ends
up with non-ontiguous address bloks. Lak of available address bloks in IPv4 auses
this non-ontiguousness [63℄. As IPv6 (128-bit long) is being deployed gradually in the
urrent Internet infrastruture, we need to study and design address alloation shemes
that indues minimum fragmentation. Instead of using existing alloation poliies, Wang
et al. [63℄ ame up with a new sheme alled GAP or Growth based Address Partitioning.
Aording to [63℄, GAP takes into aount the growth rate of eah ustomer enterprise
and partitions the address spae in suh a way that provides maximum possible spae
for eah ustomer. The authors of [63℄ are ondent that, GAP an signiantly redue
address fragmentation and improve the eieny of address usage; beause this sheme
was tested on real world data.
Failure to aggregate Lak of knowledge on Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR)
an ause enterprises to fail in aggregation. The appliation of /16 and /24 to alloated
aggregates ("to math the lass") by well-meaning but misguided sta is a major soure
of de-aggregation.
Fear of Denial of Servie (DoS) attaks from neighboring ISPs an also an ause an
enterprise (i.e. its ISP) not to aggregate properly. In suh a DoS attak, neighboring
ISPs falsely announe longer prexes. In eonomis terminology, this is a "beggar-my-
neighbor" poliy that will result in the benet of the neighboring ISPs (i.e. through
inreased tra) at the expanse of "this" ISP. This "fear fator" is a major ause for the
growth of RT size. Beause de-aggregating everything even to /24 will result in over 5
million extra prexes
2
.
Eonomial reasons It is undeniable that, there are ertain benets of de-aggregation.
It provides a very eetive and ne-grained method for performing TE. By inreasing
the granularity of the advertisements through the use of longer/shorter prexes, the ISPs
ahieve better ontrol of the distribution of tra over the transit links. To improve
seurity, ertain networks announe more-spei prexes than the alloated ones. This
strategy is very handy in preventing prex hijaking [37℄
3
.
No matter what the reason is, ination in the size of BGP RTs reate additional osts.
In eonomis terminology, suh ost is referred to as negative externality. Negative
externalities our when the onsumption or prodution of a "good"/servie by a single
agent auses a harmful eet towards other agents. In suh a situation, there exists no
voluntary agreement between the two that would allow a negotiation for the distribution
of these osts. The size ination of RTs is onsidered a negative externality, beause when
a network de-aggregates it obtains far greater benet than this operation atually osts
and it does not onsider the additional expenditure it brings to the other networks. In
essene, ASs de-aggregate at the expense of all the members of the DFZ [37℄. Aording
3
Prex-hijaking ours when a maliious AS fraudulently announes to its peers that it owns a blok of IP-
address spae, when, in reality, it does not. After a short delay, routes based on this bad announement propagate
through the Internet at large and enables this maliious AS to send and reeive tra using these addresses that
it does not own. Suh hijaked spae an be - and has been - used to send spam, download opyrighted material,
launh break-ins, or use the network to serve illegitimate purposes. http://www.s.uoregon.edu/Ativities/
Poster_Contest/2005/boothe-hijaking.pdf
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to
4
, it osts "everybody else" at least $6200/year to arry one BGP route someone
had announed. Lutu et al. [37℄ has used the ontents of the seminal artile by Hardin
"The Tragedy of the Commons" [22℄ to model this problem of overuse and degradation
of ommon (or publi) resoures. Aording to Hardin [22℄, "a tragedy of the ommons
ours when a group of entities abuse a ommon resoure and thus harming the other
individuals with whom it shares this resoure and themselves". The analysis of [37℄
shows that, ASs in the inter-domain routing engage in the detrimental behavior heavy
de-aggregation beause of the eonomi inentives; ausing a tragedy of the ommons. In
order to avoid the heavy ost inurred by de-aggregation, tier-1 operators usually lter
out any prex that is longer than /24.
2.1 Compat Routing: A brief theoretial overview
The goal of any routing sheme is to allow any soure node to route messages to any
destination node, when the destination's network identier is known [20℄. In other
words, it is an (distributed/entralized) algorithm that speies the nature and systemi
interation between node-level deision-making proesses or daemons, loal memory that
helps eah daemon make routing deisions (better known as routing tables), and the
transmitted information (transmitted in hunks or pakets) [4℄. There are basially two
ways in whih routing is ahieved. The rst approah is to store a omplete routing table
(i.e. shortest path) in eah of the network nodes. Traditional routing algorithms take
the shortest-path approah. This requires eah node to store O(n log(n)) bits of routing
information in its loal memory. However, the number of nodes in a network an be very
high and thus the amount of loal memory usage in eah node an eventually beome too
expensive. In an alternative strategy, for eah paket that omes out, the soure an insert
a omplete desription of the path to be routed in that paket's header. The paket header
along with loal routing tables enable nodes to forward the paket properly along the
path between soure and destination [4℄. As a drawbak of this approah, paket header
size an grow to the size of (n)
5
. Compat routing is a researh eld that studies the
fundamental limitations of routing salability and designs algorithms that try to mitigate
these limitations [11, 35℄. In layman's terms, it analyzes how "good/bad" a partiular
routing algorithm is when the available resoures (e.g. available memory, proessing
power et.) are onstrained, and provides the fundamentals for resoure eient routing
protools. Theoretially speaking, a routing protool an be judged as ompat if
1. The address and header sizes it uses grows logarithmially,
2. The size of the routing table (RT) grows sub-linearly as new nodes are added and
3. The path streth is bounded by a onstant. It remains onstant independent of the
network size growth [36℄.
Compat routing has shown that, the shortest-path approah taken by the traditional
routing algorithms, annot guarantee that, routing table (RT) sizes (on any network
topology) will grow slower than linearly as funtions of the network size. On the other
hand, Compat Routing ahieves the desired RT size redution by inreasing path streth
4
"What does a BGP Route ost?" by W. Herrin. http://bill.herrin.us/network/bgpost.html
5
Compat Routing: Challenges,Perspetives, and Beyond. By Dimitri Papadimitriou (Alatel-Luent Bell
NV), Email: dimitri.papadimitrioualatel-luent.be, TRILOGY Future Internet Summer Shool 2009. August
24-28, 2009. Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium. http://typo3.trilogy-rojet.eu/fileadmin/publiations/Other/
Papadimitriou-CompatRouting.pdf
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between ertain nodes. But, this path streth is bounded. Gavoille and Gengler [19℄ has
proven that, minimum value of maximum streth for sub-linearly saling RTs is 3. It is
therefore possible to have a routing sheme that guarantees that path streth for a pair of
nodes will never exeed three (≤ 3), and still maintain sub-linear RTs. It is not possible
to have a maximal path streth of 2, or 1, with sub-linear routing tables [35, 36, 45℄. It is
obvious that, Compat routing shemes, do not pursue to ahieve shortest-paths; instead
they streth the routing paths [35℄. The term streth is dened as the ratio between
routing path's length/ost and minimum length/ost path
5
. Formally, for every pair of
nodes (in all graphs in the set of graphs) the algorithm an operate on, streth is the ratio
between the length of the route taken by the algorithm and the length of the shortest
path available. In both ases, length between the same pair of nodes is measured. A
Streth-3 would therefore, indiate to a path 3 times larger than the shortest possible
path. For a spei routing algorithm, the maximum of this ratio among all soure-
destination pairs (in all the graphs in the set) an be dened as that algorithm's streth
[35℄. Sub-linear saling of a RT is needed to aommodate the needs of pervasive and
ubiquitous omputing.
6
For the duration of this subsetion, unless otherwise stated, n is the number of nodes in a
network or graph. We are also only interested with ompat routing shemes that said to
be universal; i.e. they an provide routing for any type of graph (e.g. grid, tree, power-law
et.) [45℄. In this regard, two ompat routing algorithms are partiularly important, the
Thorup-Zwik (TZ) [61℄ and Brady-Cowen (BC) [3℄ shemes.
Cowen [9℄ was responsible for the rst universal streth-3 ompat routing sheme. The
routing sheme utilizes the onept of landmarks (LMs) and loal neighborhoods. LMs
are globally known nodes. Routing is performed by routing a paket to the nearest LM
of the destination and then onwards via the loal neighborhood to the destination. This
idea is analogous to the postal system. The following gure shows a node, u, sending
a paket to another node, v, in a dierent neighborhood by sending it via v's loal LM,
L(v). The routing table of a node is onstruted by maintaining next hop information
for its neighbors and the global landmarks, this is all the information required as routing
state. A node's neighborhood is dened as the k losest nodes to that node (where k is
an arbitrary positive integer). LM set seletion is done in a way so that RT sizes do not
exeed O(
2/3
√
n)(i.e. number of LMs + a node's neighborhood size ≤ O( 2/3√n) [45℄. 7
6
The term "streth" should not be onfused with "path ination". One of the main reasons of "path ination"
is, intra- and inter-domain routing poliies. It has got nothing to do with the streth of the underlying routing
algorithm.
7
Cowen's [9℄ LM set seletion is performed using a greedy approximation to dominating set onstrution.
Detailed disussion on this topi is out of the sope of the urrent work.
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Figure 2.4: Compat routing example. [45℄
TZ [61℄ ame up with an improved universal ompat routing sheme with worst-ase
O(
√
n) sized RTs and therefore will be at the fous of our attention. This redution in
RT state is ahieved by hanging the LM seletion sheme to an iterative proess. In
the TZ [61℄ sheme, initially, an initial set of LMs, set A, is seleted randomly with a
uniform probability from all nodes. One these LMs are seleted, eah node in the graph
is assigned the LM losest to it. Unlike Cowen [9℄, a node's neighborhood (luster in TZ
terminology) is no longer its k nearest nodes, it is instead, formed with only those nodes
that are loser to the node than to the losest LM [45℄. Formally,
C(w) = {v ∈ V | δ(v, w) < δ(A,w)} (2.1)
Equation 2.1 states that a node v is in w's luster (i.e. C(w)) if w is loser to v than v
is to its LM. Here, V is the set of all nodes in the graph, δ(v, w) is the distane between
nodes w and v, δ(A,w) = min{δ(u, w) | u ∈ A}.
Should this node's luster exeed a speied limit, then that node is then onsidered a
andidate for beoming a LM in the next iteration of the LM seletion. This proess
ontinues until all nodes have a luster size not exeeding the limit. The threshold and
the probability of a node being seleted as a landmark are dependent on a value s, suh
that 1 ≤ s ≤ n, where n is again the number of nodes in the graph. The probability that
a node is seleted as a landmark is s/|potentiallandmarks|, and the limit for a node's
luster size is 4n/s. TZ [103℄ reommends a value of s suh that s =
√
n/logn, allowing for
a maximum routing table size of 6
√
nlogn omprising maximum luster size of 4
√
nlogn
and maximum landmark set size of 2
√
nlogn [45℄.
Clusters are required to ensure pakets an be routed from a LM to the destination node;
without this luster information (labeled as "additional RT entry" in the following gure)
paket loops would our between landmarks and the rst hop from that LM to the
destination. This would result in any node not diretly onneted to a LM being unable
to reeive data. This is shown diagrammatially in the following gure, if nodes do not
maintain information relating to their luster, a paket loop may our between nodes
a and  for any paket destined for node d (follow arrows of 'step 1' and 'step 2a'). If
instead luster information is maintained at nodes  and b, pakets addressed to node d
will be orretly forwarded from node , and b, to d (arrows 'step 1' and 'step 2b') [45℄.
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Figure 2.5: Why do we need lusters? [45℄
It should be noted that, though the onept of luster is explained here; luster is not a
part of our implemented prototype (i.e. CRM).
2.1.1 The TZ Routing Proess
To route using the TZ sheme, one must know the destination's name, the destination's
LM, and the port that LM uses to route tra towards the destination (this part of the
"label" signies the node's luster or neighborhood); these three omponents make up
the "label"/address of a node. Routers within the network take routing deisions based
entirely on these labels. For example, in gure 2.5 above, the label of node d is (d, a, )
where d is the destination, a is d's landmark, and the next hop for tra to d is node .
The TZ sheme is a labeling sheme as the nodes in the network are renamed or labeled
for the purpose of routing orretly. To route from soure, a, to destination, b, the TZ
sheme proeeds as follows: obtain the name of b's landmark node, l, route paket towards
l (possible due to all nodes ontaining next hop information for all LMs). Upon reahing l
the paket is routed towards b (possible as nodes in-between l and b will ontain next hop
information for b). Upon reahing b routing is omplete, and the paket is suessfully
delivered. This routing proedure is analogous how the postal servie works. Mail for the
reipient is delivered to the destination's loal sorting oe (i.e. the LM), before being
routed loally to the destination address [45℄.
Routing via a LM and then onward to the destination an inrease the distane travelled
by a paket. However, there is a limit imposed on this due to the nature of routing
proedure; no TZ path is ever more than 3 times the shortest path between a and b
(i.e. worst possible path streth is 3 ). This is proved mathematially using the triangle
inequality and symmetry by TZ [61℄.
Within the TZ [61℄ sheme, lusters not only allow pakets to be routed from a LM to
their destination, but also allows us to disover paths that are shorter than soure to
destination via a LM. To illustrate this, onsider a paket with soure node 4, destination
node 8 (label: (8, 7, 6)) in the following gure. The routing deision at 4 (send toward the
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LM (7)) results in the paket being sent to 5. Node 5 follows the same strategy and sends
to node 6. Node 6 ontains node 8 within its luster, and routes using this information,
similarly for node 9. As you see, the paket destined for node 8 from node 4, never reahed
the LM node 7. It is possible that a paket an be sent from a soure to a destination
without interating with a LM [45℄.
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Figure 2.6: A 9 node graph showing TZ routing table information. [45℄
In ertain situations the path exhibited by a paket within the TZ routing sheme may
math the shortest possible path between the soure and the destination (i.e. Streth-
1). It is also possible for the paths exhibited between two nodes to follow dierent
routes depending on the diretion being travelled. Consider node 2 and node 8 of gure
2.6 Soure 2, destination 8 follows the path: 2->4->5->6->9->8 (length 5); meanwhile,
soure 8, destination 2 follows the path: 8->9->3->4->2 (length 4). These paths are not
idential, in fat, it is possible to have a soure-destination pair suh that tra travelling
in one diretion exhibit streth-1, while tra travelling in the opposite diretion exhibit
streth-3 [45℄.
2.1.2 Compat Routing - Limitations and Mitigations
As said earlier, in ompat routing, the "label"/address of a destination node d is: label(d,
a, ); where d is the destinations name, a is the destination's LM, and  is the port that
LM a uses to route tra towards the destination d (see: gure 2.6 ). It should be
evident from this desription that, the "labeling"/addressing is dependent on the network
topology and the plaements of the LMs. This address struture also implies that, the
LM is xed for a node. Further ompliating matters is the fat, neither IPv4 nor IPv6
an manage three separate addresses in a single unit. Even if we ome up with some
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lever way to t all three parts of a "label" in an address unit; xed number of bits would
have to be alloated to eah part of the "label". This means that, the maximum number
of nodes in a luster, the maximum number of nodes in the LM spae gets xed. These
are massive downsides of Compat routing. It is assuming a stati network topology (due
to the binding between the node's address and LM) to keep the balane between the size
of a LM set and lusters (through alloating xed number of bits). Any hange in the
topology (e.g. if a LM goes down due to maintenane) would mean that, the network
would have to be globally renumbered (i.e. re-addressing). Suh assumptions are not
pratial if one onsiders the urrent Internet infrastruture [36℄.
In our proposed CRM, we are not "labeling" the network nodes; we are using the usual
IPv4/IPv6 to identify the nodes. There is also no dependeny between the address of the
LM and the nodes that it servies. Hene, if there is hange in the address of either the
LM or its nodes, the other (i.e. the LM or its nodes) is not aeted. If the address of a
LM hanges then only the mappings (between that LM and the nodes that it servies)
need to be hanged. In ompat routing however, hange in the address of a LM will
ause global re-addressing.
2.2 Splitting loation and ID
In today's Internet, two separate semantis are attahed to an IP address. The rst one
is identity based, i.e. IP address of an end-system's interfae is used in the transport
and upper layer protools as the its ID; to identify that host or sessions assoiated with
that partiular host. The seond one is being a loator. An IP address is utilized in
network layer protools as a loator to nd the destination host in the network topology
and forward pakets toward their destination. This dual meaning of IP addresses aets
the way how mahines onnet to the Internet. If the loation of a mahine hanges,
then, by extension, it's identity also has to hange (as IP address is used to serve both
purposes). Hene, suh "overloading" of funtions (of IP address) makes it virtually
impossible to build an eient routing system without foring unaeptable onstraints
(e.g. requiring renumbering upon provider hanges) on end-system use of addresses. In
order to irumvent these problems, a "lo/ID split" is performed.
To deploy "lo/ID split", we need to adjust addressing, headers, and protools. Several
proposals have been made for suh an implementation
8
. Most of these proposals leverage
one or more levels of indiretion to reate one or more levels of namespaes. In most ases,
two namespaes are utilized, namely, Identier (ID) and Loator (LOC). IDs dene "who"
(i.e. identity) the end-system's interfae is. They (i.e. IDs) an only be used for routing
in the edge/aess network. LOCs, on the other hand, desribe "how" an end-system's
interfae is attahed to the network. What it means is, LOCs are used for routing aross
the global Internet. The goal of this indiretion is to allow eient aggregation in the
LOC spae whih in turn provides persistent identity in the ID domain. Suh indiretion
mandates the presene of a mapping system between IDs and Loators; so that pakets
originating from a host residing inside an edge/aess network an be suessfully routed
through the global Internet until it reahes the destination host's edge/aess network.
Developing suh a mapping system is the fous of this thesis.
The at of splitting loator and identity an be performed either taking the "map-and-
enap" approah or by utilizing the address rewriting sheme. In our work, we onentrate
8
There are a number of protools that does a "Lo/ID split". For example, LISP, IVIP, HIP, ILNP, Shim6,
Six/one Router, GSE et. [46℄
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on the Loator ID separation protool (or LISP) whih follows the "map-and-enap"
approah and is therefore disussed in detail. Disussion on address rewriting is beyond
the sope of this work [43, 44℄
9
.
2.2.1 Map-n-Enap
The basi idea behind "map-and-enap" is to deouple the LOC spae from the non-
topologially assigned ID spae (i.e. addresses in the ID spae give no indiation about
the network topology and these addresses are assigned by regional registrars), whih in
turn should provide eient aggregation in the LOC spae.
In the "map-and-enap" sheme, when a paket is generated, both the soure address
(SA) and destination address (DA) are taken from the ID spae (known as the "inner-
header"). If the DA refers to a remote domain, then this paket at rst traverses the loal
domain's infrastruture to a border router. It is now the border router's task to map
the destination of the ID to an LOC. This LOC works as an entry point to the remote
destination domain (hene the need for a mapping system). This is the "map" phase
of "map-and-enap". The border router then enapsulates (i.e. appends a new header,
whih is referred to as the "outer-header") this paket and sets the DA as the LOC
provided by the mapping system. Needless to say, this is the "enap" phase. It should
be noted that, as the "enap" phase appends a new header to an existing IP paket, the
"map-and-enap" sheme will work with both IPv4 and IPv6. When the paket arrives
at the remote destination border router, it de-apsulates it and sends to the destination
residing in that domain [43℄. There is ontroversy as to whether or not the enapsulation
overhead of "map-and-enap" sheme is problemati; arguments exist on both sides of the
topi [60℄.
When the arhiteture of a mapping system for a "map-and-enap" sheme is being
developed, three issues related to servie saling must be taken into onsideration.
1. The rate of updates to the database,
2. The "state" required to be held by the mapping system and
3. The lateny experiened during a map lookup.
By expert estimation, the size of the mapping database will be in the order of O(1010),
whih implies that the update rate must be kept small to keep the lateny in hek. Also
the arhiteture of the mapping system, whether it's a "push" or "pull", has an eet on
lateny. If a "push" strategy is taken where the entire database is pushed lose to the
edge (similar to BGP), lateny is improved at the expense of inreased state. Conversely,
in a "pull" approah, a mapping request has to be sent out to nd an authoritative server
for that mapping (similar to DNS), whih inadvertently inreases lateny. This analysis
leads to the onlusion that, a "hybrid push-pull" approah might be most eetive [43℄.
2.3 Loator/ ID separation protool (LISP): A brief overview
Until now, we have explained in general the dierent onepts of "lo/ID split"
implemented through a "map-and-enap" sheme. As mentioned in setion 2.2, LISP
9
http://blog.pattinon.om/internet-routing-table%E2%80%93the-good
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employs the strategy of "map-and-enap" and from onwards we will only disuss spei
details relevant to LISP.
The IDs that we have disussed thus far is referred to as Endpoint Identiers (EIDs) in
LISP terminology. This namespae is used to address end systems. The other namespae
in LISP is known as Routing Loators (RLOCs) and has the same semanti as LOCs.
The edge of a LISP domain is dened by a Tunnel Router. This router is responsible for
reading the EID address, heking its loal RLOC to EID mapping ahe and if the queried
mapping is absent (i.e. a ahe miss) then it interrogates the Mapping infrastruture to
reeive the desired RLOC (details about the LISP ahe will be provided in the upoming
setion 2.3.3). This is the "map" stage of "map-and-enap". In the "enap" phase, the
border router enapsulates the paket with a UDP header and sets the destination address
(DA) to the RLOC returned by the mapping infrastruture [44℄
9
.
The ow from the soure towards the Internet i.e. the "map-and-enap" sheme is
performed by the Ingress Tunnel Router (ITR), while the ow from the Internet towards
the destination is de-apsulated by the Egress Tunnel Router (ETR) (Detailed desriptions
of ITR/ETR is provided in the next setion). The operation is illustrated below:
ITR/ ETR
S_RLOC -> D_RLOC
S_EID -> D_EID
DECAP in 
ETR
D_RLOC -> S_RLOC
D_EID -> S_EID
S_EID -> D_EID
D_EID <- S_EID
ENCAP 
in ITR
RLOC spaceEID space
Figure 2.7: "map-and-enap" sheme.
9
The ETR and ITR very rarely operate independently; the same devie performs as an
ITR while tra is leaving the LISP site and works as an ETR for tra destined for the
site. Suh an unied system is termed as an xTR
9
.
In terms of LISP's arhiteture, this "map-and-enap" sheme is referred to as a "jak-
up". Beause the existing EID network layer is "jaked up" and a new network layer with
RLOC addressing is inserted below it [13, 44℄. The LISP "jak-up" is depited in the next
gure.
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Figure 2.8: LISP is a jak-up.
9
When it omes to the issue of EID-to-RLOC mapping system, though LISP speiation
denes the format of query and response messages, it makes no assumptions about the
arhiteture of the mapping systems. As a result, several mapping systems have been
proposed.
In LISP, the border router's upstream IP address is used as RLOC for the end-systems
of that loal domain. End-systems use EIDs for ommuniation. While both EIDs and
RLOCs are essentially IP addresses, EIDs only have a loal sope (i.e. the loal domain)
and hene annot be routed in the Internet. EID represents the ID of an interfae (EIDs
are usually looked up in the DNS by end-systems) and like MAC address; do not hange
even when the loation of a devie is hanged. In other words, an EID is a PI (Provider
Independent) address within the user site. When an upstream ISP hanges, the EID does
not hange; only the mapping (EID-to-RLOC) hanges.
As mentioned earlier, RLOCs are only used for routing purposes and they annot be
treated as EIDs for host-to-host ommuniations in LISP-enabled domains. In most
ases, A single RLOC is shared among many EIDs; whih in turn keeps the RT size small.
However, suh a domain an also be multi-homed (i.e. a domain with several border
routers), where one single EID an be servied by several RLOCs [29℄. In our opinion,
LISP designers did a brilliant job in oming up with a solution that is network-based; i.e.
no hanges are required for the end-user. LISP also does not require any address hanges
on the user-site. It an suessfully interoperate with the urrent Internet and ould be,
in future, deployed gradually. Unlike ompat routing whih proposes a omplete new
system (i.e. new Internet arhiteture) by theorizing a new addressing sheme for the
whole network (LM based addressing), LISP takes a phased approah. In our opinion, it
is this phased approah that will make LISP a suess.
2.3.1 LISP Network Elements
The LISP speiation [13℄ denes two network elements, namely, Egress Tunnel Router
(ETR) and Ingress Tunnel Router (ITR). An ETR aepts an IP paket where the DA
in the "outer-header" is one of its own RLOCs from the Internet. ETR then strips the
"outer-header" and forwards the paket based on the next IP header (i.e. "inner-header")
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found.
An ITR aepts IP pakets from the loal site's end systems on one side (i.e. IP pakets
without any LISP header) and sends out LISP-enapsulated IP pakets toward the global
Internet on the other side. ITR treats the "inner DA" as an EID and performs the
neessary EID-to-RLOC mapping lookup. It then prepends an "outer-header" whih
ontains one of its (i.e. ITR's) own globally routable RLOCs as the soure address
(SA) and the result of the mapping lookup is inserted into the DA eld. Note that,
the destination RLOC may turn out to be an intermediary or proxy devie whih has a
better knowledge of the EID-to-RLOC mapping losest to the destination EID [44℄. A
LISP implementation also ontains another infrastruture devie alled the LISP Map
Server. It an perform two distint funtions. As a Map-Server (MS), it advertises EID
prexes into the mapping system (e.g. LISP-Alternative Topology) for ETRs that are
registered to it. When ating as a Map Resolver (MR), it reeives map requests from
ITRs and forwards them (in ase of LISP+ALT, the "forwarding" destination will be the
ALT network). The MR also sends negative map replies to ITRs in response to queries
for non-LISP addresses
10
.
Figure 2.9: LISP arhiteture.
The gure 2.9 (simplied from
11
) gives a high level view of the LISP arhiteture. For
demonstration purposes, we have assumed the mapping system to be LISP+ALT.
10
Details of the mapping system is explained in the subsetion 2.3.3.
11
LISP: An Arhitetural Solution to Multi-homing, Tra Engineering, and Internet Route Saling. By Dave
Meyer and Dino Farinai. http://www.nanog.org/meetings/nanog45/presentations/Sunday/Dino_lisp_N45.
pdf
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2.3.2 LISP data plane Operation
When an end-system of a LISP-apable domain emits a paket, it puts its own EID as the
SA of the paket, and puts the address of the orrespondent node as the DA (Disovery
of the EID of the orrespondent node is done using Domain Name System [DNS℄). If
the destination of this paket resides in a remote domain then the paket traverses to
one of the ITRs of the soure domain. This ITR then heks the LISP map ahe for an
existing EID-to-RLOC mapping. Suh ahes are atually short-lived, dynami, small and
on-demand tables that are loal to the ITR(s). It (i.e. LISP map ahe) stores, traks,
and is responsible for timing-out and otherwise validating EID-to-RLOC mappings. If a
mapping exists (in the LISP ahe) then the paket is enapsulated using that map-ahe
poliy and forwarded. If no mapping exists then it will be the LISP mapping system's
responsibility to obtain it on behalf of the requesting ITR. When the map request reahes
the destination ETR (through the mapping system), it (i.e. ETR) responds diretly to the
ITR with a map reply, whih the ITR adds to its map ahe. The ITR an now forward
LISP pakets between its EID (i.e. soure) and the destination EID. When the LISP
ETR reeives the LISP paket, it de-apsulates it, and then forwards it to the original
(EID) destination IP address. The enapsulation and subsequent de- apsulation reates
a tunnel whih is shown in the following gure [1℄.
Figure 2.10: LISP Tunnel from ITR to ETR and LISP enapsulated paket for IPv4 [1℄.
The LISP IETF draft [13℄ speies how the LISP pakets should be enapsulated. What
follows is the LISP header format and brief desriptions of the elds it ontains, aording
to [13℄. Note, the LISP header also omes in a IPv6 variety
12
.
12
Not shown here.
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Figure 2.11: LISP IPv4-in-IPv4 Header Format [1℄.
Looking losely, this LISP header ontains four distint parts:
1. Outer Header (OH): OH's address elds ontain RLOCs obtained from ITR's EID-
to-RLOC ahe.
2. UDP Header: The UDP header ontains an ITR seleted soure port when
enapsulating a paket. However, the destination port MUST be set to the well-
known IANA assigned port value 4341.
3. LISP: This part has ve single bit elds. Obviously, for eah of them 1 means
presene and 0 means absent. The N bit is the none-present bit, the L bit is the
Loator-Status-Bits eld enabled bit, the E bit is the eho-none-request bit, the V
bit is the Map-Version present bit, and lastly, the I bit is the Instane ID bit. The
ags eld is of 3-bit length and is reserved for future ag use. The loator status bits
eld is set by an ITR to indiate to an ETR the up/down status of the Loators in
the soure site. The LISP None eld is a 24-bit value that is randomly generated by
an ITR when the N bit is set to 1. Detailed information regarding the onguration
of these bit elds an be found in [13℄.
4. Inner Header (IH): IH is the header on the datagram reeived from the originating
host. The soure and destination IP addresses here are EIDs [13℄.
The tunneling sheme prevents EIDs from getting announed in the ore Internet routing
system. RLOCs are only announed to deliver pakets orretly. This feature allows us
to redue the size of BGP's routing tables, whih is a target of this protool. Through
gure 2.12, we take a loser look at an end-to-end paket delivery senario.
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Figure 2.12: Paket forwarding proedure using LISP [29℄.
As seen in the gure, when EID
s
starts ommuniating with EID
d
, the initial step is to
emit a rst IP paket using its own EID (i.e. EID
s
) as SA and the destination's EID
(i.e. EID
d
) as DA. Then using legay IP routing protools (e.g. RIP, OSPF et.), this
paket is routed inside AS
s
until it is delivered to one of loators serviing EID
s
. This
however, does not imply soure routing. The paket will reah a LISP ITR based on the
destination's EID (i.e. EID
d
). When the paket reahes RLOC
2
EID
s
, this router will at
as the ITR and enapsulate it inside a LISP paket. Now if it is determined that the best
way to reah EID
d
is through RLOC
1
EID
d
then a the new header prepended to the original
paket ontaining RLOC
2
EID
s
as SA and RLOC
1
EID
d
as the DA. The paket is then routed
in the Internet.
However, the question remains as to how LISP data plane gures out when to enapsulate
an outgoing paket and what to put in the header
13
, as well as when to de-apsulate
an inoming paket. To perform these ations, two data strutures are used, namely, the
"loal onguration" and the LISP ahe. When an ETR houses the "loal onguration",
it beomes an authoritative ETR. The "loal onguration" onsists of all EID-Prex
14
to RLOC mappings that are "owned loally" (i.e. mappings for those EID prexes that
are "behind" this router). For instane, in 2.12, the "loal ongurations" present in both
xTRs of AS
s
ontain the following entry [11℄:
13
In ase there are multiple ITR/ETR in the LISP site, hoosing of SA is dependent on poliy. The DA is
however remains unaeted by any suh poliy.
14
The term "EID-Prex" refers to a power of 2 blok of ontiguous EIDs that an be aggregated in a single
prex.
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EID
d
- Prex : RLOC
1
EID
d
, RLOC
2
EID
s
It should be noted that, we have oined the term "loal onguration" for two reasons.
Firstly, this "loal onguration" need not be a formal database. It an be generated
manually as well. The seond and most important reason is to avoid any ambiguity with
the LISP database. The LISP database has a distributed struture and is not housed in
any authoritative ETR. The mapping system as a whole forms the LISP database.
The "loal onguration" is additionally utilized to determine whih soure RLOC
(beause ITRs also have "loal onguration") should be used inside the outer header
of an outgoing paket (RLOC
2
EID
s
is thus seleted in 2.12).
The LISP ahe is another data struture whih holds the mappings for EID-Prexes that
are not "owned loally". While enapsulating a paket, this ahe is used to provide the
neessary information for seleting the destination RLOC. For example, in 2.12, in order
to enapsulate a an outgoing paket, the ITR of ASs needs to have the following mapping
in its ahe:
EID
d
- Prex : RLOC
1
EID
d
, RLOC
2
EID
d
The atual seletion of the RLOC to use in the outer header is done based on the priority
and weight assoiated with eah RLOC (LISP does this assoiation). The exat proedure
by whih this seletion takes plae is explained in the original LISP proposal [13℄ and is
outside the sope of this work. It should be noted that, these mappings inside LISP ahe
are short-lived and are subjet to timeout. When a mapping is not used for a ertain
period, that entry gets timed out (i.e. removed). In other words, entries in the LISP
Cahe is populated in an on-demand basis.
2.3.3 LISP ontrol plane
Before going into the funtionalities of the ontrol plane, a brief introdution of the
three types of pakets dened by LISP speiation [13℄ for supporting an EID-to-RLOC
mapping system (whih resides in the ontrol plane) is warranted. The rst type is the
Map Request (de fato hoie) whih an ITR uses to query for a partiular EID-to-RLOC
mapping. Subsequently, the authoritative ETR (it ontains the authoritative EID-to-
RLOC mappings for a partiular LISP site) responds with a Map-Reply message to the
querying ITR. The seond type of paket is the Data Probe paket (rarely used) whih
an ITR may send to the mapping system for probing. As before, the authoritative ETR
responds with a Map-Reply message. To determine whether a paket is Data Probe or
not, the ETR heks the "inner" and "outer" header's DA. If they are the same and is
an EID then it's a Data Probe paket. The third type is the Map Reply paket and its
possible uses are already explained [44℄.
The rst paket of a new ow will trigger a ahe miss (i.e. mapping entry is absent from
LISP ahe) and will in turn ause the data plane to ask the ontrol plane to retrieve a
mapping for that spei destination EID that had originally triggered the ahe miss. In
other words, the ontrol plane is onerned with how an ITR maps a destination to an
ETR. To do so, two primary tasks must be nished.
1. At rst, an ETR needs to inform the network (i.e. to register into the mapping
system) that it will provide "servie" (i.e. an EID prex is reahable through that
ETR's RLOC) for a partiular EID spae.
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2. Seondly, an ITR needs to look up the required ETR (alled the authoritative ETR)
for a destination EID.
The rst task is performed using a MS. In a general deployment, the ETR registers
(using a Map-Register message) its EIDs with the MS. For the seond task, a mapping
distribution protool/ mapping system is used to provide a lookup infrastruture for
retrieving mappings [11℄ from a Mapping Resolver (MR). In other words, a mapping
system provides the assoiation between an identier and its loators. As previously
mentioned in setion 2.2, a mapping system for LISP an be either adopt "push" or "pull"
based strategy. In a push-based systems, the ITR reeives and stores all the mappings for
all EID prexes, even if it does not ontat them. NERD is the only proposed push-based
mapping system. In ontrast, an ITR in a pull-based system, sends queries to the mapping
system every time it needs to ontat a remote EID and has no mapping for it [31℄. LISP-
CONS, LISP-DHT et. are examples of pull-based mapping systems. The LISP + ALT
(LISP Alternative Topology) [17℄ proposal however, is a "hybrid push-pull" sheme. It
has beome the prevalent LISP mapping system, beause this solution is adopted by the
LISP working group and is urrently being deployed in the international test bed [11℄.
Short desriptions of the above mentioned mapping systems are given here.
2.3.3.1 LISP-ALT
As stated previously, Ciso's endorsement has made LISP-ALT the preferred mapping
system for LISP. Therefore, we need to have a lear understanding of it.
As a mapping system, the LISP Alternative Topology (LISP-ALT) is distributed in a
virtual overlay network. Like all other mapping system, LISP+ALT is used by an ITR or
MR to nd the partiular ETR that ontains the desired EID-to-RLOC mapping. The
overlay is alled the ALT network and is made up of tunnels (e.g. GRE
15
tunnel) between
ALT Routers. As visualized in gure 2.13, these ALT routers are assoiated with EID
prexes and may be onneted in a hierarhial manner with respet to these prexes. If
so, then the bottom-most ALT routers must be onneted for eah of its assoiated EID
prexes, to at least one authoritative ETR (i.e. ETR that "owns" that partiular EID-
prex). ALT routers ommuniate with its peers via BGP and exhange aggregated EID
prexes that an be reahed through them. In ontrast to normal inter-domain routing,
ALT routers may aggregate the prexes that are reeived via BGP before forwarding them
[42℄.
15
Generi Routing Enapsulation or GRE is a tunneling protool that was originally developed by Ciso for
IP-in-IP tunneling.
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Figure 2.13: LISP ALT in a semi-hierarhial struture [42℄.
An ITR uses the ALT network to send an ALT datagram
16
to the authoritative ETR
that "owns" the requested EID-prex. In most ases, an ITR does not onnet diretly
to the overlay network but instead sends the ALT datagram via a MR. Based on the
destination address, an ALT router will forward the reeived ALT datagram to the proper
ALT routers aording to the prex information provided via BGP [61℄. Eventually the
ALT datagram reahes the appropriate ETR, whih then responds with a Map-Reply
(ontaining the desired mapping information) that is sent diretly to the ITR. This
obtained mapping information is then stored in the LISP Database. This is referred
to as the "pull" operation. In a similar fashion, when an ETR registers its EIDs, it
utilizes the help of a MS (instead of onneting diretly to the ALT network). This piee
of ommuniation with the MS is termed as a "push" (i.e. "pushing" the EID registration
information towards the ALT network). It is the MS's responsibility to advertise these
registered EID-prexes on to the ALT network and also to forward the ALT datagram
toward the authoritative ETR. This is why, LISP-ALT is said to have a "hybrid push/pull"
arhiteture.
For the sake of larity, it must be mentioned that, the ALT network does not distribute
atual EID-to-RLOC mappings. It only makes a forwarding path through ALT routers
using BGP (ALT routers interonnet using BGP and propagate EID-prex updates
among themselves) from the MR/ITR (i.e. MR and its assoiated ITR) whih requires an
EID-to-RLOCmapping, towards an authoritative ETR that holds this requested mapping.
The MR/ITR uses this path to send the ALT Datagram towards the authoritative ETR.
The Map-Reply however is sent diretly to the ITR. Beause originally the ALT datagram
had the ITR's RLOC as the SA in its outer header. This enables the authoritative ETR
to irumvent the ALT network and ommuniate diretly with the ITR [29℄.
2.3.3.2 LISP-DHT
A key problem faed by LISP, is that the mapping system must be able to distribute
mappings between identiers and loators in a salable manner. LISP-DHT fullls this
16
The term "ALT datagram" refers to a Map-Request that will be sent or forwarded to the ALT.
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need by using a DHT lookup infrastruture whih enables mappings to be retrieved in
an eient manner. This mapping system uses an overlay network that is derived from
Chord. Normally, Chord DHT tends to randomize whih node is responsible for a key-
value pair (in this ase, the key-value pair is a mapping). In LISP- DHT however, Chord is
suitably modied so that, a node is assoiated with an EID prex and that node's Chord
identier is hosen at bootstrap as the highest EID (in that assoiated EID prex). This
is done to preserve the loality of the mapping, i.e. a mapping is always stored on a
node hosen by the owner of the EID prex. When an ITR needs a mapping, it sends
a Map-Request through the LISP-DHT overlay with its RLOC as SA. Eah node routes
the request aording to its nger table (a table that assoiates a next hop to a portion
of the spae overed by the Chord ring). The Map-Reply is sent diretly to the ITR( by
using this ITR's RLOC) [31, 40℄.
2.3.3.3 LISP-CONS
The Content distribution Overlay Network Servie for LISP or LISP-CONS operates
through a distributed EID-to-RLOC database. This database is distributed among the
authoritative Answering Content Aess Resoures (Answering-CAR). An Answering-
CAR (aCAR) advertises "reahability" for its EID-to-RLOC mappings through a
hierarhial network of Content Distribution Resoures (CDRs) (but, not the mapping
itself), and responds to mapping requests from the system. A CAR may also request
mappings from the system (this entity is now alled a Querying-CAR, or qCAR). ITRs
onnet to one or more qCARs to query the system for the required EID-to-RLOC
mappings. This qCAR then queries the system on behalf of the ITR. These queries follow
the overlay network to the authoritative aCAR, whih responds with the mapping. This
response may then be ahed by the "loal" CAR. Finally, note that neither a qCAR
or aCAR need to hold the entire EID-to-RLOC database. Rather, the EID-to-RLOC
mappings are separately pulled by the ITRs by querying one or more of its onneted
qCARs. To the best of our knowledge LISP-CONS has stopped evolving [5, 31℄.
2.3.3.4 NERD
NERD (Not-so-novel EID RLOC Database) is based on a monolithi database that is
present on eah xTR and is refreshed at regular intervals, ontaining all available mappings
(assumed to be published by a entralized authority). This means that LISP-NERD
follows a "push" distribution model, as it deliberately "pushes" all available mappings
toward all existing xTRs. This also implies that, NERD does not ause any ahe miss,
whih is a major advantage. Additionally, this strategy oers the advantage of reduing
the signaling overhead; beause LISP-NERD uses a HTTP-based inremental updates
approah. However, LISP routers need to store all existing mappings (even the ones that
are never used) and thus severely limiting its salability. Furthermore, the bootstrap
operation an beome very slow, sine the whole database needs to be downloaded.
Additionally, any hanges require a new version of the database to be downloaded by all
ITRs, making it an unlikely mapping system of hoie for the future global deployment
of LISP [31, 40℄.
2.3.3.5 FIRMS
Menth et al.'s [41, 42℄ Future Internet Routing Mapping System (FIRMS) is a fast,
salable, reliable and seure mapping system for LISP. One of its strong suits is that,
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it an relay the initial paket in ase of a ahe miss. Our interest in FIRMS lies in the
fat that, it has oneptual similarities with our proposed CRM.
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Figure 2.14: Basi operation of FIRMS [41℄.
The above illustrated gure 2.14 gives an idea about the basi struture and operation
of FIRMS. Menth et al. [41, 42℄ assumes that, the EID prex bloks are assigned to
their "owners". Eah prex "owner" provides a Map-Base (MB) that houses the EID-to-
RLOC mappings for all of its EIDs. The Map-Base Pointer (MBP) is a data struture
that ontains information about the MB. The prex "owner" will register this information
in the global MBP distribution network whih ollets all MBPs and through it onstruts
a global MBP table. Eah ITR is also ongured with a MR. The MR registers with the
MBP distribution network to reeive a opy of the global MBP table. When the ITR
requires an EID-to-RLOC mapping for an EID, it sends a map-request to its MR. The
MR looks up the address of the responsible MB in its loal opy of the MBP table and
forwards this Map-Request to that MB. The MB returns with a Map-Reply ontaining the
desired EID-to-RLOC mapping to the MR whih in turn is forwarded it to the requesting
ITR. If a non-existing mapping is queried then a negative Map-Reply will be returned.
This design requires that MRs and MBs have globally routable RLOC addresses [41, 42℄.
One of the ideas suggested by Menth et al. [41, 42℄ for the improvement of FIRMS,
resemble with the design priniple of our proposed CRM. Aording to Menth et al.'s
[41, 42℄ sheme, if EIDs of a ommon prex blok share the same RLOC then their EID-
to-RLOC mappings should be aggregated to a single EID-to-RLOC mapping. This will
save storage spae of ahes and databases. This strategy will also make additional Map-
Requests redundant when the ITR needs a mapping for a new EID that is already overed
by an aggregated EID-to-RLOC mapping in its ahe. Thus an aggregated EID-to-RLOC
mappings minimizes the lookup delay and takes the load o the MR and the MB [41℄. We
will see later on in setion 4.2.2.1 that, one of the rst tasks that is performed by a LM of
our experimental CRM is to aggregate the reeived EID-to-RLOC mappings if possible.
2.4 Importane of OpenLISP:
In order to suessfully implement and deploy a system based on the Loator/ID
Separation paradigm, it is neessary to map IDs into loators, store and distribute these
mappings, and perform tunneling or address translation operations to forward pakets in
the ore Internet. Several solutions have been proposed insofar, however, while interesting
and promising, these have the drawbak of taking a "lean slate revolutionary approah".
In other words, they are not inrementally deployable and thus annot be experimented
on a large sale. LISP is the only evolutionary approah that does not rely on hanges at
the end-hosts by introduing heavy modiation to the protool stak. It is so designed
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that it an be inrementally deployed while ausing minimum disruption [29℄.
OpenLISP [28℄ is the only open-soure implementation for FreeBSD, based on the LISP
draft (version 07) by Iannone et al. [29℄ and to the best of our knowledge, it is urrently
the only major implementation besides the NX-OS of Ciso. OpenLISP has a "dirty
slate approah" (i.e. evolutionary approah). Its primary aim is to provide an open and
exible platform for experimentation in the loator/ID separation paradigm. OpenLISP
is muh more than just an implementation of the LISP draft. While the LISP draft
presents a detailed desription of the enapsulation and de-apsulation operations, the
forwarding operation and oer several options as mapping system; it does not provide
any speiation for an API that allows the Data plane to interat with the Control
plane (i.e. mapping system). OpenLISP however, provides a new soket based solution,
alled Mapping Sokets, to overome this handiap [27℄. This solution is partiularly
important for our purposes beause we are implementing and deploying a mapping
system for the Control plane (i.e. CRM). Mapping sokets make OpenLISP an open
and exible solution, enabling us to pair up CRM with it. Additionally, the development
and the experimentation done with OpenLISP also had an impat on the original LISP
speiations, allowing orretions to some original design shortomings and improve
some engineering solutions. Therefore, it is imperative that we understand the OpenLISP
arhiteture in a detailed manner [27℄.
2.5 OpenLISP: An Arhitetural Overview
As shown in the high level arhiteture of OpenLISP (See: gure: 2.15), Iannone et al.
[29℄ mainly onentrated their eorts on the LISP data plane whih onstitutes the newly
added/slightly modied routines for enapsulation, de-apsulation and an unied data
struture alled MapTable. MapTable is a radix tree data struture reated by merging
LISP ahe and LISP database. Though unied, from a logial point of view, they are
still separated; beause the EID-Prexes that are "loally owned" (i.e. part to the LISP
database) are tagged with a "database" ag. Aording to Iannone et al. [29℄, they
implemented the data plane diretly into the kernel protool stak; in order to gure out
the how a protool stak would look like one LISP beomes a part of it. However, for
the ontrol plane, the authors of OpenLISP deliberately did not implement any spei
Mapping Distribution Protool. Rather, they ame up with "mapping sokets" that
are essentially APIs (not dened in the original LISP speiation) for ommuniation
between the data and ontrol plane. In the following subsetions, we will summarize the
above mentioned features of OpenLISP.
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Figure 2.15: OpenLISP arhiteture [29℄.
2.5.1 OpenLISP data plane
As stated earlier, OpenLISP data plane is formed of enapsulation and de-apsulation
routines and MapTable. In the following sub-subsetions we desribe them briey.
2.5.1.1 Enapsulation and De-apsulation routines
Paket enapsulation and de-apsulation in OpenLISP is implemented as a path on
the IP protool stak of FreeBSD kernel. This path involves the addition of four new
funtions: namely, lisp_input(), lisp6_input(), lisp_output(), lisp6_output() and alls to
these funtions from the pre-existing ode.
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lisp_input() lisp6_input()
ip_input() ip6_input()
Data Link Layer
Transport Layer
Figure 2.16: Protool Stak Modiations for inoming pakets [29℄.
As the names suggest, lisp_input() and lisp6_input() manage inoming IPv4 and IPv6
LISP pakets and are positioned right above ip_input() and ip6_input() respetively,
from whih they are alled. As shown in Figure. 2.16 [29℄, an inoming IPv4 LISP
paket is at rst handled by the ip_input() routine, whih has been suitably pathed
to reognize LISP pakets. If it turns out to be a LISP enapsulated paket, only then
ip_input() will all the lisp_input() funtion. lisp_input() strips the outer header of the
data paket and re-injets it in the IP layer, by putting it in the input buer of either
ip_input() or ip6_input().One the paket has been re-injeted in the protool stak, if
it is determined that, the system de-apsulating the paket is not the nal destination
then the paket is delivered to ip_forward() or ip6_forward() funtion (depending on
the IP version number) whih sends it down to the data link layer and is subsequently
transmitted toward its nal destination.
While handling outgoing pakets, ip_output() routine heks whether the paket needs to
be enapsulated with a LISP header or not. This heking is done by a twofold look up
proedure. At rst, using the paket's SA (i.e. soure EID), ip_output() looks into the
LISP database for a valid mapping. If no mapping is found, then that paket is normally
proessed by ip_output() without any enapsulation. If a mapping is found during the
rst round of searh, then a seond lookup is performed using the DA (destination EID)
of that paket for a valid mapping inside the LISP Cahe. If there is no valid mapping in
the LISP Cahe, then it means a ahe miss has ourred and a message is sent through
open mapping sokets to notify the ontrol plane. If a mapping for the destination EID
is present then that paket is diverted towards the lisp_output() routine, whih at rst
performs MTUs heks and then enapsulates the paket by seleting the RLOCs to be
used. The above mentioned proedure is depited in gure 2.17 [29℄.
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Figure 2.17: Protool stak modiations for outgoing pakets [29℄.
2.5.2 Map Tables
As desribed earlier in setion 2.5, OpenLISP has a merged radix tree data struture
(atually, there are two radix strutures in the system, one for IPv4 EID-Prexes and
another for IPv6 EID-Prexes) formed of LISP database and LISP Cahe, alled Map-
Table. Additionally we have said that, the "database" ag reates a logial separation
between the LISP database and LISP ahe, enabling us to lookup only those entries that
have their "database" ag set to a partiular value.
Figure 2.18: Example of MapTable data struture layout [29℄.
As shown in gure 2.18 [29℄, eah entry ontains a pointer to a soket address struture
that holds the EID-Prex to whih the entry is related, a "ags" eld (not visible in the
gure), and a hained list of RLOC data strutures that ontain the RLOC addresses and
their related metris (eah entry also ontains elds neessary to build the radix tree itself
whose desription is outside the sope of this artile). The "ags" eld ontains general
ags (e.g. "database" ag) that apply to the whole mapping. OpenLISP deliberately uses
a hained list to store RLOCs to enable a "mixed" use (i.e. IPv6 enapsulation of IPv4
pakets and vie versa) of IPv4 and IPv6 RLOCs. Using the riteria desribed in [13℄,
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this hained list is always kept ordered, so that the most preferable RLOCs remain at the
head. This strategy enables OpenLISP to avoid sanning during enapsulation [10, 29℄.
2.5.2.1 MTU Management
Eah RLOC in this hained list is also assoiated with an MTU eld that ontains the
MTU setting of the interfae (i.e. outgoing interfae) for that RLOC. When a paket
is reeived for LISP enapsulation, the MTU size of that RLOC's outgoing interfae is
alulated. If the paket size exeeds the MTU, then an ICMP "too big" message is send
and the paket is dropped. Beause of this implementation, a paket will never exeed the
maximum interfae MTU value. OpenLISP does not implement a paket fragmentation
system [10, 29℄.
2.5.3 OpenLISP Control Plane
As explained earlier, Iannone et al. [29℄ did not implement any spei Mapping
Distribution Protool, instead, they provided two simple tools, namely map and mapstat,
so that OpenLISP data plane an be aessed from a shell terminal. The map utility
(based on the route utility) provides a ommand-line interfae to add, remove, and view
mappings fromMapTables. It is utilized to speify any arbitrary request whih is delivered
via the mapping sokets API desribed in the next setion. On the other hand, themapstat
ommand (based on the netstat utility) allows users to retrieve and display various LISP
statistis (e.g. dump of the ontent of the MapTables, show the statistis onerning
enapsulation and de-apsulation operations et.) [10, 29℄.
2.5.3.1 Mapping Sokets API:
In order to ommuniate between LISP data plane and LISP ontrol plane, Iannone et
al. [29℄ dened "mapping sokets" that are based on UNIX style raw sokets in the
newly dened AF_MAP domain. These new type of sokets allow mapping distribution
protools running in the user spae to send/reeive messages to/from the kernel spae
while performing operations suh as, modiation of the kernel's data struture (e.g.
MapTables). Mapping sokets also oer signaling funtionality, i.e. to allow the kernel to
notify user spae daemons when spei events related to LISP (e.g. ahe miss) ours.
Like routing sokets, mapping sokets broadast, i.e. when messages are sent from the
kernel to the user spae, they are delivered to all open sokets. This enables all the
proesses dealing with LISP to be notied after spei events our or when hanges are
made by one of these proesses.
If a proess has opened a mapping soket then it an utilize the following operations on
the MapTables:
• MAPM_ADD: Used to add mappings to the table and read result from the kernel.
• MAPM_DELETE: Used to delete mappings from the table.
• MAPM_GET: is used to retrieve a mapping. A spei EID should be given as the
query.
Mapping sokets also allows the OpenLISP kernel path to trigger messages, e.g.,
MAPM_MISS when there is no mapping available.
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2.6 Dissemination of End Point reahability
At the heart of our experimental mapping system is the advertisement, whih onsists
of EID-prex and the orresponding RLOC (through whih the EID-prex is made
reahable). Obviously, BGP is the hosen for the inter-domain advertisements and Quagga
is seleted as the routing software that implements BGP.
The following sub-setions are organized in a way where we at rst provide a brief
desription on how BGP works. Then we move on to Quagga's arhiteture and lastly, we
explain our reasoning for the hooses we had made regarding advertisement in our work.
2.6.1 Routing protools: terminologies explained
Routing protools are typially ategorized as either Interior Gateway Protools (IGPs),
used for exhanging information inside an AS (e.g. OSPF, IS-IS, RIP and EIGRP) or an
Exterior Gateway Protool (EGP) used for exhanging information between ASes (e.g.,
BGP). Both IGPs and EGPs share the ommon purpose of exhanging routing information
between routers, but dier in their features and performane. Eah router an implement
multiple protools simultaneously. One single router an even house multiple instanes of
the same protool. To maintain boundaries on how routing information is shared, eah
routing protool is treated as a separate proess in the router.
It should be noted that, by default, no information is exhanged between the aforemen-
tioned routing proesses. Eah routing proess is assoiated with one or more interfaes
on the router. For two routing proesses running on dierent routers to diretly exhange
routing information, those proesses must be "adjaent". The denition of "adjaent"
depends on the routing proess. Two BGP proesses are treated as "adjaent" if those
proesses are expliitly ongured to speak to eah other and if it is possible to open a
TCP onnetion between those two routers. For OSPF, IS-IS, RIP, or EIGRP proesses
to be "adjaent", the onditions are:
1. These proesses must be of the same type,
2. There must be a link between the routers on whih these proesses run and
3. Eah proess must be ongured to over the interfae at its end of the link [38℄.
2.6.2 BGP: the basis
Now in its fourth version, the Border Gateway Protool (BGP) is an inter-AS (i.e. inter-
domain) routing protool. It is lassied as a path-vetor routing protool. Suh a protool
maintains the path information that gets updated dynamially. Therefore, updates that
have looped through the network and returned to the same node are easily deteted and
disarded. As a path vetor protool, BGP exhanges entire paths to any given destination
between neighbor ASs. BGP inludes mehanisms for poliy based routing, and defaults
to shortest path routing if routing poliies are not enfored [16℄.
Here, eah BGP speaker
17
alulates the preferred route for a target IP addressed
network and passes that route to its neighboring BGP speakers. With this exhanged
information, AS onnetivity is onstruted whih in turn prunes routing loops and make
poliy deisions that will be enfored at the AS level. BGP runs over TCP. As TCP is a
17
Any node/router running BGP as its routing protool is referred to as a BGP speaker or BGP system.
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reliable transport protool for establishing and maintaining onnetions; it eliminates the
need for retransmission, aknowledgement and sequening of pakets [51, 57℄.
An AS uses Interior Gateway Protool (IGP) along with some ommon metris to route
pakets within the boundaries of that AS. In order to route pakets to other ASes, it uses
BGP. BGP speakers onneted within an AS onstitute "internal peers"; while the BGP
speakers that are onneted aross ASes form "external peers" [51℄.
Figure 2.19: BGP terminologies [51℄.
Figure 2.19 shows the terminologies assoiated with BGP. ASs 0, 1, and 2, eah ontain
a set of BGP Speakers. As depited in the diagram, any router maintaining a external
onnetion (to its AS) is termed as a Border Router. Border Routers of ASs 0, 1, and
2 have external onnetions and thus form BGP External peers for this topology. BGP
Internal peers may maintain a meshed topology when the network is small enough, as
indiated by the gure [51℄ . In a larger network, mesh topology might ause salability
issues. Therefore, route reetors (or to a lesser extent onfederations) are used to avoid
the mesh topology.
BGP4 is also a lassless routing protool. This means that, it uses Classless Inter-Domain
Routing (CIDR) address notation regardless of whether the AS is running a lass-full or
lassless IGP. BGP4 takes both lass-full and lassless route information from IGP and
advertises the addresses using CIDR address notation. This allows BGP4 to advertise any
AS address and also aggregate multiple onseutive AS addresses together, whih leads
to the potential minimization of routing table entries. Hene, if two downstream ASs are
advertising 173.29.1.0/24 and 173.29.2.0/24 respetively, then if poliy allows then BGP4
an aggregate it into 173.29.0.0/22 and then advertise it upstream
18
.
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2.6.3 BGP apabilities negotiation
The apability negotiation with BGP-4 is ahieved through a relatively new optional
parameter alled Capabilities. Its purpose is to provide BGP4 with the apability
to negotiate without requiring the termination of BGP peering. If a BGP speaker
supports apabilities negotiation then, when it sends an OPEN message to a BGP peer,
the message may inlude an optional Capabilities parameter. The parameter lists the
apabilities supported by the speaker. A BGP speaker examines the information inside
the Capabilities parameter of an OPEN message to determine whih apabilities the peer
supports. If a BGP speaker determines that a peer supports a given apability, then the
speaker an use that apability with its peer.
A BGP speaker determines that a peer doesn't support apabilities negotiation (i.e. does
not implement the Capabilities parameter) if in response to an OPEN message that arries
this optional parameter, the speaker reeives a NOTIFICATION message that ontains
an error sub-ode set to "Unsupported Optional Parameter". If this ours, the BGP
speaker should attempt to re-establish the onnetion without sending the Capabilities
optional parameter to that peer.
If a BGP speaker that supports a ertain apability determines that its peer does not
support that partiular apability then the speaker may send a NOTIFICATION message
to the peer and terminate peering. This message ontains the apability (or apabilities)
that auses the speaker to send this message. The deision to send this message and
terminate peering is loal to the BGP speaker [21℄.
2.6.4 BGP messages
BGP uses TCP onnetions to reate a reliable environment for exhanging routing
information. However, there is a subtle dierene between BGP's TCP onnetion and
TCP onnetion made for other appliation programs. One established, BGP's TCP
onnetion an last for a long time (unless something unusual/ error ours). For this
reason, BGP's TCP onnetion is sometimes termed to as a semi-permanent onnetion
[16℄.
To reate neighborhood relationship, a BGP speaker opens a TCP onnetion with
a neighbor and sends an OPEN message. If the neighboring BGP speaker aepts
this relationship then it responds with a KEEPALIVE message, whih means that a
relationship is established between the two routers. KEEPALIVE messages are also
sent periodially to ensure the aliveness of the onnetion. Subsequently, if there are
hanges in the topology that results in hanges to RTs, inremental UPDATE messages
are exhanged between the BGP speakers. UPDATE messages are used by a BGP speaker
to withdraw previously advertised routes, announe a new route to a destination or do
both. Notiation messages are sent in response to error onditions or when a BGP
speaker wants to lose the onnetion [16, 51, 57℄.
2.6.5 Route seletion and BGP Routing Information Bases (RIBs)
Before desribing the spei details of BGP RIBs, we will explain the relationship
between routing proess RIBs, route reation, route redistribution, and the router RIB
that stores routes used to forward pakets.
A route an be modeled as an IP subnet address (e.g. 11.0.0.0/8) along with some
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additional attributes (e.g. weights, AS path et.) that the router may use to alulate a
next-hop to reah that subnet. A router an learn about a route in several possible ways.
Routes to all the diretly onneted subnets are always available to the router or routes
an also be ongured manually (e.g. stati routes). However, through the use of routing
protools, routes an be learned dynamially. Dierent protools exhange dierent types
of routing information to onvey routes between routing proesses, e.g. OSPF and IS-IS
use link-state advertisements; while BGP uses path-vetor reords. At the end, all the
proesses learn the routes [38℄.
The basi design of a router an be abstrated by the model depited in gure 2.20, where
eah routing proess maintains its own RIB (where its assoiated routing state is stored).
BGP RIB OSPF RIB RIP RIB Local RIB
Route Selection
Directly connected
Subnets & Static 
routes
Router 
RIB 
Route 
redistribution
Figure 2.20: The abstrat relation between routing proess RIBs, route reation, route
redistribution, and the router RIB [38℄.
Inside a single router, a mehanism alled "route redistribution" is used to transfer routes
between routing proesses. This is illustrated by the arrowed lines in gure 2.20. To
model the handling of routes for diretly onneted subnets and stati routes, there is a
loal RIB that holds these routes. This makes the handling of stati routes parallel to
that of dynamially learned routes, as route redistribution mehanism will then be used to
redistribute routes from the loal RIB into the other routing proesses. Routing poliies
are the mehanisms that deide the exhange of routes between dierent routers and
between routing proesses residing on the same router. Redistribution and routing poliy
determines the path a paket will take from its soure to its destination. There is also
another kind of poliy ontrol known as paket ltering. Paket ltering enables a router
to lassify the inoming or outgoing paket stream based on the properties assoiated
with individual pakets or paket streams. Pakets that math the ltering poliy are
either forwarded (allowed) or dropped (denied). It should be noted that, paket lters
are interfae spei, they are ongured statially, they annot be shared aross routers
and an only be altered manually [38℄.
As shown in the gure 2.20, the routes that a router uses for forwarding pakets are
entrally stored in the router RIB. Route seletion logi is employed to selet whih
routes from the routing proess RIBs should be stored into the router RIB. However,
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BGP's route seletion proess works on only those routes that are present in BGP's own
RIB. A seond route seletion proess determines whih of those routes should go into
the router RIB [38℄.
BGP's RIB onsists of three separate parts (logially these are separate; but they may
reside in one le); namely, the Adj-RIBs-In, the Lo-RIB and the Adj-RIBs-Out. The
whole BGP update proess is illustrated in the following gure
19
.
Figure 2.21: BGP update proess.
• The Adj-RIBs-In stores the routing information that omes from neighboring/ad-
jaent BGP speakers (through inbound UPDATE messages). Using its deision
proess, a BGP speaker hooses the best routes from the routing information
available in Adj-RIBs-In.
• A BGP speaker generates the ontents of Lo-RIB by applying its loal poliies
to the routing information available from its Adj-RIBs-In. Lo-RIB is the main
database of routes that the loal BGP speaker will be using.
• The Adj-RIBs-In stores the routing information that a BGP router advertises to
other BGP speakers. Information from the Lo-RIB is plaed into the Adj-RIBs-
Out and then sent out to other peers using UPDATE messages.
In essene, route storage is the funtion of RIB in eah BGP speaker
20
.
2.6.6 BGP Path attributes
Path attributes are the mehanism through whih BGP stores detailed information about
routes (the term "route" is used interhangeably with "path" in BGP) and also desribe
those details to BGP peers.
There are several path attributes, eah of whih desribes a partiular harateristis
of a route. Attributes are divided into ategories based on their level of importane
19
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and spei rules are designed to manage their propagation. Most important path
attributes are alled well-known mandatory attributes. These must be present in every
route desription in UPDATE messages and they must be proessed by every BGP
speaker. ORIGIN, AS_PATH, NEXT_HOP are well-known mandatory attributes.
Well-known disretionary path attributes must be reognized by a BGP speaker when
reeived; but may or may not be inluded in the UPDATE message. In other words,
these attributes are optional information for a sender, but mandatory for a reeiver (to
proess). LOCAL_PREF and ATOMIC_AGGREGATE are well-known disretionary
path attribute. Path attributes are further dierentiated into optional transitive and
optional nontransitive, depending on how they are proessed by a reeiving BGP speaker
that does not reognize them. Optional transitive attributes (e.g. aggregator) must
be passed to the next BGP peer by the BGP speaker that has not implemented this
attribute (in an UPDATE message). The ommunity attribute is optional transitive and
is an important part of the novelty that this work introdues. An optional nontransitive
attribute (e.g. MULTI_EXIT_DISC ) is one that must be disarded if the reeiving BGP
speaker does not implement it [34℄.
A BGP speaker mainly uses the following attributes to qualify the routes that will be
used for routing as well as those that will be advertised to its neighbors:
ORIGIN: This attribute speies the origin of the path information. It indiates whether
the path originally ame from an interior routing protool, the depriated exterior
gateway protool (EGP) or from some other soure.
AS_PATH: It's a list of AS numbers that speies the sequene of ASs though whih
this UPDATE message has passed. It is used to alulate routes and detet the
presene of routing loops.
NEXT_HOP: It denes the IP address of the border router that should be used as the
next hop to the destinations listed in an UPDATE message.
MULTI_EXIT_DISC (MED): If a path inludes multiple exit or entry points
to/from an AS then this attribute may be used as metri to hoose one exit or
entry point over the others.
LOCAL_PREF: This attribute is used in ommuniation between BGP speakers
residing in the same AS to indiate the level of preferene towards a partiular
route.
ATOMIC_AGGREGATE: A BGP speaker may be presented with a set of overlap-
ping routes (routes with a ommon prex) from one of its peers. For example,
onsider a route to the network 34.15.67.0/24 and a route to another network
34.15.67.0/26. The latter network is a subset of the former, making it more spei.
The BGP speaker may selet the less spei route (i.e. avoiding the more spei
one) and then it will attah the ATOMIC_AGGREGATE attribute to this route
when propagating it to other BGP speakers. Less spei routes are always preferred
unless poliies state otherwise.
AGGREGATOR: This attribute is inluded in UPDATE messages and it ontains the
AS number and BGP ID of the router that had performed route aggregation. Mainly
this attribute is used for troubleshooting. For our purposes, this attribute is used
to identify the LM; as we will see in hapter - 4.
COMMUNITY attribute: In BGP, a "ommunity" refers to a group of prexes that
share some ommon property and an be ongured using the BGP COMMUNITY
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attribute. It's a way for a route advertiser to "signal" to a route reeiver some
additional information about the BGP route. It is intended to alter the way the
reeiver makes deision about forwarding and also to eet the further propagation
of the BGP route. The COMMUNITY attribute is of variable length, onsisting of
four otet (i.e. it's 32 bit long) values. The rst two otets ontain an AS number;
while the semantis of the last two otets are dened by the AS. A ommunity
attribute an have values ranging from 0x0000000 to 0x0000FFFF ; while values
from 0xFFFF0000 through 0xFFFFFFFF are reserved. A ommunity value an
also be presented in a olon-separated or ASN: nn format; where the ASN value
denes the AS that needs to be aeted, and is ontained in the rst 16 bits. The
remaining 16 bits then ontain a Loal Preferene value. In CRM, we have used
the olon-separated format of the ommunity value. Additionally, three spei
ommunity values have global signiane and their operations must be implemented
by any ommunity-attribute-aware BGP speaker. These values are:
• NO_EXPORT (0xFFFFFF01): All routes reeived arrying a NO_EXPORT
ommunities value must not be advertised to any external BGP peers. This
route must be kept within the loal AS.
• NO_ADVERTISE (0xFFFFFF02): All routes reeived arrying this ommu-
nity value must not be advertised to any peer, internal or external.
• NO_EXPORT_SUBCONFED (0xFFFFFF03): Routes with this ommunity
value must not be advertised to external BGP peers residing outside the sub-AS.
One of the important novelties of this work lies in the fat that, the COMMUNITY
attribute is used here not to eet the routing or propagation deision, rather to arry
end-point reahability information (explained in setion 4.2.2.5.2) [16, 34, 51, 52, 57℄
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2.6.7 BGP deision proess
The BGP deision proess is used for installing (in the loal router/node) and seleting
routes by applying poliies to the routing information stored in Adj-RIB-In for subsequent
advertisement. The output of this proess is the set of routes to be advertised to all BGP
peers is stored in Adj-RIB-Out and the set of routes that will be used by the loal BGP
speaker to forward pakets is stored in Lo-RIB. This deision proess onsists of three
phases:
In the rst phase, the degree of preferene for eah route reeived from the loal AS is
determined based on LOCAL_PREF or preongured poliy information. If the route
belongs to a non-loal AS then the degree of preferene is alulated using only the
preongured poliy information [51℄.
The seond phase involves seleting routes that are suitable for addition to the Lo-RIB.
Here, route seletion is based either on the highest degree of preferene or on a single
route to a destination. If there is a tie between dierent routes to the same destination
then the following riteria are applied iteratively for breaking that tie:
• Selet the route with the lowest MULTI_EXIT_DISC attribute,
• Selet the route with the lowest ost (interior distane).
• If there are several routes with the same ost then selet the route that is advertised
by a BGP speaker in a neighboring AS, with the lowest ID (i.e. AS number).
Otherwise, selet the route advertised by a BGP speaker with the lowest ID.
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The third phase involves route dissemination, whih takes plae whenever one of the
following events ours:
• When Lo-RIB has hanged,
• When loally generated routes learnt by means that are outside of BGP has hanged,
• When a new BGP speaker-BGP speaker onnetion is established [51℄.
2.6.8 Paket traversal in a BGP domain
BGP provides a networked view of ASs where dierent ASs send/reeive tra to other
ASes. The following gure provides an insight into how paket traversal takes plae aross
ASs in a BGP enabled network.
Figure 2.22: A sample BGP network topology with dierent ASs [51℄.
For the sake of simpliity we have assume that, eah of the ASes house only a single
router. In this onguration, AS1 is onneted diretly to the Internet ore, while AS2
and AS3 provide transit servie to other ASs whih need to get onneted to the Internet
and are thus referred to as Transit AS. ASs 4, 5 and 6 provide onnetions to networks
200.1.164.0/24, 201.1.165.0/24 and 202.1.166.0/24 respetively.
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AS1 Router
> Default
> 201.1.164.0/24  4
201.1.164.0/24  2  4
> 201.1.165.0/24  2  5
> 201.1.166.0/24  3  6 
AS6 Router
> Default              3  1 
> 201.1.164.0/24  3  2  4
> 201.1.165.0/24  3  2  5
> 201.1.166.0/24  3  6 
AS5 Router
> Default              2   1
> 201.1.164.0/24  2  4
> 201.1.165.0/24  2  5
> 201.1.166.0/24  2  3  6 
AS4 Router
> Default              1
Default              2   1 
> 201.1.164.0/24  
> 201.1.165.0/24  2  5
201.1.165.0/24  1  2  5
> 201.1.166.0/24  2  3  6 
201.1.166.0/24  1  3  6 
AS3 Router
> Default              1
> 201.1.164.0/24  2  4
201.1.164.0/24  1  4
> 201.1.165.0/24  2  5
201.1.165.0/24  1  2  5  
> 201.1.166.0/24  6 
AS2 Router
> Default              1 
> 201.1.164.0/24  4
201.1.164.0/24  1  4
> 201.1.165.0/24  5
> 201.1.166.0/24  3  6 
201.1.166.0/24  1  3  6 
Figure 2.23: Routing tables [51℄.
The proess of RT reation for reahing the network 200.1.164.0/24 is desribed below:
1. AS4's BGP router advertises to its neighbors that, the network 200.1.0/24 is attahed
to it.
2. ASes 1's and 2's BGP routers will install this routing information in their routing
tables and advertise it to their respetive neighbors. However, ASs 1's and 2's BGP
routers will not advertise it to AS 4 (to avoid loop formation). Beause AS 4 is the
originator of this routing information.
3. The advertisement from AS1 and AS2 BGP routers reah AS3 and AS5. Subse-
quently, AS3 will advertise this information to AS6
21
. In this way all the BGP
routers in all ASs reeive the routing information.
4. When a BGP router reeives more than one route to a partiular destination network
then the BGP deision proess selets the appropriate route to be installed based on
its implemented poliy. This happens at AS3's BGP router whih reeives separate
advertisements from both AS1 and AS2 regarding the path for 200.1.164.0/24 [51℄.
2.7 Address Aggregation
Aggregation of IP addresses is a ruial part of this thesis work. But, we have hosen to
desribe it in hapter - 4; beause the onept of address aggregation is tightly intertwined
with our implementation work. Therefore, in our opinion, disussion on this topi will
best serve the reader if it is plaed in hapter - 4; where we have explained our software
implementation in details.
21
Both ASs 5 and 6 are a stub ASes. Beause they are onneted to only one other AS.
Chapter 3
External Tools
Before going into the nitty-gritty of arhiteture and implementation details, we would
like to disuss the external tools used for this work. We will also provide justiation
regarding the hoie of these tools. We urge the readers not to be impatient; beause we
will explain the detailed onguration and funtionalities of these tools in the upoming
hapters. For the time being, bear with us.
Our work employs an existing open-soure routing software, namely, Quagga for the
routing funtionalities. For storing the network state information we have used MySQL.
Additionally, for ontrolling the aess to this information by onurrently running
proesses, SQL's transation failities are utilized through MySQL. An MD5 message-
digest algorithm is applied to generate hash values. Deteting hanges in the generated
hash values signies a "hange" in the network residing "behind" the LM. In the following
subsetions, we disuss the aforementioned tools briey.
3.1 Quagga routing suite
At rst, we would like to explain the rational for hoosing Quagga and then move onto
desribe its arhiteture. For a suitable open-soure routing software, we had a ouple of
options; suh as, GateD, Zebra, OpenBGPD/OpenOSPFD, BIRD, XORP and obviously,
Quagga. Out of these options, GateD is eetively "dead". Sine its rights were aquired
fromMerit by NextHop Tehnologies, updates have beome rare. Another option is Zebra,
whose updates have stopped sine its primary developer Kunihiro Ishiguro ofounded a
ommerial entity named IP Infusion In. IP Infusion In was more or less the end result
of the Zebra projet. The last release of Zebra was more than half a deade old and the
last "reent update" was done about 10 years ago
1
. OpenBGPD/OpenOSPFD has only
undergone slow development and is not expeted to beome a serious alternative any time
soon. BIRD on the other hand, is going through ative development and has a serious
following in the researh ommunity. This was one of two serious alternatives that we
had while we were looking for a suitable open-soure routing software. We did not hoose
it, beause BIRD's interfae resembles that of Junos (the network operating system used
in Juniper Networks hardware systems), whih was unfamiliar to us. XORP was always
more of a researh pakage, but we wanted to be as lose as possible to operational and
prodution level environment.
Quagga is based on the Zebra router. In other words, it has been built based on the ode
of Zebra. It has some features that Zebra laks and vie versa; but overall they are very
1
http://www.zebra.org/reent.html
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muh similar. Quagga supports the most number of routing protools (for UNIX based
platforms) maintained by any open-soure routing software that we are aware of, and
most importantly it has a very ative mailing list that enables users to look/ask for help
whenever needed, whih in turn prompted us to hoose it as the routing protool for this
work [24℄.
Quagga version 0.99.4 supports implementations of RIPv1, RIPv2, RIPng, OSPFv2,
OSPFv3, BGP-4, and BGP-4+. Quagga also supports speial BGP Route Reetor and
Route Server behavior. In addition to traditional IPv4 routing protools, Quagga also
has implementation for IPv6 routing protools [30, 53℄. It should be noted that, Quagga
works independently from the OS over whih it is installed. This is not the ase for some
other open soure routers (e.g. Vyatta) or ommerial routers, where the OS and the
routing engine are built together. With routers like Vyatta, users an aess the OS;
but for ommerial routers like Ciso or Juniper, users only have aess to the router's
interfae
2
.
Figure 3.1: Quagga Arhiteture [51℄
Fig. 3.1 [51℄ illustrates the arhiteture of Quagga, along with the assoiated daemons
of BGP, OSPF, RIP, RIPv2, RIPng and OSPF6. As shown in the gure, the protool
daemons interat with the kernel routing table via Zebra daemon. Zebra denes its
own TCP-based protool (referred to as Zebra-protool) to handle the inter-proess
ommuniation between itself and the other protool daemons. Eah protool daemon
houses its own routing table and sends its own seleted routes to the Zebra daemon, whih
is responsible for interating and managing the routes to be installed in the forwarding
table. Zebra daemon is also responsible for the alloation and distribution of servies and
resoures to the aforementioned protool daemons [51℄.
Quagga was originally designed to use multi-threaded mehanism when it runs on a kernel
that supports multiple threads. But, the urrent thread library for gnu/Linux or FreeBSD
2
http://openmaniak.om/quagga.php
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has some problems running reliable servies suh as routing software, making it impossible
for Quagga to use threads. Instead, the selet() system all is used to ahieve multiplexing
of events among the sokets. With this funtion, a routing proess tells the kernel that it
will remain inative until some spei event ours [30, 55℄.
Quagga provides an interfae that aepts Telnet onnetions and an be used for remote
onguration of the router. As shown in Fig. 3.1, this interfae is known as VTY (Virtual
TeleType). The onguration ommands that are used during the Telnet session are very
muh similar to that of Ciso's Internet Operating System (IOS). Some issued ommands
(via the VTY) eet the routing proess immediately; while others take eet only after
the running onguration is written to the memory and after the respetive proess has
been restarted. Typially, ommands that deal with adding or removing interfaes require
restarting of proess. Interfaes that are up and running, their parameters an be altered
"on the y" [24℄.
Like the ommand-line interfaes of ommerial routers, VTY is also organized around the
idea of modes. One an move in and out of two user modes while onguring Quagga, and
the mode determines whih ommands an be used. First one is the normal mode, while
the other is enable mode. Normal mode users an only view system status. An Enable
mode user an hange system onguration. It is worth mentioning that, Quagga's system
administration (i.e. mode) is independent from UNIX's aount feature [30℄.
The dierent routing daemons of Quagga run on preongured ports. Though these port
numbers an be hanged; though we have utilized the default ports for our work [51℄. The
following is a table of default ports on whih routing daemons run:
Table 3.1: Quagga's default ports for Routing Daemons
Routing Daemon Port number
zebra 2601/tp
ripd 2602/tp
ripngd 2603/tp
ospfd 2604/tp
bgpd 2605/tp
ospf6d 2606/tp
In our work, we are only onerned with the bgpd daemon, whih is suitably ongured
and is used to advertised the ommunity value.
For larity, it should be noted that, Quagga possesses only routing apabilities and the
funtionalities assoiated with it (e.g. aess lists, route maps et.). The OS system
kernel takes are of the atual paket forwarding based on the routes that Quagga has
alulated. Additionally, Quagga does not provide any "non-routing" funtionalities suh
as DHCP server, NTP server/lient or SSH aess [24℄
3
.
3.1.1 Advertise End point reahability with Quagga
At the heart of our work is the dissemination of end point reahability information. Our
approah involves LISP, whih requires us to advertise the mappings between EID-prex
and RLOC. For this, our initial hoie was to use Multiprotool Label Swithing (MPLS)
with BGP.
MPLS uses a forwarding mehanism alled "label swithing" where pakets are forwarded
based on labels. However, end systems are unaware about labeled pakets and it's the
3
http://openmaniak.om/quagga.php
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routers that will add a label when entering "MPLS area" and remove that label after
leaving it.
In label swithing, only the rst router (known as ingress Label Edge Router or iLERs)
performs a routing lookup. But instead of nding a next-hop, it nds the nal destination
router and also gures out a pre-determined path from "here" to that nal router. The
rst router then applies a "label" (or "shim") based on this information. The label is
used as an index into a table whih speies the next hop and a new label. The old
label is swapped with the new label and the paket is forwarded to its next hop. All
future routers (known as Label Swithing Routers or LSRs) use this label to route the
tra without needing to perform any additional routing lookups. As indiated in by the
name, LSRs swap the MPLS labels. When this paket reahes the nal destination router
(referred to as egress Label Edge Routes or eLERs), the label is removed and the paket
is delivered via normal IP routing. In short, in an MPLS network, paket-forwarding
deisions are made solely on the ontents of this label, without needing to examine the
paket itself. The MPLS arhiteture does not authorize any single method of signaling
for label distribution. BGP has been enhaned to piggybak the label information
4
. The
following is a simplied gure
5
that gives an idea about the whole MPLS proess.
Figure 3.2: MPLS label swithing operation
The main reason for our initial inlination towards MPLS is that, the aforementioned label
and IP omes from two dierent namespaes. It is similar to the semantis of EID and
RLOC. However, when we tried to ongure MPLS in Quagga, we disovered that, Quagga
only supports statially assigned labels, making MPLS unsuitable for our deployment.
This disadvantage of Quagga has lead us to hoose a new and innovative approah where
minimum BGP funtionality is assumed. To ahieve this, we had to onatenate all the
routes, pass it through a MD5 hash funtion, onvert the hash value to a number and
nally use BGP's ommunity attribute to advertise it for the dissemination of end point
reahability information. How BGP's ommunity attribute was ongured in Quagga
for advertising end point reahability is explained in the next hapter. Changes in the
advertised ommunity value indiate a hange in the network "behind" the authoritative
ETR.
4
Basi MPLS Tutorial. http://www.iptut.om/mpls-knowledge/basi-mpls-tutorial
5
Multiprotool Label Swithing (MPLS). http://blinky-lights.org/networking/mpls.pdf
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3.2 MySQL
In this setion, we ontinue with the trend; i.e. to justify the reasons for hoosing MySQL
and afterwards move onto its desription. MySQL oered us with a ready made DBMS
to store network state information. It provided us the exibility to add new entries and
an easy way to ollet data for future measurements and analysis. Another reason was
to use transations, so that aess to a ommon resoure by multiple proesses an be
ontrolled.
The MySQL database system uses a lient-server arhiteture that enters around the
server known as, mysqld. This server program does the atual manipulation to the
databases. Client programs annot do it diretly. Instead, they ommuniate user's
intent to the server by means of SQL (Strutured Query Language). Client programs
are installed loally, but the server an be installed anywhere, as long as the lients are
able to onnet to it. MySQL is an inherently networked database system, so lients an
ommuniate with a server that is running loally or one that is running somewhere on
the other side of the globe. After getting onneted, lients interat with the server by
sending SQL statements to it, so that database operations an be performed, and reeive
the statement results from it [12℄. For our purposes, we have used MySQL ver. 14.14
distrib 5.1.49 and both the lients and the server interated loally.
One suh lient is the mysql program, inluded in MySQL distributions. It is the prinipal,
and very powerful, MySQL ommand-line tool. Almost every administrative or user-level
task an be performed with it in one way or another. When used interatively, mysql
prompts the user for a statement, sends it to the MySQL server for exeution, and then
displays the results. This apability makes mysql useful in its own right, but it an also
be used non-interatively; e.g. to read statements from a le or from other programs.
This enables the user to use mysql from within sripts or ron jobs or in onjuntion with
other appliations [12, 47℄ . For our work, we have utilized mysql both interatively and
non-interatively.
3.2.1 Using Transations through MySQL
Besides using SQL statements through MySQL for selet, insert, update and delete
operations; one of our main goal was to use transations. Doing so enables us to hand
over the tasks of onurreny and integrity issues to MySQL.
In SQL, a transation is a group of SQL statements taken together as a logial unit. In
many oasions, the proess of entering data requires adding data into several dierent
tables and perhaps modifying data in a ouple of tables. If any of those operations fail,
then the entire set of operations must be undone or rolled bak. In order to ensure that
one has performed all of the operations or none of the operations, we use transations.
In order for a group of statements to be onsidered a transation, it must pass the ACID
test. ACID is an aronym for four properties:
• Atomi: This property refers to the all-or-none behavior of the group of statements.
If any of the statements fail, then the entire group of statements must be disarded.
Only when all of the statements exeute without error are the results of the entire
group of statements saved into the database.
• Consistent: The database must be in a onsistent state at the end of the
transation. The SQL statements must be applied without error, and all database
strutures must be orret and saved.
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• Isolated: Data that transations hange must not be visible to other users/proesses
before or during the hanges are being applied. Other database users/proesses must
see the data as it would exist at the end of the transation so that they do not make
deisions or errors based on inonsistent data.
• Durable: At the end of the transation, the database must save the data orretly.
Power outages, equipment failures, or other problems should not ause partial saves
or inomplete data hanges [47℄.
3.2.2 Choosing a Transational Storage Engine
MySQL supports several storage engines, but all of them do not support transations.
To use transations, one must use a transation-safe storage engine. To view whih
storage engines do support transations, the MySQL syntax SHOW ENGINES an be
used. The default MySQL storage engineMyISAM neither provides foreign key onstraints
nor supports transation faility. Currently, transational engines inlude InnoDB, NDB,
and BDB. For our purposes, we have used the InnoDB storage engine. InnoDB tables in
MySQL are ACID ompliant. It uses a ne-grained, row-level loking mehanism. This
means that dierent transations an run on the same table at the same time as long as
they are all only reading or do not use the same rows if they are writing.
Using transation syntax provides atomiity. For our urrent work, we have used the
syntaxes START TRANSACTION, COMMIT and ROLLBACK (in ase of error or failure
to exeute query). Transations and foreign key onstraints give onsisteny. One an
hoose the level of isolation that transations have from one another. The binary log and
repair tools provide durability [64, 65℄.
3.3 MD5 message-digest algorithm
Hash algorithms, also known as message digest algorithms that generate a unique message
digest for an arbitrary message. This digest an be onsidered as a ngerprint of the
message and it must ontain the following properties:
• The hash must be easy to ompute.
• It must be very hard to ompute the message from the digest and
• It must be hard to nd another message whih has the same message digest as the
rst message.
Hash algorithms are used widely in ryptographi protools and Internet ommuniation
in general. Several widely used hash algorithms exist. One of the most famous is the MD5
message digest algorithm developed by Ronald Rivest. This algorithm divides the input
message into hunks of 512-bit bloks. It takes in a variable-length message and from it
generates 128-bit xed-length hash value as output by iteratively applying a ompression
funtion onsisting of 64 steps [15℄. For our purposes, we have used an open-soure o-
the-shelf software developed by RSA Data Seurity In. In other words, we have treated
the whole proess of generating a hash value by the MD5 message digest algorithm as a
"blak box". Therefore, we are only onerned with this o-the-shelf software's interfae;
i.e. how to pass the input message and subsequently reeive the hash value output. In
exatly what way this software generates hash values is out of the sope of this work.
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There are a lot of open-soure o-the-shelf implementation for the MD5 message digest
algorithm to hoose from. The reasons for hoosing this partiular software are:
• It is implemented in C (CRM is developed with C) and
• Its interfae was relatively easy to understand.
Chapter 4
Software Implementation
This hapter desribes the details of the LM implementation from a software point of
view. The main goal of software implementation is to build a LM from srath. This
thesis aims to implement a software that performs the tasks of a LM; so that we ould
test the validity of our idea and gain rst-hand experiene regarding the pitfalls and
ompliaies that ome with the atual implementation. Through this implementation
we intend to validate a working system that is feasible with minimal dependeny for the
kernel/system spei data strutures. This would prove portability and modularity. We
also aim to minimizing the dependeny on BGP, so that we ould substitute BGP with
any other protool that an oer the desired servies; i.e. to provide topology disovery
and reahability announements for EID-prexes. In this implementation we are using
BGP to arry only an indiator that reets a hange in network state. BGP is not used
for distributing EID-prexes. This ould have been done by using multi-protool support
of BGP and by dening an address family for EID. But Quagga's inability to sustain
MPLS refrained us from taking this path.
4.1 Arhitetural Design
In order to build the funtionalities of a LM, we were required us to onstrut and proess
the Map-Register and Map-Notify messages
1
aording to the LISP speiation [13℄. We
reated the data strutures needed for this purpose by mimiking the oding style and
standards of OpenLISP [28, 29℄. This was done, while keeping in mind that, in near future,
CRM would be paired up with OpenLISP. The implementation work for this thesis is done
entirely in C programming language and the hosen OS is Ubuntu 10.10 (Linux).
The following is a "high level" abstrat view of CRM. Our intention is not to overwhelm
the readers just yet with too muh detailed information about the implementation.
The reader will be introdued with a detailed (and rather ompliated) shema in the
forthoming setion 4.2.
1
To be exat, the funtionalities of a Map-Notify message is extended in our work.
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Figure 4.1: "High Level" abstrat view of CRM.
In addition to the CRM whih lies in the Control Plane, we have developed "xTR
extension" as shown in the above depited gure. Aording to the LISP speiation [13℄,
a "typial" xTR lies in the Data Plane and is only responsible for sending and reeiving
Map-Register and Map-Notify messages respetively. The "typial" Map-Notify message
is returned in response to sending a Map-Register message. The Map-Notify message
sent by a Map-Server is used as an aknowledgement after the reeipt of a Map-Register
message. In our work, we expanded the usability of a Map-Notify message so that it
would indiate to the xTR whether the mapping sent through the Map-Register message
is delegated or not. Based on this information the "xTR extension" would then ontat
the relevant LM where delegation should take plae. This extra responsibility of a xTR
is not dened in the LISP speiation [13℄.
An alternative approah would have been to let the "urrent" LM (whih has disovered
another "better" suited LM) resend the delegated Map-Register messages diretly to the
"better" suited LM (or "delegated" LM). The term "better" means that, the "delegated"
LM is able to perform a more aggressive aggregation as dened by the LM seletion
algorithm [14℄. This approah would have meant that, the "xTR extension" would have no
information on whether the Map-Register messages it had previously sent were delegated
or not. But, if a "xTR extension" gets delegation information, it an deide for itself
whether to send future Map-Register messages to the "urrent" LM or to the "better"
suited LM.
Another important motivation fator was to mitigate potential DOS attaks. When a
"xTR extension" is involved with relaying of Map register messages to the delegated LM,
it knows whih LMs are "legitimate" for sending Map-Register messages. If the "xTR
extension" did not have this information then any LM (maybe not "legitimate") ould sent
Map-Register messages and in evidently launh a DOS attak. The only way to prevent
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this would require an authentiation token that is known by both the original/delegating
LM and the "xTR extension". The token would prove the authentiity of the LM (i.e.
this LM is really delegated by the original LM and "xTR extension") that was sending
Map-Register messages. But this adds omplexity, as we should also have the apability
of revoking suh tokens.
The aforementioned fators have motivated us to give the task of deision making to
the "xTR extension". Though this approah has inreased the work load of the "xTR
extension", it has eliminated the delay onerning the sending of Map-Register messages
to a LM that an only perform suboptimal aggregation (i.e. "urrent" LM instead of
"delegated" LM and vie versa).
From this point on, the terms "xTR extension" and "xTR" will be used interhangeably
when it omes to CRM.
4.1.1 Requirements:
Detailed desription regarding the funtionalities of a "theoretial LM" is dened in [11,
20, 35℄. However, people who oneived the idea of Compat Routing
2
saw it as a
"lean slate" approah. As a onsequene of this presumption, their addressing sheme
of a node ontained three elements, whih in turn, an never be realized neither by IPv4
nor IPv6. This rst supposition ultimately leads to a stati network topology. We were
required to get around these "impratiable assumptions" and we did so by our novel
approah; where we used BGP's Community attribute through Quagga to disseminate
the information regarding the hanging state of the network. All the designs and ideas
that have lead to a "pratial LM" are our own. It is a "dirty slate" approah that uses
the everyday UDP and TCP lient/server omponents to realize the funtionalities of a
"pratial LM".
4.1.2 Software Development Environment:
This setion desribes the environment in whih this software prototype has been
developed.
4.1.2.1 Platform, Standard and Liense:
Apart from the proprietary LM seletion algorithm developed by Flink et al. [14℄, the
appliation is under the GPL liensing sheme. The projet is developed in Ubuntu 10.10
(Maverik Meerkat), whih is a free and open soure OS based on the Debian Linux
distribution. Multiple instanes of Ubuntu 10.10 is exeuted inside VirtualBox virtual
mahines. Availability of doumentation and loal expertise (i.e. NSN) have lead us to this
hoie. This appliation mostly uses the standard C libraries of GCC. The implemented
ode adheres to the standards of Portable Operating System Interfae (POSIX). POSIX
is a standard that is being jointly developed by the IEEE and The Open Group. It denes
a standard operating system interfae and environment, inluding a ommand interpreter
(or "shell"), and ommon utility programs to support appliations portability at the
soure ode level. The urrent revision of POSIX is The Open Group Base Speiations
Issue 6 and also the IEEE Std 1003.1-2001. Adhering to POSIX standards failitate ode
portability between systems. There are more than ten parts to the POSIX standard. But
2
Note: the notion of a LM is part of Compat Routing.
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the relevant one for us is POSIX.1 that denes C programming interfaes (i.e. a library
of system alls) for les, proesses, and terminal I/O [32℄.
As OpenLISP runs on FreeBSD; maintaining a POSIX standard in the ode would mean
that this software an also run in FreeBSD without any hith. We have utilized only one
external library: mysql.h ; as it overs the basis of MySQL programming with the C
API.
4.1.2.2 Software Editor:
The hosen software editor is Code::Bloks (Release 10.05 rev 0)
3
as it is oriented towards
C/C++. It provides syntax highlighting and ode folding through the use of the Sintilla
editor omponent and all of the open les are organized into tabs, whih an be losed
and opened at the user's will with the navigation pane or with the lose button on the
tabs. Compared to Elipse, it is a light weight editor. It should be noted that, we only
used Code::Bloks for editing purposes. We did not use any of its in-built ompiling or
debugging failities.
4.1.2.3 Make Utility:
For managing and maintaining the software (i.e. ompiling, building), GNU's make utility
is used. Make is most helpful when the program onsists of many omponent les, as in
our ase. By reating a desriptor le ontaining dependeny rules, maros and sux
rules, the user an instrut make to automatially rebuild the program whenever one of
the program's omponent les is modied. Make is smart enough to only reompile the
les that were aeted by hanges; thus saving ompile time
4
. The hosen ompiler for
our prototype development is GCC (version 4.4.5).
4.1.2.4 Debugging:
"The most eetive debugging tool is still areful thought, oupled with
judiiously plaed print statements."  Brian Kernighan, "Unix for Beginners"
(1979).
We onur with the above statement and we have also used printf() debugging extensively
while developing CRM. It onsists of ad ho addition of lots of printf() statements to trak
the ontrol ow and data values in the exeution of a piee of ode. Code is temporarily
added, to be removed as soon as the bug at hand is solved; for the next bug, similar ode
is added
5
.
However, in oasions we have also used gdb (the GNU Debugger) for adding onditional
breakpoints
6
and stepping through the ode
7
. Additionally, the development of CRM
involved proessing a large number of dynamially alloated (i.e. alloated in runtime)
har arrays. In C, we used mallo()/allo() funtions for this purpose. In many instanes,
3
http://www.odebloks.org/
4
An Introdution to the UNIX Make Utility. http://frank.mtsu.edu/~sdept/FailitiesAndResoures/
make.htm
5
What is the proper name for doing debugging by adding 'print' statements? http://stakoverflow.om/
questions/189562/what-is-the-proper-name-for-doing-debugging-by-adding-print-statements
6
A breakpoint is a line in the soure ode where the debugger should break exeution.
7
After a onditional breakpoint is added we an go through the ode one line at a time and loate the soure
of the error. This is aomplished using the step ommand
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dynami alloation has aused segmentation fault. A segmentation fault (often shortened
to segfault) is a partiular error ondition that ours when a program attempts to aess
a memory loation that it is not allowed to aess, or attempts to aess a memory loation
in a way that is not allowed. This is managed by the OS's memory management layer.
The strategy that we followed to debug segfault errors was to load the ore le into gdb,
do a bak-trae, move into the sope of the ode, and lastly, list the lines of ode that
aused the segfault
8
.
Using a lot of dynamially alloated har arrays have also lead to memory leaks in
the prototype. A memory leak ours when a program no longer uses some hunk of
dynamially alloated memory, but the memory was not de-alloated (through free()
funtion). When the program started to "grow", there were a lot of instanes where
hunks of memory were onstantly alloated (e.g. in a loop) and were not freed afterwards.
We used Valgrind to detet suh ases of memory leaks and point them out. Valgrind
traks eah memory alloation and de-alloation. When it sees that no pointer exists in
the program for the alloated memory hunk (or its ontent), the program has no way of
de-alloating it, whih in turn means that a memory leak has ourred
9
.
4.2 Implementation of Major omponents
In terms of funtionality, the implementation an be divided into four major omponents:
1. UDP lient (or "xTR Extension"),
2. UDP server,
3. TCP lient and
4. TCP server.
It should be noted that, UDP lient (that implements "xTR Extension") is not a part of
the LM (though it is a part of the CRM onept). The LM onsists of TCP lient, TCP
server and UDP server. Previously, through gure 4.1, we have shown the readers a very
"high level" abstrat view of CRM. Now it is time to provide a "omplete" funtional
diagram of the whole system.
8
Debugging Segmentation Faults and Pointer Problems. http://www.programming.om/debugging/
segfaults.html
9
Using Valgrind to debug memory leaks. http://www.linuxprogrammingblog.om/using-valgrind-to-
debug-memory-leaks
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Figure 4.2: Major Components and funtionality of CRM.
Figure 4.2 provides a detailed view of how the whole system works. Though the funtional
diagram looks quite ompliated and intriate, we assure the audiene, one we have
explained the individual omponents in the following subsetions, the whole system will
start to make sense.
4.2.1 UDP Client (or "xTR Extension")
Like any other mapping system for LISP, in CRM also, an xTR (when funtioning as
an authoritative ETR) sends a Map-Register message to a LM to delare the presene
of an EID-prex that it owns as well as the RLOCs that should be used for exhanging
subsequent Map-Request and Map-Reply messages. In other words, these registration
requests ontain all the EID-to-RLOC mappings owned by that xTR; i.e., all the EID-
numbered networks that are onneted to that partiular xTR's site.
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Our UDP Client's (or "xTR Extension's") proessing involves 5 steps:
1. Read from the input le that holds the mappings between EID-prex and RLOC
into a linked-list,
2. Proess the input so that it an be put inside Map-Register messages,
3. Send the Map-Register messages to the server using sendto() funtion,
4. Read bak the server's response i.e. Map-notify paket using revfrom(), and lastly,
5. Determine whether Map-Register messages are needed to be resent to a delegated
LM.
Our lient program does not ask the kernel to assign an ephemeral port to its soket.
When it omes to an UDP soket, if that soket has not yet had a loal port bound to it,
then the rst time this proess alls sendto() an ephemeral port is hosen by the kernel
for this soket. We have also assigned NULL pointers to the fth and sixth arguments
of the revfrom() funtion; beause we do not want know about the server through this
funtion [59℄. An element of the Map-notify message
10
provides us with this information.
We have onstruted the Map-Register and the Map-Notify message using a set of
strutures. The following strutures onstrut a Map-Register message.
10
Disussed later in the urrent setion.
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struct map_register_rloc
{
unsigned char priority ;
unsigned char weight ;
unsigned char mpriority ;
unsigned char mweight ;
unsigned short unused _flags;
unsigned l :1;
unsigned p:1;
unsigned r:1;
unsigned short loc _afi;
char locator [LOCATOR_SIZE];        
};
struct map_register_record
{
unsigned int record _ttl;
unsigned int is _delegated;                          
unsigned char loc _count;            
unsigned char eid _mask_len;         
unsigned act :3;
unsigned auth _bit:1;
unsigned short reserved 1;           
unsigned rsvd :4;
unsigned short map _version;
unsigned short eid _afi;
char eid_prefix[EID_PREFIX_SIZE];        
struct map_register_rloc loc;
};
struct map_register_message
{
unsigned type :4;
unsigned p:1;
unsigned short reserved 0;          
unsigned m:1;                      
unsigned char record _count;        
unsigned int nonce 0;               
unsigned int nonce 1;               
unsigned short key _id;             
unsigned int auth _data_length;     
unsigned int auth _data;
struct map_register_record 
rec[OPTIMAL_RECORD _NUMBER];
};
Figure 4.3: Formation of a Map-Register message.
It should be noted that, we have onstruted Map-Register messages, eah of whih
onsists of multiple reords. How many reords are to be inluded within a message
depends on the MTU (maximum transmission unit) of the network. For our test network,
we determined the MTU size to be 1500 bytes. On average, eah reord is of the size 100
bytes. This means that, a maximum of 15 reords an t inside 1 Map-Register message.
As shown in gure 4.3, the struture map_register_message denes a Map-Register
message. It has an element alled re; whih in turn is an array of type struture
map_register_reord. It is this struture that atually holds all the information of the
reords. A single reord primarily holds the mapping between an EID-prex and its
RLOC. The har array eid_prex [EID_PREFIX_SIZE℄ holds the address of the EID-
prex. For the purposes of aggregation and delegation eah Map-Register reord also
has an element alled eid_mask_len that holds the mask length of the EID-prex. The
variable unsigned int is_delegated is dened by us to determine whether the EID-prex
present in that message an be delegated or not. In other words, it is a Boolean variable
with a default value of zero (i.e. "no delegation"). If the subsequent Map-Notify message
indiates that the EID-prex residing in the Map-Register message an be delegated, only
then, this variable is set to one.
Eah struture of type map_register_reord has another struture type element alled
map_register_rlo that holds the all the information regarding RLOC. The RLOC address
is stored in the har array loator[LOCATOR_SIZE℄. It should be noted that, exept
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for the is_delegated variable, all the other elements are dened aording to the LISP
speiation [13℄ and OpenLISP [28℄ standard.
Next, we move on to Map-Notify message. The Map-Notify message works as an
aknowledgement for the Map-Register message. Construting a Map-Notify message is
muh simpler than a Map-Register message. Aording to LISP speiation [13℄, a Map-
Notify message is onstruted by opying ertain values from the Map-Register message
for whih aknowledgement is made. Figure 4.4 shows how a Map-Notify message is
onstruted.
struct map_notify_rloc
{
unsigned char priority ;
unsigned char weight ;
unsigned char mpriority ;
unsigned char mweight ;
unsigned short unused _flags;
unsigned l:1;
unsigned p :1;
unsigned r :1;
unsigned short loc _afi;
char locator [LOCATOR_SIZE];
};
struct map_notify_record
{
unsigned int record _ttl;
unsigned int is _delegated ;            
unsigned char loc _count;            
unsigned char eid _mask_len;         
unsigned act :3;
unsigned auth _bit:1;
unsigned short reserved 1;           
unsigned rsvd :4;
unsigned short map _version;
unsigned short eid _afi;
char eid_prefix[EID_PREFIX_SIZE];
struct map_notify_rloc loc;
};
struct map_notify_message
{
unsigned type :4;                   
unsigned short reserved 0;          
unsigned char record _count;        
unsigned int nonce 0;               
unsigned int nonce 1;               
unsigned short key _id;             
unsigned int auth _data_length;     
unsigned int auth _data;
char server_ip_address[EID_PREFIX _SIZE]; 
struct map_notify_record 
rec[OPTIMAL_RECORD_NUMBER];
};
Figure 4.4: Formation of a Map-Notify message.
A Map-Notify message ontains two ustom dened elements. First one is har array
server_ip_address[EID_PREFIX_SIZE℄whih is a part of the struturemap_notify_message.
It ontains the IP address of the TCP server part of an LM. It is used to inform the TCP
lient, the IP address of the TCP server with whih it is suppose to onnet. This IP
address is stored in the DB. Seond one is unsigned int is_delegated. Its purpose is the
same as in a Map-Register message. Interestingly, the LISP speiation [13℄ requires us
to opy ertain variables from a Map-Register message into a Map-Notify message before
sending it to the UDP lient. Beause of this speiation, the UDP lient gets to know
whih of its Map-Register reord an be delegated (atually the EID-prex inside a Map-
Register reord is delegated). Based on this information (through Map-Notify message's
unsigned int is_delegated element), the UDP lient then an send those Map-Register
messages again to the delegated LM.
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All the preproessor ommands, funtion prototype delarations and denitions of the
ustom data types (i.e. strutures) were provided through a ustom header le known as
map_registration.h.
So, just to reap what we have said so far, the primary tasks of a UDP lient inlude the
onstrution of Map-Register messages and sending them to the UDP server. Based on the
delegation information inside a Map-Notify message that omes as an aknowledgement,
the UDP lient then resends only those Map-Register messages whose EID-prexes an
be delegated.
4.2.2 UDP Server (for Aggregation)
The UDP server is the most important part of the LM. Beause, it provides natural
aggregation, delegation and if needed assigns virtual prex. As we all know, UDP is
a onnetionless, unreliable, datagram protool, quite unlike the onnetion-oriented,
reliable byte stream provided by TCP. In an UDP lient/server senario, the lient does
not establish a onnetion with the server. Instead, it just sends a datagram to the server
using the sendto() funtion. In our ase, the lient is sending Map-Register messages to
the server. The server also does not aept a onnetion from a lient. Instead, it just alls
the revfrom() funtion, whih waits until data arrives from some lient. The revfrom()
funtion returns the protool address of the lient, along with the datagram, enabling the
server to send a response to the orret lient. In our system, a Map-Notify message is
the response sent by the UDP server. In aordane with the LISP speiation [13℄, we
have used the port 4342 for our UDP server.
Constrution of an "usual" UDP server is simpler ompared to a TCP server. In most
ases, an "usual" UDP server is iterative. There is no all to fork, so a single server
proess handles any and all lients. Within a simple innite loop the "usual" UDP server
reads the next datagram arriving at its port using revfrom() and sends datagram bak
using sendto(). As the server is iterative, queuing takes plae in the UDP layer for the
respetive soket. Eah UDP soket is equipped with a reeive buer and eah datagram
that arrives for this soket is plaed in that soket's reeive buer. When this server
proess alls revfrom(), the next datagram from the buer is returned to this proess in
a FIFO order. This way, if multiple datagrams arrive for this soket before the proess
an read what is already queued for the soket, the arriving datagrams are just added to
the soket reeive buer [59℄.
The inquiring reader might wonder why we have used the term "usual". It is for the
purpose of larity. Though the above mentioned desription of a typial UDP server is
appliable to our server, a LM's UDP server additionally performs natural aggregation,
delegation, virtual prex generation (if needed) and lastly advertise BGP ommunity
attribute through Quagga. The gure 4.5 is a funtional diagram of CRM's UDP lient
and server.
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Figure 4.5: Funtional diagram of CRM's UDP lient and server.
Now we move onto disussing the major parts of the UDP server, namely,
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Natural Aggregation,
Delegation,
Virtual Prex generation and lastly
Advertise BGP's ommunity attribute through Quagga.
Note, the MD5 hash funtion is not native. As explained in setion 3.3, we have utilized
the servies of a third party external tool for our purposes.
4.2.2.1 Natural Aggregation
In the interest of avoiding onfusions, we would like to provide the readers a little
bakground information on route aggregation; before jumping into the implementation
details.
Route aggregation [7℄ is a tehnique of organizing network layer IP addresses in a
hierarhial way so that addresses beome "topologially signiant". Route aggregation
summarizes routes so that, there are fewer routes to advertise aross the Internet. Usually,
a servie provider is alloated a ontiguous blok of IP addresses, whih it then divides
(into smaller alloated bloks) and leases to its downstream subsribers (e.g. smaller
ISPs). Beause these addresses are ontiguous, the ISP an advertise one route on the
global Internet. UDP server's natural aggregation atually refers to route aggregation in
the form of CIDR (Classless Inter-Domain Routing).
CIDR (or Supernetting) replaed the old proess of assigning Class A, B and C addresses
with a generalized network "prex". Instead of being limited to prex lengths of 8, 16 or
24 bits, CIDR uses prexes anywhere from 13 to 27 bits. Thus, bloks of addresses an
be assigned to networks as small as 32 hosts or to those with over 500,000 hosts. This
allows for address assignments that muh more losely t an organization's spei needs.
As stated earlier in setion 1.1, a CIDR address ontains the standard 32-bit IP address,
along with information on how many bits are used for the network prex. For example,
in the CIDR address 206.13.01.48/25, the "/25" indiates the rst 25 bits are used to
identify the unique network leaving the remaining bits to identify the spei host. It is
this prex length that enables CIDR to perform "route aggregation" in whih a single
high-level route entry represents many lower-level routes in the global routing tables. For
example, if an ISP owns the network 206.13.0.0/16, then this ISP an oer 206.13.1.0/24,
206.13.2.0/24, and so on to its ustomers. While advertising to other providers, the ISP
only needs to advertise 206.13.0.0/16.
In our prototype, the IP addresses that need to be aggregated are EID-prexes extrated
from Map-register messages. The goal is to only advertise their (i.e. EID-prexes)
SUPERNET out to the world. Deduing the SUPERNET atually means to nd the
best possible parent address from the extrated EID-prexes. To do so, we have taken
the following steps:
1. Insert the extrated EID-prexes into the nodes of a Linked-List. Assign an
ANCESTOR_FLAG to eah of the nodes and UNSET it by default.
2. For every EID-prex, traverse the Linked-List and try to detet possible parent. If
a parent is found then the ANCESTOR_FLAG is SET in the EID-prex for whih
the parent is loated.
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3. At the end, the EID-prex that is the best possible parent will have its ANCES-
TOR_FLAG as UNSET. Additionally, "orphan" EID-prexes will also have their
ANCESTOR_FLAGs as UNSET.
It is evident that, of the three steps mentioned, the seond step is the ruial one; where we
traverse Linked-List for eah node (that is why we need nested while loops) and ompare
between two IP addresses (i.e. EID-prexes) to determine if one is the parent of the other.
As mentioned, for the purpose of proessing, we have used a Linked-List to store the EID-
prexes. A linked-list data struture typially maintains a pointer to the rst element in
the list. This pointer provides an entry point into the Linked-List. All basi operations
start with this pointer, whih we will denote as "header". The pointer "nextNode" will
referene the immediate next element, while the last item will have a referene to NULL.
The pointer "tempNode" is used so that the inner while loop an be traversed. Here, the
"=" refers to assignment and "->" is the arrow operator.
nextNode = header
while nextNode != null do
tempNode = header
while tempNode != null do
call COMPARE (tempNode IP, tempNode IPLen, nextNode  IP, nextNode  IPLen)
tempNode=( tempNode  nextElement )
end while
nextNode=( nextNode  nextElement )
end while
Figure 4.6: Shema to traverse the whole Linked-List for eah element of the Linked-List.
The above shema alls a funtion COMPARE() and passes the IP addresses to be
ompared and their respetive prex lengths. The reader should know that, all the IP
addresses are in binary format (as har array). Hene the leftmost bit beomes the Most
Signiant Bit (MSB). We onvert IP addresses in binary format so that they an be
ompared eiently. Within COMPARE's denition, IP1 and IP2 are the two arguments
where two IP addresses are passed. We want to determine whether IP2 is a parent of
IP1 or not through this funtion. We also know, prex lengths enables CIDR to perform
"route aggregation". Therefore, IP1Len and IP2Len are also passed as prex lengths of
IP1 and IP2 respetively. Additionally, STR1 and STR2 are two har arrays that hold
the extrated substrings temporarily.
The following pseudo ode shows how the parent-hild relationship between two IP
addresses is determined.
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function COMPARE (IP1,IP1Len,IP2,IP2Len)
if IP2Len < IP1Len then
STR1 = starting from MSB , extract substring from IP 1 of length IP2Len.
STR2 = starting from MSB , extract substring from IP 2 of length IP2Len.
if STR1 == STR2 then
SET ANCESTOR _FLAG.
endif
endif 
end COMPARE
Figure 4.7: Shema to determine the parent-hild relationship between two IP addresses.
Aording to gure 4.7, two prerequisites must be meet before IP2 an judged as the
parent of IP1. These two onditions are:
1. IP2's prex length must be less than IP1's prex length.
2. If and only if the rst ondition is fullled then extrat substrings from both IP1 and
IP2 (the extration starts from MSB) of length IP2Len. If the extrated substrings
are the same only then we an say that, IP2 is a parent of IP1.
During this rst round of aggregation, the "urrent" LM does not need to know what
other LMs are advertising.
4.2.2.2 Delegation
In our ontext, the term "delegation" means that, there is another LM that is advertising
a "more aggregated" EID-prex. The onept of delegation is entirely our novel idea. The
of task delegation essentially refers to a seond round of aggregation. Exatly how a LM
should learn about the delegation information is explained in the upoming setion 5.1.
Based on the delegation information available to the urrent LM, aggregation is performed
on the output of the rst round of natural aggregation. The delegation information states,
whih EID-prexes are advertised by "other" LMs. We then try to determine whether any
of the EID-prexes advertised by "other" LMs are parents of the EID-prexes obtained as
a result of the rst round of aggregation (in the "urrent" LM). If so (i.e. a parent-hild
relationship exists) then we an say that, the "other" LM is better suited to handle the
aggregation of the Map-Register message that has aused the output of the rst round of
aggregation.
Even as the author, the above sounds puzzling to me! An example should lear up all
the onfusion. Let's say, after the rst round of aggregation, we have data that says,
a LM loated at RLOC 15.10.30.1 is advertising an EID-prex 110.0.1.0/24. Now, this
urrent LM gets to know that, another LM loated at RLOC 100.200.30.40 is advertising
an EID-prex 110.0.0.0/8. After a seond round of aggregation it beomes apparent that,
110.0.0.0/8 is a parent of 110.0.1.0/24. This means that, the Map-Register message
that ontained EID-prex 110.0.1.0/24 should be sent to the LM loated at RLOC
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100.200.30.40 instead of 15.10.30.1. In other words, the task of aggregation for the Map-
Register message that ontained EID-prex 110.0.1.0/24 should be delegated to the LM
loated at RLOC 100.200.30.40. Beause, the LM at RLOC 100.200.30.40 is advertising a
more aggregated EID-prex (110.0.0.0/8 is ertainly more aggregated than 110.0.1.0/24).
After the delegation phase, the UDP server sends a Map-Notify message with delegation
information bak to the UDP Client (or "xTR Extension").
4.2.2.3 Virtual Prex generation: the deision proess
When a new EID-prex registers into CRM, we need to deide whether an existing LM
an aggregate the new EID-prex, or if some other LM is advertising a more aggregated
prex, or if we need to enfore EID-prex aggregation through instantiating a virtual
EID-prex. Aording to [14℄, the hoie depends on the "ompatness" of the system
that an be alulated from the number of announed unique EID-prexes and LMs. If
the number of LMs is less than square root of the number of announed identiers then
the system is onsidered ompat and an grow. But when the number of LMs approahes
the maximum allowed in the TZ sheme [33℄, a virtual EID-prex needs to be instantiated.
We have suessfully implemented and integrated this algorithm with CRM. Though the
algorithm itself is not ompliated, we will refrain ourselves from divulging its partiulars.
Beause, it is a proprietary algorithm developed at Nokia Siemens Networks (NSN) and
is still awaiting publiation.
4.2.2.4 Virtual Prex Generation:
For the sake of "better" aggregation, the address spae an be partitioned into large
prexes; i.e. larger than any aggregatable prex in use today. These prexes are alled
virtual prexes (VP). In other words, a VP is a prex used to aggregate its ontained
regular prexes. While generating VPs, an ISP divides the global address spae into a
set of virtual prexes. For instane, an ISP ould divide the IPv4 address spae into
128 parts with a /7 representing eah part (0.0.0.0/7 to 254.0.0.0/7) and uses it for a
ore/edge type of onguration (ommonly seen today). That is, the ore routers would
maintain more spei routes, and edge routers ould maintain default routes to the ore
routers, and suppress as muh as they wish. Eah ISP an independently selet the size
of its VPs [33, 49, 50℄.
Alloating suh large aggregatable prexes will yield an uneven distribution of real prexes
aross the VPs. However, the VPs need not be of the same length; i.e. they an be a
mix of /6, /7, /8 (for IPv4), and so on. As long as the VPs over the omplete address
spae, the ISP an hoose them in suh a way that they ontain a omparable number
of real prexes. It should be evident by now that, the VPs are not topologially valid
aggregates, i.e. there is not a single point in the Internet topology that an hierarhially
aggregate the enompassed prexes [33, 49, 50℄.
In CRM, after performing natural aggregation and delegation (whih is atually a seond
round of aggregation based on delegation information), we end up with aggregated and
orphan EID-prexes (i.e. un-aggregatable addresses). If Flink et. al's [14℄ algorithm
opts for it, only then, CRM will reate VP. ISPs generate multiple VPs to over the
whole IP address spae. Whereas in CRM, we will generate a single VP based on the
aggregated and orphan EID-prexes aquired after performing natural aggregation and
delegation. For our purposes, the VP length that we have hosen is /16 and labeled it as
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MAXGROUP.
In our prototype, we have generated this VP by observing the following steps:
1. Convert eah of the aggregated and orphan EID-prexes into binary.
2. Starting from MSB, extrat substring from eah of these EID-prex of length
MAXGROUP.
3. For every extrated substring (from EID-prex), ompare it with all the other
substrings. If both substrings are deemed equals then DO NOTHING and move
on to the next substring for further omparison.
4. If substrings are NOT equal then QUIT. Beause unequal substrings mean that, we
have failed to generate a suitable VP.
The ritial fator that determines the possible suess or failure of nding a VP is, its
hosen length. The possibility of suess is quite high if we hoose a low VP length (e.g.
/7,/8). In CRM, hoosing a VP of length /16 proved to be suient for our purposes;
as the number of EID-prexes that we have worked on was limited. Opting for a low
VP length also has its downsides. It would mean that, the LM has to "servie" a large
number of real prexes; whih might diminish its funtionalities.
4.2.2.5 Hash value generation and Advertisement through Quagga
From the funtional diagram shown in gure 4.5, it should be lear to the reader that, the
last two tasks performed by the UDP server are: passing the onatenated routes to the
MD5 Hash funtion and lastly, advertise the aggregator and ommunity attributes. As
stated in prior setion 3.3, we have used an "o-the-shelf" software to generate the hash
value and therefore its internal details is out of the sope of this work.
After the neessary aggregations are performed, we onatenate the routes (whih will be
the input of the MD5 Hash funtion) with only those EID prexes that does not have
any anestor. This way, only when the aggregation hanges; the input to the MD5 Hash
funtion hanges and subsequently, the hange in the network's state is advertised through
BGP's ommunity attribute. To put it simply, a hange in network's state means there
was a hange in the aggregation.
For performing suessful BGP advertisement, the BGP daemon must be ongured in
two stages:
1. Stati Conguration and
2. Dynami Conguration.
At the initial stage, we make neessary hanges manually (i.e. not through exeuting UDP
server) to the bgpd.onf le, whih in turn, is referred as stati onguration. Changes in
this le will only take eet after the BGP daemon is restarted.
In terms of dynami onguration, Quagga omes with an additional tool known as
"vtysh", whih ats as a single ohesive front-end to all its daemons (e.g. bgpd, ospfd
et.). It is atually an integrated user interfae shell that onnets to eah daemon with
UNIX domain soket and then works as a proxy for user input. CRM's UDP server uses
"vtysh"; so that, BGP onguration hange an take eet "on the run" [30℄.
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Both the stati and dynami ongurations are neessary for suessful advertisement.
The two following subsetions will provide detailed information regarding the aforemen-
tioned two stages.
4.2.2.5.1 Stati Conguration (BGP Daemon) The bgpd.onf onguration le an
be divided into ve main setions; namely, maros, global onguration, routing domain
onguration, neighbors and groups and lter. Out of these, we are only onerned
with the global onguration (ontains the global settings for bgpd) and neighbors and
groups (neighbor denitions and properties are set in this setion) setions
11
. These are
inputted manually for suessful BGP advertisements. Every mahine that is running our
experimental mapping system, along with Quagga will have the following ommands
12
in its bgpd.onf le:
1. router bgp 100
2. bgp router-id 192.168.56.101
3. network 192.168.57.0/24
4. neighbor 10.144.17.27 remote-as 7675
5. neighbor 10.144.17.27 advertisement-interval 10
6. neighbor 10.144.17.27 send-ommunity
7. neighbor 10.144.17.27 route-map OUTBOUND out
8.
9. route-map OUTBOUND permit 10
In line 1, the "router bgp 100" ommand sets up a loal BGP router belonging to AS
100. The next ommand in line 2 (i.e. "bgp router-id 192.168.56.101") sets the router
ID to the given IP address. This given IP must be loal to the mahine. The "network
192.168.57.0/24" ommand in line 3 announes the speied network as belonging to
our AS (i.e. AS 100). All the three aforementioned ommands belong to the global
onguration setion [51℄.
Next, we ome to the neighbors and groups setion, where eah neighbor of the loal
BGP speaker is speied (we did not dene any group in our onguration). In line 4,
the ommand "neighbor 10.144.17.27 remote-as 7675" speies an adjaent neighbor for
the BGP router. The IP address and AS number belongs to the BGP peer [51℄.
In line 5, we set the time for the minimum route advertisement interval (MRAI). The
MRAI timer denes the minimum time interval between suessive advertised updates of
a prex to a "peer", where by "peer", we indiate to every BGP speaker onneted to the
sending BGP speaker. The ip-address refers to the neighbor and the time is speied with
an integer in seonds. Hene, the MRAI timer here is set to 10 seonds for the neighbor
loated at 10.144.17.27. The RFC for BGP-4 [52℄, along with the protool denitions,
also suggests the use of an MRAI timer. It should be noted that, the urrent Quagga
implementation deploys a "burst" MRAI timer where all updates to a given BGP peer
11
http://resin.soft.net/gi-bin/man.gi?setion=5&topi=bgpd.onf
12
Only the relevant ommands are explained here. Also for the sake of larity, line numbers are pre-pended
with eah routing ommand.
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are held until the next MRAI timer interval expires, at whih time all queued updates are
announed. Suh a solution was hosen beause of its implementation simpliity. Though,
the RFC for BGP-4 [52℄ expliitly states that the timer should aet updates as well as
withdrawals (we did not perform any route withdrawal in our onguration), Quagga only
applies the MRAI timer on updates and not on withdrawals [53℄.
In line 6, we have used the "neighbor 10.144.17.27 send-ommunity" ommand to inlude
the ommunity attribute in route updates sent to the speied BGP neighbor loated
at 10.144.17.27. This is an integral part of our work. Beause instead of using it for
routing/propagation deisions, we have altered its used for the dissemination of end point
reahability information.
In line 7, we have used a route map on a per-neighbor basis to lter updates. In general,
route maps are used to ontrol and modify routing information that is exhanged between
routing domains. A route map an be applied to either in bound or outbound updates
(we have only used outbound updates in our onguration) and it enables the user to
ontrol the redistribution of routes between two BGP peers. In our onguration, the
neighbor route-map out ommand applied to the route map OUTBOUND for outgoing
routes to neighbor 10.144.17.27.
In line 9, we dene the aforementioned route-map by the ommand, "route-map
OUTBOUND 10". 10 is just a sequene number here and for our purposes does not
mean anything
13
.
4.2.2.5.2 Dynami Conguration (BGP Daemon) This part of the onguration is
performed by UDP server as it is exeuting. Values for two BGP attributes are generated
by the UDP server "on the y". These two attributes are: aggregator and ommunity
value.
In order to exeute the neessary ommands, we have utilized Quagga's integrated user
interfae shell or "vtysh" with the - option. This option is useful for gathering info from
Quagga or reonguring daemons from inside shell sripts. The ommand format for
using the - option looks like: vtysh - "ommand". For example, if we want to observe
the routing table for BGP from BASH, then the ommand would be: vtysh - "sh ip bgp".
After the ommand is exeuted, "vtysh" exits [30℄.
The relevant ommand for setting the aggregator is: set aggregator as [as-number℄ [ip-
addr℄ where [as-number℄ is AS number of the aggregator (an integer between 1 to 65535)
and [ip-addr℄ is the IP address of the aggregator. On the other hand, the ommand for
setting the ommunity value is: set ommunity [ommunity-number℄ where [ommunity-
number℄ speies a valid ommunity number between 1 and 4294967200. We have used
the olon-separated format of expressing ommunity values
14
. As indiated previously,
one of CRM's novelties lies in the fat that, the ommunity attribute here does not aet
the routing or propagation deision; rather, it arries end-point reahability information.
Therefore, instead of inserting an ASN in the rst 16 bits, the output from the MD5 hash
funtion is plaed here. The remaining 16 bits are always set to 0, as we have no use for
loal preferene value in CRM.
One the neessary "vtysh" ommands are onstruted with appropriate aggregator and
ommunity values, we exeute them with system() funtion that takes valid Linux Shell
ommand as a har array in its argument [59℄. For example, the ommand for setting the
13
Route-Maps for IP Routing Protool Redistribution Conguration. http://www.iso.om/en/US/teh/
tk365/tehnologies_teh_note09186a008047915d.shtml
14
Refer to previous subsetion 2.6.6.
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ommunity value would be exeuted as:
system("vtysh - \"set ommunity 2369:0\""). Note that, we have used an esape
sequene where the double quotation mark preeded by a bakslash (\"). We have done
this so that, it speies a literal double quotation mark (as the double quotation mark
has speial meaning in C).
4.2.3 TCP Client (for EID Topology Disovery)
Like an "usual" TCP lient, our system does not start o by reating a onnetion
with the TCP server. Rather, every 5 seonds the lient mahine heks the BGP
announements reeived through Quagga. From these announements, the TCP lient
extrats the ommunity and aggregator attributes. These aquired ommunity and
aggregator attributes might be "new" to the DB. Or, there might be a hange in the
ommunity value (from the immediate previous instane) announed by a partiular
aggregator. Only due to the two above mentioned reasons will our TCP lient onnet with
the TCP server. Change in ommunity value is an indiator of a hange in the network
state. The aggregator on the other hand, is an optional transitive attribute whih may be
inluded in BGP updates. A BGP speaker that performs route aggregation may add this
attribute whih would ontain its own AS number and BGP Identier [52℄. In our use
ase, we have mandated that, this attribute needs to be used to identify the partiular
LM that is advertising the BGP announements.
For learning from BGP's announements, our system uses vtysh, whih is an integrated
shell for Quagga. Again, the ommands are given in#vtysh - "ommand" format, so that
we may run them from the Linux shell. We have used the popen() funtion to exeute these
Quagga ommands. In other words, we have used proess pipes. The popen() funtion
allows a program to invoke another program as a new proess and either pass data to it
or reeive data from it. The ommand string is the name of the program to run, together
with any parameters. In our ase, we are running Quagga ommands with the parameter
"-". The popen() funtion's prototype also has an open_mode that must be either "r" or
"w". In our ase, the open_mode is set to "r", beause output from the invoked program
(i.e. #vtysh - "ommand") is made available to the invoking program (i.e. TCP lient)
in order to read from the le stream FILE* that is returned by popen(). The le stream
is read using the usual stdio library funtion fread() [47℄.
The TCP lient program does not know beforehand whih network is advertised by the
LM. To obtain this information, we exeute the #vtysh - "show ip bgp" ommand to get
all the entries in the BGP routing table. The output looks something like:
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xTR# sh ip bgp
BGP table version is 0, local router ID is 10.144.17.65
Status codes: s suppressed, d damped, h history, * valid, > best, i - internal,
r RIB-failure, S Stale, R Removed
Origin codes: i - IGP, e - EGP, ? – incomplete
Network          Next Hop            Metric LocPrf Weight Path
*> 192.168.87.0     192.168.56.103           0                      0 100 i
*> 192.168.45.0     192.168.56.102                                   0 100 200 i
*> 192.168.57.0     192.168.56.103           0                      0 100 i
*> 192.168.67.0     0.0.0.0                         0              32768 i
Total number of prefixes 4
Figure 4.8: Command output for #vtysh - "show ip bgp".
This output is aquired as a har array by the TCP lient. Then we use a regular
expression
15
to extrat all the IP addresses from this output. Our regular expression
looks like:
[[: digit :]]{1, 3}\\.[[: digit :]]{1, 3}\\.[[: digit :]]{1, 3}\\.[[: digit :]]{1, 3}
As the whole prototype adheres to POSIX standard, we have used POSIX harater set
[94℄ for our regular expression. Here, [[:digit:℄℄ refers to any number between 0 and 9.
Using urly braes (i.e. {1,3}) we have stipulated how many times the preeding digit is
allowed to be repeated. So, [[:digit:℄℄{1,3} mathes haraters that are digits and an be
repeated at least 1 time but not more than 3 times. In regular expression, the "dot" (.)
is a metaharater
16
. The bakslashes are used to turns o the speial meaning of this
metaharater. Thus, a period is mathed by a "\.". However, in addition to any valid
IP address, the aforementioned regular expression will also math 999.999.999.999 as if it
were a valid IP address. But the output that we aquire from #vtysh - "show ip bgp"
ommand will only have valid IP addresses. Thus the aforementioned regular expression
will sue in deteting proper IP addresses. For exeuting the regular expression, POSIX
regex funtions: regomp() and regexe() are used (dened in regex.h).
Afterwards, for eah extrated IP address we exeute, #vtysh - "show ip bgp IP_address"
ommand. Only a network that is advertised by a LM would have an aggregator and
ommunity value in the output , like the following:
15
A regular expression is a pattern desribing a ertain amount of text. http://www.grymoire.om/Unix/
Regular.html
16
A metaharater is a harater that has a speial meaning; instead of a literal meaning to a regular expression
engine.
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vtysh -c “sh ip bgp 192.168.87.0”
BGP routing table entry for 192.168.87.0/32
Paths: (1 available, best #1, table Default -IP-Routing-Table)
Not advertised to any peer
100, (aggregated by 7675 15.10.30.1)
192.168.56.103 from 192.168.56.103 (10.144.13.56)
Origin IGP, metric 0, localpref 100, valid, external, best
Community: 2310:0
Last update: Fri Jan  2 17:04:10 1970
Figure 4.9: Command output for #vtysh - "show ip bgp 192.168.87.0".
We had to be innovative beause there is no "diret" ommand (for Quagga) to extrat the
aggregator attribute for a partiular network. Any network that is not advertised by the
LM will not have these attributes. As gure 4.9 shows, the ommand #vtysh - "show ip
bgp 192.168.87.0" has produed 15.10.30.1 as aggregator and 2310:0 as ommunity value.
This means that, 15.10.30.1 is the LM's ID.
After the aggregator (or the ID of the LM) and ommunity attributes are extrated from
the output har array through pattern mathing, two things an happen. For one, the
aquired LM ID and its ommunity value might be absent from the DB. If this is the ase,
then we INSERT this new information. Seondly, there might be a pre-existing ommunity
value for that LM. In this ase, we just ompare the newly aquired ommunity value with
its immediate previous instane for that partiular LM. In both senarios, the TCP server
will be onneted; so that the lient an get an updated view of the network state.
The TCP lient gets to know the server's address by inquiring (through SQL's SELECT
statement) the ServerAddress table. This task is performed by using the usual methods
desribed in the upoming setion 4.3.6.
Afterwards, a onnetion is established and the lient starts to reeive information by
taking the following steps:
1. For establishing a onnetion, the lient reates the basi onstrut of a soket by
utilizing soket() system all.
2. Information suh as IP address of the server and its port number is bundled up in
a struture and a all to onnet() system all is made whih tries to onnet this
soket with the server. Note that, we have not bounded (i.e. bind) our lient's
soket to any partiular port. This is beause the lient does not require its soket
to be attahed to any well-known port and so, it generally uses a port assigned by
the kernel (i.e. it is an ephemeral port).
3. One the onnetion is made, the server starts to send data through the lient's
soket desriptor. The lient reads this data through the read() system all on the
its soket desriptor.
After the data is read in, we either perform only INSERT operation or arry out DELETE
and INSERT operation on the EIDList table for a partiular LM (whih is equivalent to
UPDATE) by using the well-known funtions desribed in the upoming setion 4.3.6.
By doing so, the EIDList table on the lient side will now ontain an updated view of the
network state.
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4.2.4 TCP Server
For our purposes, a "lassi" TCP server is suient and we have build it by arrying out
the following steps:
1. Create a soket with a all to soket(),
2. Fill this soket's address struture with INADDR_ANY (this allows the server to
aept a lient onnetion on any interfae; i.e. it is a wildard address) and port
number (we have used 9877). We have hosen the port number in a manner so that
it is greater than 1023 (beause we do not need a reserved port), greater than 5000
(to avoid onit with the ephemeral ports) and nally, less than 49152 (to avoid
onit with the "orret" range of ephemeral ports). Additionally, the hosen port
number should not onit with any registered port.
3. Bind the server's port (i.e. 9877) to the soket by alling bind(). It should be noted
that, the onept of using a TCP server is novel to CRM. None of the other previously
dened mapping systems (e.g. LISP-ALT) have any suh entity. Therefore, we are
not bounded by LISP [13℄ or any speiation of any other mapping system to use
a partiular port. We are free to hoose any port number as long as it meets the
requirements mentioned in step 2.
4. By alling listen(), the soket is then onverted into a listening soket, on whih
inoming onnetions from lients will be aepted by the kernel.
The exeution of soket(), bind(), and listen(), are the normal steps for any TCP server
to prepare what is all the listening desriptor (listenfd in our ase).
Now, it is our intention to design and implement a multi-lient TCP server. In a simplisti
a single-user system, we usually run in a "busy wait" loop, repeatedly san the input for
data and read it if it arrives. But, this behavior is very expensive in terms of CPU
time. For a TCP server whih supports multiple lient simultaneously, we must have the
apability to tell the kernel that we want to be notied if one or more I/O onditions
are ready (i.e. input is ready to be read, or the desriptor is apable of taking more
output). This apability is alled I/O multiplexing and is provided by the selet() and
poll() funtions. In our ase, I/O multiplexing is used so that, the TCP server an use
both the listening soket and its lients' onnetion sokets at the same time. In other
words, the TCP server an deal with multiple lients by waiting for a request on many
open sokets at the same time. For this, we have used selet() in our TCP server. This
system all in our TCP server looks like:
r e s u l t = s e l e  t ( nfds , &readfds , ( fd_set ∗)NULL,
( fd_set ∗)NULL, NULL) ;
The rst parameter nfds refers to the highest-numbered le desriptor in any of the three
sets, plus 1. Three independent sets of le desriptors are wathed by selet(). Those
listed in readfds will be wathed to see if haraters beome available for reading. As
our TCP server is only interested in reading data from multiple lients, the other two
desriptor sets is set to NULL. The last parameter in selet() is timeout and is set to a
NULL pointer, whih in turn means that if there is no ativity on the sokets, the all
will blok forever.
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Four maros are used to manipulate these desriptor sets. FD_ZERO() lears a set.
FD_SET() and FD_CLR() respetively adds and removes a given le desriptor from a
set. Lastly, FD_ISSET() tests to see if a le desriptor is part of the set or not.
After selet returns, the desriptor sets will have been modied to indiate whih
desriptors are ready for reading.
We now ontinue the steps for building an I/O multiplexed TCP server:
5. Wait for lients and requests inside an innite loop (or "busy wait" loop). Through
selet() we instrut the kernel to notify us if a le desriptor is ready for reading.
We have used FD_ISSET to determine whih desriptor(s) is showing ativity or
needs attention.
6. If the ativity is on a listening soket then it must be a request for a new onnetion
from the lient; whih we allow by alling aept(). This system all reates a new
soket to ommuniate with the lient and returns its desriptor. The newly reated
soket will have the same type as the server's listen soket. We add this newly
reated le desriptor to read_fd_set by alling the maro FD_SET.
7. If the ativity is not on a listening soket then it must be due to a lient soket.
If lose is reeived (i.e. the lient has gone away) then we terminate the soket
onnetion by alling lose() system all. In our server, we have done this when
read() returns zero. We also remove the lient soket desriptor from read_fd_set
by alling the maro FD_CLR.
8. If none of the aforementioned two onditions apply then it means that, we need to
"serve" the lient (and read() does not return zero or -1). To do so, we arry out
SELECT operation on the EIDList table for a partiular LM by using the well-known
funtions desribed in the upoming setion 4.3.6. Then we proess the extrated
ontents so that it an be sent to the requesting lient as a har array. The write()
system all is used to write this newly reated har array in the lient's soket.
9. Continue the loop and wait for new lients and requests.
The following gure gives a detailed funtional diagram of the interation between TCP
lient and server. The dashed line in the middle separates lient from the server.
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Figure 4.10: Funtional diagram of CRM's TCP lient and server.
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4.3 Database Design
From the desriptions provided thus far on CRM, it should be lear to the reader that
database is an integral part of this system. A database (DB) is not merely the plae
where data are stored; it also ontains information regarding the relationships between
those data. The user phrases the desired data manipulation requests in terms of data
relationships. Afterwards, a piee of software known as a database management system
(DBMS) translates between the user's request for data and the physial data storage. We
have used MySQL as the DBMS for its Open-Soure qualities. Within MySQL, we have
reated a DB alled LMIDstruture for CRM.
The formal way in whih the user express data relationships to a DBMS is known as a
data model. Most DBMSs support only one data model. MySQL supports relational
data model and therefore is at the enter of our disussion. Before going into the design
of LMIDstruture to understand its relational data model, we need to identify the data
relationships. The DBMS-independent tehnique for doumenting these data relationships
is known as the entity-relationship diagram (ER diagram). Prior to desribing CRM's ER
diagram we will provide a short disussion on entities, their attributes, entity identiers
and referential integrity; so that the reader does not get onfused with these terminologies.
At the end of this subsetion, we will also present a short desription of the atual
implementation [23, 56℄.
4.3.1 Entities and their Attributes
An entity is something about whih we store data. A LMIDTable is an entity, as is a
EID-routing that holds the mapping between a LM and EID-prex. Though entities an
be abstrat, in CRM, all the entities are tangible. The LMIDstruture database that we
had formed for CRM reates a diretory that ontains les orresponding to the entities
of this database.
Entities have attributes that desribe them. For example, an EID-routing entity is usually
desribed by a LMID, EIDPrex, EIDPrexLength, Is_Delegated and Delegated_RLOC.
A LMIDTable entity on the other hand, has attributes suh as, LMID and HASH_VALUE.
Eah attribute has a domain, i.e. permissible values for that attribute. Usually, before
assigning domains to the attributes we (i.e. DB designers) looked at the DBMS (i.e.
MySQL) to see whih data types are supported. For our purposes, MySQL supported
data types CHAR, VARCHAR(maxlength) and INT were the relevant ones. In CRM, a lot
of data regarding IPv4 addresses are handled. IPv4 addresses are stored with the domain
VARCHAR(maxlength); whih ontains variable length strings of a maximum length, 16
(i.e. maxlength). Beause an IPv4 address expressed as a string an have a maximum
length of 16. The DBMS (i.e. MySQL) enfores a domain through a domain onstraint.
Whenever a value is stored in the database, the DBMS veries that it omes from that
attribute's speied domain.
When we represent these entities in a database, we atually store only the attributes.
Eah group of attributes that desribes a single real world ourrene of an entity ats to
represent an instane of that entity. For example, in gure 4.11, you an see four instanes
of EID-routing entity stored in our database. If we had 1000 mappings, then there would
be 1000 olletions of EID-routing attributes. We should keep in mind that the gure does
not make any statements about how the instanes are physially stored. The following
gure 4.11 is purely a oneptual representation of instanes/reords [23, 56℄.
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Figure 4.11: Instanes of EID-routing entity in our Database [23℄.
4.3.2 Entity Identiers
The only purpose for putting the data that desribes an entity into a database is to retrieve
that data at some later time. This means that we must have some distinguishing marker
that separates one entity instane from another; so that we an always be ertain that we
are retrieving the preise entity instane we want. This is alled an entity identier. It is
also known as a Primary Key.
In CRM, for example, the LMIDTable entity has LMID, eah of whih is unique in
the whole Internet; making it an entity identier that distinguishes one LM from the
other. Another solution would be to join the LMID and EIDPrex and EIDPrexLength
attributes of the EID-routing entity. This ombination of olumns i.e. a onatenated
identier, would uniquely identify eah mapping. The EID-routing entity requires a
onatenated identier; beause there an be multiple mappings for eah LM. Also eah
EID an only be uniquely identied with a ombination of EIDPrex and EIDPrexLength.
Therefore, eah mapping is distintively reognized with a onatenated identier
onsisting of LMID and EIDPrex and EIDPrexLength.
When we store an instane of an entity in a database, we want the DBMS to ensure that
the new instane has an unique identier. The above is an example of a onstraint on a
database, a rule to whih data must adhere. The enforement of suh a onstraint helps
us to maintain data onsisteny and auray [23, 56℄.
4.3.3 Foreign Key and Referential Integrity
When an entity ontains an attribute that is the same as the primary key of another entity,
then that attribute is alled a foreign key. The mathing of foreign keys to primary keys
represents data relationships in a relational database.
Foreign keys may be a part of a onatenated primary key or they may not be part of
the entity's primary key at all. In CRM, for example, the LMIDTable and EID-routing
entities:
LMIDTable (LMID, HASH_VALUE) EID-routing (LMID, EIDPrex, EIDPrexLength,
Is_Delegated, Delegated_RLOC)
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The LMID attribute in the EID-routing entity is a foreign key that mathes the primary
key of the LMIDTable. Here, the LMID attribute is a part of the primary key of EID-
routing entity. Unless the foreign key is a part of a onatenated primary key (whih is
in our ase); they an be null.
With foreign key, omes a onstraint alled referential integrity enfored by the relational
data model. It states that, every non-null foreign key value must math an existing
primary key value. Of all the onstraints on a relational database, this is probably
the most important; beause it ensures the onsisteny of the ross-referenes among
instanes of entities. Referential integrity onstraints are stored in the database and
enfored automatially by the DBMS (i.e. MySQL). As with all other onstraints, eah
time a user/appliation enters or modies data, the DBMS heks the onstraints and
veries that they are met. If the onstraints are violated, the data modiation will not
be allowed [23, 56℄.
Referential integrity also inludes the tehniques known as asading update and asading
delete. Let's onsider CRM's situation onerning entities: LMIDTable and EID-routing.
Referential integrity enfores the following three rules:
1. We may not add an instane/reord to the EID-routing entity unless the LMID
attribute points to a valid reord in the LMIDTable entity.
2. If the primary key for a reord in the LMIDTable entity hanges, all orresponding
reords in the EID-routing entity must be modied using a asading update.
3. If a reord in the LMIDTable entity is deleted, all orresponding reords in the
EID-routing entity must be deleted using a asading delete.
Before we move on to the ER diagram, it should be mentioned that, most of the entities
are idential in both lient and server of CRM. This is beause, in CRM, after information
is disseminated, both lient and server should have mathing information. LMIDTable
and EID-routing are the idential entities that reside in both lient and server to hold
the disseminated information. There are however, ouple of lient/server spei isolated
entities. Suh entities do not possess any relationship with other entities and therefore,
will be mentioned briey in the next setion.
17
4.3.4 ER Diagram
ER diagrams provide a way to doument the entities in a database along with the
attributes that desribe them. There are atually several styles of ER diagrams. The
two most ommonly used styles are Chen and Information Engineering (IE). The IE
model tends to produe a less luttered diagram and therefore will be used for all the
diagrams in this thesis. In the IE model, retangles are used to represent entities. Eah
entity's name along with its attributes appear inside the retangle.
The relationships that are stored in a database are between instanes of entities. There
are three basi types of relationships that we enounter: one-to-one, one-to-many and
many-to-many. The relationship between LMIDTable and EID-routing is one-to-many
and is therefore disussed in detail [23, 56℄.
17
Interested readers are advised to see Appendix B where doumentation regarding the denition of all the
entities in terms of SQL is provided.
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As a formal denition, if we have instanes of two entities (LMIDTable and EID-routing),
then a one-to-many relationship exists between two instanes (LMIDTable
i
and EID-
routing
i
) if LMIDTable
i
is related to zero, one, or more instanes of entity EID-routing
and EID-routing
i
is related to at most one instane of entity LMIDTable. The relationship
between instanes of LMIDTable and EID-routing is one-to-many, beause eah LM an
have multiple mappings (i.e. instanes of EID-routing) assoiated with it. Hene, the ER
diagram looks like:
LMIDTable
PK LMID
HASH_VALUE
EID-routing
PK,FK1 LMID
PK EIDPrefix
PK EIDPrefixLength
Is_Delegated
Delegated_RLOC  
Figure 4.12: One-to-many relationship between LMIDTable and EID-routing.
The double line on the right side of LMIDTable entity means that eah mapping (i.e.
a single instane of EID-routing entity) is related to one and only one instane of
LMIDTable. As zero is not an option, the relationship is mandatory. The three-legged
teepee onneted to the EID-routing entity means that, an instane of LMIDTable will
have one, or more mappings (i.e. instanes of EID-routing) assoiated with it. This is
beause, TCP lient will ontat the designated TCP server to update itself with the state
of the network that is "behind" the LM. In other words, every LM will have one or more
mappings assoiated with it. Therefore, the "many" side of the relationship must also be
mandatory.
Now that we desribed the relationship between two of the most important entities of
CRM, we will now provide a omplete view of the entire database residing in CRM. In
gure 4.13, on the left, we see the lient side and on the right, we have the server side.
Figure 4.13: omplete view of the entire database residing in CRM.
As expeted, LMIDTable and EID-routing are present in both lient and server side; as
they have to hold mathing information. On the lient side, there is an "isolated" table
with the denition:
ServerAddress(IpId, IP);
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When the Map-Notify message returns to the UDP lient, the server's IP address (found
within this Map-Notify message) is stored within this table. So that, the TCP lient
knows whih server to onnet.
On the server side, we see another "isolated" table with the denition:
DelegatedLM (LMID, EIDPrex, EIDPrexLength, Is_Used);
One the "urrent" LM obtains the delegation information (whih is atually the mappings
announed by "other" LMs)
18
, it stores that information in the Delegated_LM table.
Based on this information, the UDP server performs the task delegation (i.e. a seond
round of aggregation).
4.3.5 The Relational Data Model
One the ER diagram is ompleted, we an translate it into the formal relational data
model required by our DBMS (i.e. MySQL). We all databases that adhere to this model
as relational databases. A relational database is a database whose logial struture is
made up of nothing but a olletion of relations (or entities). In mathematial set theory,
a relation is the denition of a table with olumns (attributes) and rows (tuples). (The
word "table" is used synonymously with "relation"). The denition speies what will be
ontained in eah olumn of the table, but does not inlude data. When rows of data are
inluded, we get an instane of a relation.
The diligent reader should notie that, translating from ER diagram to relational data
model hanges the terminologies; while the onept underneath remains the same. From
onwards, LMIDTable and EID-routing entities will be termed as LMIDTable and EID-
routing tables, attributes will be known as olumns. A olumn in a relation must have
two properties: for one, the olumn's name must be unique within the table. And seondly,
every olumn in a table must be subjeted to a domain onstraint (same as, attribute's
domain onstraint). A row in a relation, must also possess two properties: rstly, only one
value is allowed at the intersetion of a olumn and row; i.e. a relation annot allow multi-
valued attributes. Seondly, there are no dupliate rows in a relation. To enfore unique
row onstraint the relation (or table) must dene a primary key. In terms of relational
data model, a primary key is a olumn or ombination of olumns that uniquely identies
eah row [23, 56℄.
4.3.6 Implementation
The MySQL version that we have used for our system is:
mysql Ver 14.14 Distrib 5.1.49, for debian-linux-gnu (i686) using readline 6.1
In order to aess MySQL from CRM, we had to use mysql.h, whih is the most important
header le for MySQL funtion alls. All the funtions mentioned in the urrent subsetion
is dened in mysql.h. In our opinion, the APIs used to aess/manipulate MySQL data
are not ommon knowledge. Beause they dier for every DBMS. That is why, we will
provide short desriptions about these APIs and how they are utilized.
There are two steps involved in onneting to a MySQL database from C (CRM is oded
in C) and they are:
18
How the "urrent" LM gets the delegation information is explained in the upoming setion 5.1
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1. Initialize a onnetion handle struture and
2. Physially make the onnetion.
For performing the rst step 1:
MYSQL∗ onn_ptr_db ;
onn_ptr_db = mysql_init (NULL) ;
We have pass NULL to the mysql_init() routine, and a pointer to a newly alloated
onnetion handle struture is returned (in onn_ptr_db).
For step 2, we oer the parameters for a onnetion using the mysql_real_onnet()
routine:
mysql_real_onnet ( onn_ptr_db , " l o  a l h o s t " ,
" tunne lRouterCl i" , "xTR" , "LMIDstruture " ,0 ,NULL, 0 ) ;
where onn_ptr_db is the onnetion handle struture, "loalhost" is the urrent system's
hostname, "tunnelRouterCli" is the user name for MySQL, "xTR" is the MySQL password
and "LMIDstruture" is the database that we have reated. The rest of the parameters
an be set to 0 or NULL for our purposes.
After the program (i.e. CRM) gets onneted with MySQL, we performed four distint
operation on the data: INSERT, DELETE, UPDATE and SELECT. The rst three are
fairly simple to perform as they do not return any data. We simply exeute valid SQL as
a text string using the API:
int mysql_query (MYSQL ∗ onnet ion ,
onst har ∗query ) ;
where the rst parameter is onnetion handle struture
(i.e. onn_ptr_db) and seond one is a SQL ommand in a NULL terminated string.
As the SQL SELECT statement returns some data, it poses a little more hallenge. At
rst, like INSERT/DELETE/UPDATE statements, we use mysql_query() to exeute the
SELECT statement. After its suessful ompletion, we will start to retrieve the data
using mysql_use_result(MYSQL *onnetion). Data is aquired in a row by row manner.
The mysql_use_result() routine returns a pointer to a new struture alled a result set
struture (of type MYSQL_RES *), or NULL if it fails. Let's say, result is suh a pointer.
Now that we have the data (inside the result set struture), we an proess it using
mysql_feth_row(result).The mysql_feth_row(result) funtion pulls a single row out of
the result struture and puts it in a row struture (of type MYSQL_ROW). A variable
of type MYSQL_ROW is a pointer to an array of strings representing the values of eah
olumn in a single row. The mysql_feth_row(result) funtion is run in a loop so that all
the rows in a table are returned. It returns NULL when the data runs out or if an error
ours. Finally, when we are nished with the result set struture (i.e. MYSQL_RES*
result), we use mysql_free_result(result), so that MySQL library an lean up the objets
it has alloated.
As stated in sub-setion 3.2.1, in CRM, SQL statements are suitably grouped into trans-
ations. The syntaxes that we have used for this purpose are START TRANSACTION,
COMMIT and ROLLBACK. All of these are exeuted using mysql_query() funtion.
Chapter 5
Analysis
5.1 Results
We begin analyzing this work by explaining the rational for utilizing ompat routing;
why we need a novel idea for solving the routing salability problem. The Routing
Researh Group (RRG) is responsible for researh and reommendation of a new routing
arhiteture for the Internet. The survey onduted in [36℄, analyses many of the
proposals
1
that were put in front of the RRG group. This survey also inludes additional
investigation regarding some of the onerns with spei proposals and how some of
those onerns should be mitigated [36℄. For pratial purposes, our omparison is limited
between LISP-ALT and CRM. Beause, all the other aforementioned systems have not
progressed any further from a proposal; they neither have any existing implementation
nor have plans of any future development; they do not even have any simulation and most
importantly any vendor bakup. LISP-ALT on the other hand, has gained the baking
of Ciso and thus immerged as the de-fato standard for a mapping system of LISP.
Therefore, any mapping system reated for LISP would have to be srutinized against
the pereived benets of LISP-ALT. Moreover, we will explain the motivations that has
onvined us to ground ritial funtions that aet the salability of our routing system
(i.e. CRM) into Compat Routing.
In LISP-ALT, when a ahe miss ours, the ITR will reate a Map-Request for the
destination EID (the idea of enapsulating the original paket as a data probe is
depreated) whih is then sent to an ALT Router. A Map-Request message might have
to traverse an undened number of ALT routers before reahing the desired authoritative
ETR for the destination EID-prex. This authoritative ETR will afterwards respond to
the ITR with a Map-Reply message. However, the initial paket that had aused the
ahe miss is dropped [17℄.
The aforementioned operations ause "initial paket delays", whih in turn degrade
performane and thus reate major hurdles in the voluntary adoption of LISP-ALT on a
wide enough basis to solve the routing salability problem [36℄. Conversely, in a system
where CRM provides mapping faility, if an ITR reeives a paket originated by an end
system within its site (i.e. a host for whih the ITR is on exit path out of the site) and
the destination EID for that paket is not known in the ITR's mapping ahe, then a
ahe-miss event ours. This will prompt the ITR to generate a Map-Request message
1
For example: LISP-ALT, Routing Arhiteture for the Next Generation Internet (RANGI), Internet Vastly
Improved Plumbing (Ivip), Hierarhial IPv4 Framework (hIPv4), Compat routing in loator identier mapping
system, Global Loator, Loal Loator, and Identier Split (GLI-Split), Tunneled Inter-domain Routing (TIDR)
et.
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for the destination EID. The paket ausing this ahe-miss is piggy baked on to the
Map-Request message and is relayed to the LM that is serviing the soure ITR. This LM
will do either one of three things:
1. If this LM knows the required mapping through its own "EID-forwarding table"
2
then it forwards Map-Request (along with the piggy baked paket ausing the ahe
miss) to the orret ETR.
2. This LM might forward the message to another LM that is announing a more
aggregated prex.
3. The last option for this LM is to drop the paket if it annot perform either of the
two ations mentioned earlier.
It should be mentioned that, in a LM-spae, all the LMs know about eah others'
announements. Hene, it might be so that, the LM serviing the soure ITR might
not announe mathing EID-prex; however, it will ertainly know whih other LM is
announing mathing EID through its own EID forwarding table. This 2-level hierarhy
(i.e. a Map-Request only has to traverse MS and then LM to know the mapping) is a
key harateristi of Compat Routing that restrits the streth of the path under a given
onstraint (≤3) whih in turn, guarantees an upper bound to the delay aused by the initial
"ahe miss paket" (in the ontrol plane). In LISP-ALT, the Map-Request message may
traverse an undened number of ALT routers before it reahes the destination ETR. In
other words, LISP-ALT annot ensure any upper bound to the ontrol plane delay.
An ALT network's delays are ompounded by its inherent "aggressive aggregation",
without onsidering the geographi loation of the routers. Tunnels between ALT routers
may span interontinental distanes and traverse many Internet routers [36℄. On the
other hand, a CRM will have strit poliies while distributing aggregation apabilities,
that takes into aount the geographial loation of MSs and LMs.
Compat Routing guarantees that, RT size will grow sub-linearly. This an be ensured
beause, in Compat Routing, an end-system must know the routes to all the LMs in
the LM-spae
3
. This gives the upper size limit of the RT inside an end-system
4
. If
LISP-ALT is deployed as the mapping system, there will be no suh restritions regarding
the growth of RTs. In our CRM, an end-system is made aware of the routes to its LM
through the information passed via the Map-Notify message.
Most mapping systems designed to operate between two distint namespaes (e.g. LISP-
ALT, LISP-DHT, CRM et.), will reate an overlay routing system
5
. In suh a sheme,
there are two routing systems "sitting" on top of eah other. One deals with EIDs,
while the other with RLOCs. Here, the EID based routing is termed as the "overlay"
and it involves the use of two data strutures, namely, "EID-routing table" and "EID-
forwarding table". At the bottom, we have Quagga, whih advertises RLOC through BGP.
The "RLOC-RIB" and "RLOC-FIB" (shown in gure 5.1) refers to the regular RIB and
FIB found in routing softwares (e.g. Ciso's IOS, Quagga et.).
2
Explained later in the urrent setion.
3
To be preise, an end-system also needs to be aware of all the shortest path routes within its loale.
4
Compat Routing: Challenges,Perspetives, and Beyond. TRILOGY Future Internet Summer Shool,
August 24-28, 2009. Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium. By: Dimitri Papadimitriou (Alatel-Luent Bell NV).
Email:dimitri.papadimitrioualatel-luent.be. http://typo3.trilogy-rojet.eu/fileadmin/publiations/
Other/Papadimitriou-CompatRouting.pdf
5
The alternative is to ome up with an algorithmi mapping between the addresses, whih would negate the
reasoning for an overlay network.
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Figure 5.1: Overlay Routing Sheme.
Figure 5.1 gives a oneptual visualization of suh an overlay routing system. CRM is
designed to provide a remedy for the routing salability problem. As a onsequene, we
have utilized Quagga only for RLOC routing; so that its routing failities are used in the
least possible way.
Our implementation of the CRM system is only onerned with the proessing of
Map-Register messages and its suitable aggregation, delegation and ultimately, the
dissemination of this information to all LMs in the LM-spae. Map-Request and
subsequent Map-Reply are not a part of this work (beause both are user plane messages).
Before we go further into analyzing our system and ompare it with LISP-ALT, we would
like to elaborate on the topology and the input data used for testing. At rst, we examine
the "test" topology as shown in the following gure.
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Figure 5.2: Experimental topology for testing the apabilities of CRM.
Before the reader starts to get onfused, we need to stress that, the previous gure is an
instantiation of the arhitetural gure 4.2 showed in prior setion 4.2. In other words,
the gure above shows how the arhiteture is implemented and deployed. The whole
arhiteture is deployed with the help of three Virtual Mahines (VMs). Both VMs 1
and 2 houses UDP lient (i.e. "xTR Extension"), TCP lient and a MySQL database.
The dashed diving lines in the middle of VM 1 and 2 signies the fat that, these VMs
house elements of both lient side (i.e. UDP lient) and LM (i.e. TCP lient). However,
the MySQL DB is ommon to both lient and LM (that's why it is in the middle). For
our testing purposes, VM 1 and 2 are sending Map-Register messages to the LM1. The
third system or VM3 ontains LM1. The rationalization behind this type of setup is that,
we wanted to test the abilities of the servers (both TCP and UDP) to handle multiple
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lients. The details about the messages exhanged between these elements are explained
in the previous setion 4.2. VM 4 houses LM4 whih is aessed by the UDP lient (to
send Map-Register message) in ase of Delegation. The inner workings of LM1 and LM4
are same.
At this point, we need to explain how a LM gets to know what other LMs are advertising.
From the beginning, our aim was to develop a mapping system that makes minimal use
of BGP advertisements. That is why, Quagga only advertises ommunity attributes, not
the atual mappings. We know, during delegation, the "urrent" LM will try to deide
whether there is any other LM that is better suited or not. In order to make that deision,
the "urrent" LM needs to know what other LMs are advertising. Whenever there is
a hange in the network residing "behind" a LM, its advertised ommunity attribute
hanges. This prompts "urrent" LM's TCP lient to feth the ontents of EID-routing
table belonging to the LM whose network state has hanged. This is how, one LM knows
what other LMs are advertising (and thus overlay routing). It should also be noted that,
the TCP lient never fethes EID-forwarding table.
Next, we move on to the input data whih is used for both LISP-ALT and CRM systems.
A part of the input is from [68℄ and this sample was taken on 30/06/2010. This setion
of the soure originates from randomized distribution of prex lengths to mimi the real
world. The 1st otet of the prex is xed by us; while the 2nd, 3rd and 4th otets
are ompletely random. Though the sample is more than 1 year old, this trend of the
randomization is still valid in the more reent samples. We have taken 100 suh prexes.
As shown in gure 5.2 suh inputs are originated from VM1. The other part of the input
is "highly aggregatable" and is generated from VM2 (see gure 5.2). We have used 21
suh prexes. Though the size of the input is small, we believe that, it is suient for
our prototype to provide a proof of onept.
The "EID-routing" table refers to the MySQL table (or any other database table) used
for internal "book-keeping" purposes. It ontains all the EID-prexes that the urrent
LM was able to aggregate and delegate. Additionally, this table ontains the orphan EID
prexes that the urrent LM will announe. A snapshot of a CRM's "EID-routing table"
looks like the following:
Figure 5.3: "EID-routing" table for CRM.
The "LMID" olumn holds the RLOC address of the "urrent" LM. The "EIDPrex"
and "EIDPrexLength" olumn refers to the aggregated EID-prex and its length
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respetively. "Is_Delegated" is a Boolean olumn (i.e. Y/N) that shows whether there
is a "better" aggregation point or not. The "Delegated_RLOC" olumn holds the
RLOC address of a LM that an provide a "better" aggregation for a partiular EID-
prex. In other words, these LMs (of the "Delegated_RLOC" olumn) are advertising
"better" EID-prexes. The term "better" in our ase means that, the LM bearing the
"Delegated_RLOC" is announing a parent address. The IP addresses present in the
"LMID" and "Delegated_RLOC" olumns are also visible in gure 5.2.
It should be noted that, there are no existing open soure implementations of LISP-ALT
for the aademia to explore. Therefore, we made a minimal implementation of LISP-
ALT (to be aurate, we have realized the funtionality of an ALT router) by observing
the methods desribed in [17℄; so that a meaningful omparison an be provided for the
audiene. At the heart of LISP-ALT is natural aggregation; whih is the same as the
rst stage aggregation done in CRM. So from a development point of view, the initial
aggregation stage is ommon for both CRM and LISP-ALT. After that, CRM takes a
ompletely dierent path. To put it simply, after the rst stage natural aggregation,
CRM presses on with delegation and nally if needed, generates virtual prex. For that
reason, the "EID-routing" table for LISP-ALT for the same set of inputs (i.e. same as
CRM) will provide us with a dierent output snapshot:
Figure 5.4: "EID-routing" table for LISP-ALT.
It is evident from the tabular output that, LISP-ALT has no delegation apabilities. It
an only perform natural aggregation and thus if the input is random (i.e. addresses that
are not highly aggregatable) then LISP-ALT is fored to announe all the EID-prexes
through BGP. Therefore, the atual size of the RT beomes heavily dependent on the
input.
CRM on the other hand, only advertises the urrent LM's RLOC and a hash value
(through BGP's ommunity attribute). Whenever there is a hange in the urrent LM's
aggregation and delegation apabilities, a new hash value is advertised through BGP. The
presene of a new hash value prompts all the neighbors of the urrent LM to establish
a TCP onnetion with it (i.e. with the urrent LM). With these TCP onnetions,
urrent LM's altered aggregation and delegation apabilities gets disseminated to its
neighbors. Hene, ompared to LISP-ALT's "large" amount of advertisements (and in
the proess reating a "large" RT), CRM utilizes BGP in a minimalisti way. CRM's
nominal utilization of BGP advertisements an also be viewed from the sreenshots of
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Wireshark's "paket details" output:
Change in BGP’s 
Community Attribute
Figure 5.5: Wireshark's paket details output of two BGP UPDATE messages.
The above depited gure shows two onseutive BGP UPDATE messages (top to bottom)
where the hash value has hanged. As stated before, with BGP's AGGREGATOR
attribute, we are advertising the LM's RLOC (in this sample, it is 15.10.30.1); with
COMMUNITIES attribute we are advertising hash value (in the urrent trial, the hash
value has hanged from "2353:0" to "2310:0").
Though we have grounded the ritial routing salability issues with Compat Routing,
our CRM allows us to deal with dynami topologies. This apability is stemming from
the fat that, we are reusing LISP's registration messages. An xTR is registering to that
LM whih is deemed provide a more optimal (or "better") aggregation. Changed hash
value works as a trigger for other LMs to hek for an updated "EID-routing table".
The most important data struture for a mapping system dealing with distint namespaes
is, the "EID-forwarding table"
6
. This table is derived from "EID-routing table" and
delegation information available in the urrent LM. It houses all the loally owned
registered and announed EID-prexes. It also ontains all the aggregates that are
announed by the other LMs (i.e. delegation data when appliable). A sample snapshot
of CRM's "EID-forwarding table" looks like the following:
6
In our implementation, this is also a MySQL table (or it an be any other DB table of hoie).
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Figure 5.6: EID-forwarding table of CRM.
The signiane of the aforementioned tabular data is that, the LM bearing the RLOC
15.10.30.1 is announing the EID-prexes 63.130.121.0/24 and 81.130.29.0/24. This table
also signies that, the LM bearing the RLOC 15.10.30.1 has delegated the EID-prexes
120.0.0.0/8 and 110.0.0.0/8 to LMs 10.20.30.40 and 100.200.30.40 respetively. When a
Map-Request message from the user plane arrives at a LM, the "EID-forwarding table"
is onsulted. If the EID-prex for whih the Map-Request is generated (to be preise, a
Map-Request is reated due to an absent mapping) is either found or is a hild of any of
the EID-prex entries present in the table, then we have a math. When there is a math,
the urrent LM an either handle the message by itself (i.e. if the mathed EID-prex is
announed by the urrent LM) or it an forward it (i.e. the Map-Request) towards the
LM where the mathed EID-prex has been delegated.
As stated earlier, an ALT router does not perform any delegation and for this, its "EID-
routing table" and "EID-forwarding table" will house the same set of LMIDs and EID-
prexes. Without delegation, LISP-ALT's "EID-forwarding table" will be onsiderably
larger than that of a CRM's. This will in turn, ause greater delay when the "EID-
forwarding table" is searhed for an exat math or hild EID-prex.
5.2 Cost Prole, possible Optimizations and Comparisons
In this setion, we hope to objetively evaluate our experimental mapping system with
the help of a proler, suggest possible optimizations for future implementations and most
importantly ompare the osts of LISP-ALT and CRM. Traditionally, the ost of an
algorithm
7
is measured by the time spent (i.e. time ost) and spae used (i.e. spae ost)
in the key operations for a spei size of input. However, both LISP-ALT and CRM
are not entered around any spei piee of algorithm; making it diult to pinpoint
the "key operations". Also, the "time spent" by a program is subjetive to the hardware
(i.e. CPU, memory et.) it is running on. Additionally in most ases, the spae used
by an algorithm is simply a multiple of the data size; whih is very muh true for both
LISP-ALT and CRM and thus, is not a good indiation of the "ost". Therefore, we have
taken an alternative route for deduing the osts of LISP-ALT and CRM; we have dened
and loated the funtions that perform "key operations" by using a proler. The ost of
those "key operations" are then ompared.
To loate the "key operations", we have utilized the servies of a proling tool alled
Kahegrind
8
. Kahegrind's all graph view not only shows the frequentness of funtions;
but also their respetive "inlusive osts" in perentages. The "inlusive ost" of a funtion
is measured by the total number of CPU operations that our between entering and
7
The terms "ost" and "omplexity" are loosely interhangeable in this ontext.
8
http://kahegrind.soureforge.net/html/Home.html
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exiting that funtion. Though the absolute number of CPU yles might vary aording
to the underlying hardware, the perentages remain the same; making "inlusive ost"
impervious to hardware hange. The "inlusive ost" of all funtions that are alled (from
the urrent funtion) are summed. That is why, for a generi C program, the funtion
main() has a ost of
∼
100%. However, "inlusive ost" is not the only riteria for dening
whether a funtion performs any "key operation" or not. If a funtion exeutes some
important logial proedures then it is also judged to have "key operations". One we
have loated the funtions performing the "key operations", we will use that information
to suggest possible improvements and most signiantly utilize the "inlusive osts" to
provide us with a meaningful omparison between LISP-ALT and CRM.
We will start o this setion with UDP Client side, beause the whole program is launhed
from this point (for both LISP-ALT and CRM). Our intension is to analyze the dierent
parts; so that in future, if optimization is required we will know whih funtions to look
at.
Figure 5.7: Call graph view of UDP Client (formatted and summarized).
From the all graph view, it should be lear that, more than 2/3 of the "ost" for the UDP
lient is aused by the funtion
"tp_server_aess_main()". This funtion's name might be a little misleading for the
readers. The "tp_server_aess_main()" funtion does not aess the TCP server. It
only inserts/updates the remote TCP server's address obtained from Map-Notify message
in the loal DB. It should be noted that, the task of "tp_server_aess_main()" is
only limited to CRM (i.e. the right sub-tree is exlusive to CRM). Most of its (i.e.
"tp_server_aess_main()") ost is endured while alling a library (i.e. mysql.h)
funtion, namely, "mysql_real_onnet()". This funtion must omplete suessfully
before one an exeute any other API funtions that require a valid MySQL onnetion
handle struture.
Now, we have to deide whih are the funtions that houses the "key operations". For
CRM's UDP lient, both "aess_le_insert_data()" and "tp_server_aess_main()"
house "key operations". It is beause "aess_le_insert_data()", in spite of its low
"inlusive ost" performs the essential task of olleting information from the input le
and alloates memory for it. "tp_server_aess_main()" on the other hand, has a high
"inlusive ost" and it provides the TCP lient with the TCP server's address. Upon
inspetion, it should also be apparent that, the hoie of DBMS (i.e. MySQL) heavily
eets the ost of the UDP lient; beause mysql_real_onnet() is responsible for
∼
75%
of the total ost. Therefore, in future, it might be worthwhile to look at other Open
Soure DBMS options (e.g. Firebird, PostgreSQL, Berkeley DB et.). C (GCC) APIs
for these DBMSs might have been heaper. Using SQL's transation apabilities through
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MySQL for ontrolling the aess to a ommon resoure by multiple proesses is also
driving up the ost (through waiting time). Using semaphore for the same purpose might
be another alternative that we should explore. However, for LISP-ALT's UDP lient,
"aess_le_insert_data()" is the only funtion with "key operations". As this funtion
never aesses the DB, its "inlusive ost" is quite low.
Though there are lear distintions between the funtionalities of CRM's and LISP-
ALT's UDP lient, we have refrained ourselves from using this part of the program
for omparison. It is beause, in the whole of things, UDP lient's funtionality bears
minisule ost ompared to the UDP server side. Therefore, only the UDP server side
will be used for the ost omparison between LISP-ALT and CRM.
The urious readers should note that, all graph views shown in this subsetion are all
formatted and summarized (through grouping and ltering) for our purposes. A detailed
view of the all graphs are available in appendix- A. Originally, the tree in gure 5.7 does
not begin with main() funtion
9
. Beause the ompiler/OS does not load the program
image and jumps to main() diretly. To be preise, main() is the starting point of a C
program from a programmer's perspetive. Before alling main(), a proess has already
exeuted a bulk of ode for initialization and has "leaned up the ode for exeution".
The funtions that hold these surrounding odes are provided by the ompiler/OS and
an be seen in a detailed all graph view
10
. Some funtions that ontribute less than 5%
of the total ost are also visible here. Additionally, this detailed all graph view shows
funtions that are not displayed by name, instead through hexadeimal numbers. These
orrespond to plaes where debugging information or stak information are not available.
If the detailed all graph view (Refer to appendix- A) is examined arefully, it should
be lear that, these "hexadeimal numbered funtions" reside typially inside or between
libraries. They are absolute virtual addresses. One annot nd these addresses in the
program (e.g. using the "nm" ommand) beause either they are in dynamially loaded
libraries with no debugging information, or they were reloated, or maybe they were in
parts of the program that were not ompiled using debug symbols (e.g. ode from stati
libraries). A full desription of these aforementioned topis is out of the sope of this work
and therefore we will ease to disuss them any further. From now on, only formatted
and summarized all graph views will be desribed in this setion. The inquisitive readers
are advised to look into appendix- A for detailed all graph views.
LISP-ALT does not have any TCP lient-server part. It is beause, an ALT router learns
about the "network state" of other ALT routers through BGP advertisements; it does not
need a TCP onnetion to update its own "network state" information. Hene, the TCP
lient/server setions are exlusive to CRM. As previously stated in setions 4.2.3 and
4.2.4, this portion of the program is responsible for extrating the RLOC and ommunity
attribute, for putting the ommunity attribute into MySQL table and if the ommunity
attribute hanges then the TCP lient onnets with the TCP server to get an updated
view of the DB.
9
Not shown in this thesis.
10
http://www.lisha.ufs.br/teahing/os/exerise/hello.html
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Figure 5.8: Call graph view of TCP Client (formatted and summarized).
For the seond time, we see that (5.8), funtions that are involved in aessing the MySQL
tables aount for
∼
50% of the total ost (i.e. beause of db_aess_main() funtion).
Interestingly,
∼
20% of LMID_extration()'s ost (i.e. 94.60% - 73.48% = 21.12% )
involve exeuting regular expressions. The extrat_data() funtion (osts
∼
15% ) is
entirely engaged in the same task. This has happened beause, there is no diret way to
extrat the RLOC and ommunity attribute from the BGP advertisements. We had to
use regular expressions in two stages, at rst, to extrat IP address and then use those
IP addresses to determine (again using regular expressions) whether BGP's set aggregator
and ommunity attributes are present or not. Beause of the aforementioned reasons,
LMID_extration(), db_aess_main() and extrat_data() are the funtions deemed to
have "key operations" for TCP lient. As before, it might be a good idea to try out
some other Open Soure DBMS. But we have to remember that, using an alternate
Open Soure DBMS might redue the CPU yles; but the perentage gures might not
hange. Beause the TCP lient is heavily dependent on the information exhange with
the underlying Database.
Regretfully however, there is no way around the problem of using regular expressions. It
is beause in reality there is no alternative for Quagga when it omes to developing small
prototypes
11
. Beause it is the most widely deployed, doumented and researhed Open
Soure Routing software and with Quagga, we have no other way of extrating the desired
information.
Now, we look at the TCP server part whih is also unique to CRM. Also mentioned earlier
in setion 4.2.4, its primary task is to provide the TCP lient with an updated view of
the DB.
11
XORP ould be an option. However, XORP uses quite heavy C++, making it infeasible for systems with
limited CPU and RAM. BIRD on the other hand, shows its usefulness when number of peers  200. So, for our
purposes, Quagga is the best hoie.
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Figure 5.9: Call graph view of TCP Server (formatted and summarized).
As expeted, mysql_real_onnet() aounts for
∼
50% of the total ost. The se-
let_query() is the funtion that extrats the urrent view of the EIDList table based on
the provided LMID and it also osts
∼
30%. Evidently, these two funtions arry out "key
operations". As before, a dierent Open Soure DBMS might provide ost optimization.
Like TCP lient, the TCP server is heavily dependent on the information exhange with
the used Database; whih in turn means that, an alternate Open Soure DBMS might
redue CPU yles, while keeping the perentage values intat. One important thing
to notie here, are the printf() and strat() library funtions. Though they are alled
thousands of times, they annot be deemed as performing "key operation". Beause their
osts are low and they do not perform any logially signiant operations. Therefore,
the observation being, frequentness annot be treated as harateristi in determining
whether a funtion houses "key operations" or not.
Lastly, we inspet the UDP server. From the detailed desriptions found in setion 4.2.2,
we know that, the UDP server is the part of the program where we an observer the lear
dierene between LISP-ALT and CRM. At rst, we examine LISP-ALT.
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Figure 5.10: Call graph view of LISP-ALT (formatted and summarized).
As expeted, the route_aggregate() funtion, responsible for the natural aggregation,
onsumes
∼
42% of the total ost. Clearly, this funtion performs "key operations". The
route_proessing() funtion, in spite of its low ost (
∼
19% ), lls data struture holding
the routes with neessary information required for natural aggregation. Hene, it is judged
to have "key operations". The route_to_le() is also a funtion with "key operations";
beause it seeks out the aggregated addresses and then puts it into the DB. Notably, the
UDP server is not entirely dependent on the interations with the DB (atually, this part
of the program is omputation entri) and thus we see a relatively low ost (
∼
18% ) of
the db_aess_main() funtion. Additionally we observe that, though the de_to_bi()
funtion is alled more than 5,700 times, it is not a funtion with "key operations". In
addition to its low ost, the de_to_bi() funtion performs the trivial task of onverting
deimal numbers into binary. Therefore, just based on its frequeny we annot judge the
de_to_bi() funtion to have "key operations".
In future optimizations, we should use a Radix tree
12
as the data struture that holds
the addresses while aggregation is taking plae (for both LISP-ALT and CRM), instead
of a linked list
13
. A Radix, or Patriia tree is a ompressed tree that stores strings.
Unlike usual trees, radix tree edges may be labeled with multiple haraters that provides
an eient data struture for storing strings that share ommon prexes. These an be
strings of haraters, bit strings suh as integers or IP addresses, or generally arbitrary
sequenes of objets in lexiographial order. Radix trees support lookup, insert, delete
12
Radix Tree is suessfully used in OpenLISP. Refer to 2.5.
13
Usage of linked list is explained in setion 4.2.2.
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and nd predeessor operations in O(b) time where b is the maximum length of all strings
in the set. Aording to Sklower et al. [58℄, by using a binary alphabet, strings of b =
32 bits and next hops as values, radix trees an support IP routing table longest math
lookup [2℄. At the moment, we are employing brute fore methodology in a linear data
struture like linked list to determine the anestry of nodes. This means that, for n
addresses we have to perform O(n2) omparisons. For our purposes, this is suient.
Beause our primary aim was to provide a proof of onept and we have sueeded in
doing so. But if this prototype were to progress into prodution phase then we must
implement an optimized data struture, suh as, Radix tree.
Now, we move to the nal part of this subsetion where we desribe CRM and ompare
it with LISP-ALT. From prior disussion, we know that, in addition to the natural
aggregation, CRM performs delegation and nally if needed generates Virtual Prex.
Our sheme for Virtual Prex generation follows the algorithm of [14℄ whih ditates
that, if the size of the system does not grow quikly then Virtual Prex is not reated.
As our system is quite small the Virtual Prex generation part never gets exeuted and
is thus absent from the all graph view.
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Figure 5.11: Call graph view of CRM (formatted and summarized).
Unsurprisingly, the route_to_le() funtion (or node) in addition to its previously
mentioned tasks (i.e. right branh), now has a new left branh that does the delegation.
From setion 4.2.2, we know that, in delegation, we perform a seond round of aggregation
if there exists a LM whih advertises "better" EID prexes. Denitely, in this new branh,
the funtion is_parent() holds the "key operations". It has a ost of
∼
30% and as the name
suggests, detets the anestry between IP addresses based on delegation information.
At the rst glane (of gure 5.10 and 5.11), the reader might think that, LISP-ALT is
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better than CRM; as it has lesser number of nodes in its tree (and thus less ost). But suh
a judgment would be premature. Beause the all graph views of LISP-ALT and CRM
only shows the ost of one router. As CRM is based on Compat Routing, it is guaranteed
that, a ontrol plane message will only have to limb a two level hierarhy before reahing
the destination xTR. This implies that, the ost of CRM is stritly bounded. Stated
repeatedly, LISP-ALT omes with no suh assuranes. A ontrol plane message might
have to travel indenite number of ALT-routers before reahing the destination xTR. This
means that, the ost for LISP-ALT might grow in an unpreditable rate. Furthermore,
the larger size of the EID forwarding table (beause for an ALT router the size of its "EID-
routing table" and "EID-forwarding table" are the same) and its handling (e.g. searhing)
will ause additional omplexities.
As mentioned previously, the rst natural aggregation is ommon to both LISP-ALT
and CRM. That is why, if we examine gures 5.10 and 5.11, we will nd ouple of
ommon funtions. These are: route_aggregate(), route_proessing(), route_to_le(),
de_to_bi(), db_aess_main() and mysql_real_onnet(). These funtions are essential
for the 1st level aggregation. The omparison has to be made from the all graph of CRM
(i.e. gure 5.11); beause it houses all the funtions (of both LISP-ALT and CRM).
After lose inspetion of g. 5.11, we alulate that, the funtions required for 1st level
aggregation osts
∼
50%. With this, we an infer that, for one router, LISP-ALT osts
about half of CRM. For the sake simpliity, we have hanged the unit from perentage to
yles; i.e. we have assumed a ost of
∼
100% is equal to 100 yles. Therefore, when a
CRM system of one router osts 100 yles, a LISP-ALT system of one ALT router will
ost 50 yles. The following bar graph of gure 5.12 shows how the ost inreases when
the number of routers inrease.
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Figure 5.12: Performane omparison between LISP-ALT and CRM.
With two routers, CRM osts twie of LISP-ALT. However, the ost of LISP-ALT grows
rapidly and beomes equal to that of CRM when there are 4 routers. After this threshold,
LISP-ALT's ost overtakes that of CRM. This phenomenon is due to the fat that, CRM
only has a two level (i.e. two routers) hierarhy, making its ost rmly bounded. LISP-
ALT on the other hand, has no suh boundaries whih in turn results in rapid ost rise.
The onlusion that we an draw is that, even for a "Mikey mouse" system, CRM will
ost far less than LISP-ALT.
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5.3 Implementation Analysis
"Even the best planning is not so omnisient as to get it right the rst time." 
Fred Brooks (Turing award winning software engineer and omputer sientist,
author of "The Mythial Man-Month")
From the onset of this implementation, we had envisioned a system where we would
utilize Quagga's MPLS apabilities to disseminate the information regarding the dynami
hanges of the network. However, our presumption proved to be wrong when we disovered
that, Quagga only supports statially assigned MPLS labels, making it unsuitable for
propagating information onerning the dynamiity of the network. This setbak fored
us to ome up with a novel solution; where we used TCP onnetions to update the
database tables that stored the urrent status of the network. Our approah is similar to
that of NERD
14
where a monolithi database is present on eah xTR and is refreshed
at regular intervals, ontaining all available mappings. In CRM however, the database
is present in the LMs; not in the xTRs and we update this database only if there is
a hange in the network topology. Though the TCP onnetion strategy is adequate
for our prototype, we are onerned with the ost. We predit, in a live network, our
CRM will establish numerous TCP onnetions and thus may overwhelm the network.
If Quagga had supported dynami MPLS labeling then we would not have any need to
update the whole database. Using BGP's UPDATE message we ould have disseminated
the information (onerning the network's "state") inrementally. To the best of our
knowledge, pathes are being developed as we speak so that Quagga will start supporting
dynami MPLS labeling in the near future.
After the ode proling, it beame obvious that, hoosing MySQL for storing the network's
"state" information was a ostly hoie (not to be onfused with a bad/inappropriate
hoie). The APIs (e.g. mysql_init(), mysql_real_onnet() et.) that handled the
ommuniation between CRM and database has proven to be overwhelmingly expensive.
From hindsight, we should have refrained from using any database (e.g. MySQL, Firebird,
PostgreSQL, Berkeley DB et.) and utilize something simpler e.g. CSV (Comma-
Separated Values) les for storing the data. The data used to store the network's urrent
state is not ompliated enough to require the versatile funtionalities of MySQL (or any
other aomplished DBMS). Most of its funtionalities were wasted. On the other hand,
MySQL gave us the apability to Normalize data; we were able to maintain uniqueness
and onsisteny by using primary and foreign keys respetively. With MySQL, we have
the programmable exibility to add new entries, split/join tables as required and most
importantly, insure the atomiity of the operations on tables. Though CSV les might
have been heaper; it would have inreased the development time by many folds. Beause
C (GCC) does not ome with any APIs that an be used to insert/delete/update entries
in a CSV le. We would have to implement all that funtionality ourselves; otherwise
stated, "reinvent the wheel". Furthermore, if we had hosen CSV les then we would have
been fored to use semaphores for ontrolling aess to a ommon resoure by multiple
proesses. Semaphore operations are inherently slow: Solaris on a 1993 Spar takes
3 miroseonds for a lok-unlok pair and Windows NT on a 1995 Pentium takes 20
miroseonds for a lok-unlok pair
15
. Even though these gures look outdated, they are
very muh relevant in the urrent ontext. From a developer's point of view, a semaphore
has its own set of shortomings. For example, semaphores are too low level, making them
prone to mistakes by programmers (e.g. P(s) followed by P(s)). A programmer must
14
Refer to setion 2.3.3.4.
15
Mutexes, rwloks, et. The Good, the Bad and the Ugly. By: Tim Cook. Performane and Appliations
Engineering,Sun Mirosystems. http://forge.mysql.om/w/images/1/18/TimC.pdf
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also keep trak of all alls to wait and to signal the semaphore. If this is not done in
the orret order, the error might ause a deadlok. Furthermore, semaphores are usually
used for both ondition synhronization and mutual exlusion. But these are distint and
dierent events, making it diult to know whih meaning any given semaphore may
have. Also, implementing semaphores an dramatially inrease the development time
16
. Nevertheless, in future, semaphores might be implemented and tested through CRM
so that questions surrounding its (i.e. semaphore's) ost in the urrent ontext an be
answered denitely.
At the moment, we are using SQL's transation apabilities (aessed by MySQL) through
C(GCC)'s APIs as an alternative for semaphores. Hene, our deision to use MySQL aided
us in developing a prototype swiftly and eiently.
16
Disadvantages of Semaphores. http://www.s.olostate.edu/~s551/CourseNotes/
ConurrentConstruts/DisAdvSems.html
Chapter 6
Conlusion and Future Work:
This thesis presented the prototype of a novel mapping system: CRM, and ompared its
ost with LISP-ALT. CRM is based on LISP & Compat Routing and was developed to
assess the feasibility of the onept that originated in Nokia Siemens Networks (NSN).
The primary objetive of this thesis work was to provide proof of onept, whih we did by
implementing our novel mapping system, CRM. We looked losely at the existing routing
salability issues and in order to mitigate them we designed/implemented suh a mapping
system where the ritial funtions that aet the salability of the routing system are
grounded to the theory of Compat Routing. While onstruting, we were also able to
use existing routing failities in the way of Quagga. Our preliminary plan was to use
multiprotool BGP to advertise the EID-prexes hosted by eah LM . However, we learnt
that, Quagga only supports statially assigned labels that did not meet our needs for the
dynami binding of EIDs and LMs and their RLOCs. Suh a major hindrane lead us
towards a new and innovative approah, where we used BGP's ommunity attribute to
disseminate the hanges in "network state". This tati allowed us to fulll our aim of
using BGP in a minimalisti way with the benet of ultimately allowing us to retire BGP
and replae it with a suitable simpler topology disovery protool.
While developing CRM, we made a onsious eort to design and onstrut a system
that an be "loosely" integrated. In other words, our mapping system did not require
any modiations to the network stak and it is ompletely modular from the underlying
system (e.g. OS kernel). This in turn means that, CRM has minimal dependenies; it
is an independent mapping system that an be made ompatible with any system (i.e.
routing software, OS, topology disovery protool et.) by making minimal hanges to its
interfae.
The results and subsequent analysis shows that, CRM is feasible for deployment in the
urrent Internet. Furthermore, our omparison has proven CRM to be far heaper than
LISP-ALT in terms of omplexity.
At the moment, CRM is running on a handful of VMs. Therefore, in the future, it
is pertinent that we test CRM in a more realisti network topology that simulates the
genuine behavior of the Internet. Furthermore, we are now exhanging the mappings
between LMs by establishing TCP onnetions. We predited that, this an weigh down
the network. At the time when CRM was being developed, Quagga did not have support
for multiprotool BGP that is used for MPLS; whih would have failitated inremental
distribution of the routing table hanges. CRM would have been beneted from suh
an approah. Ultimately, CRM would be integrated with OpenLISP; so that OpenLISP
ould run in the data plane whereas CRM would operate in the ontrol plane.
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Appendix A
Detail Call Graph Views of CRM
Figure A.1: Call graph view of UDP Client.
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Figure A.2: Call graph view of TCP Client.
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Figure A.3: Call graph view of TCP Server.
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Figure A.4: Call graph view of LISP-ALT.
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Figure A.5: Call graph view of CRM.
Appendix B
SQL Queries exeuted through MySQL
This appendix shows the SQL queries utilized through MySQL to reate the required
tables for CRM.
B.1 SQL Queries
/∗
In order to run t h i s f i l e , use the f o l l ow i n g at
the "mysql prompt " :
mysql> SOURCE /home/ahuq/TCPClient / sql_query_v3 . s q l ;
∗/
USE LMIDstruture ;
START TRANSACTION;
drop table i f exists EIDList ;
/∗The t a b l e wi th the f o r e i gn key must be d e l e t e d f i r s t ∗/
drop table i f exists LMIDTable ;
CREATE TABLE LMIDTable (LMID VARCHAR(19) NOTNULL UNIQUE,
HASH_VALUE INT NOTNULL DEFAULT 0 , PRIMARYKEY(LMID) )
ENGINE=InnoDB ;
CREATE TABLE EIDList (LMID VARCHAR(19) NOT NULL,
EIDPrefix VARCHAR(40) NOT NULL, EIDPrefixLength
VARCHAR(3 ) NOTNULL DEFAULT ' 0 ' , Is_Delegated CHARNOTNULL
DEFAULT 'N ' , Delegated_RLOC VARCHAR(19) NOTNULL DEFAULT 'X ' ,
UNIQUE(LMID, EIDPrefix , EIDPrefixLength ) ,FOREIGNKEY(LMID)
REFERENCES LMIDTable(LMID) ) ENGINE=InnoDB ;
drop table i f exists ServerAddress ;
CREATE TABLE ServerAddress ( IpId INT NOTNULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
IP VARCHAR(19) NOTNULL UNIQUE, PRIMARYKEY( IpId ) ) ENGINE=InnoDB ;
COMMIT;
START TRANSACTION;
drop table i f exists DelegatedLM ;
CREATE TABLE DelegatedLM (LMID VARCHAR(19) NOT NULL, EIDPrefix
VARCHAR(40) NOT NULL, EIDPrefixLength VARCHAR(3 ) NOTNULL DEFAULT ' 0 ' ,
Is_Used CHARNOT NULL DEFAULT 'N ' , UNIQUE(LMID, EIDPrefix ) ) ENGINE=InnoDB ;
COMMIT;
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Appendix C
Implementation Code of CRM
The experimental prototype desribed in this thesis is implemented using C(GCC). This
appendix presents C ode that implements some main sub-tasks of CRM. However, the
reader must realize that, the atual prototype is omprised of many more ompliated
funtions that are not shown here for the sake of simpliity. This appendix is intended to
provide the reader a "high-level" view.
C.1 UDP lient
C.1.1 Send map register message and reeive map notify paket.
/**
2 *
* brief This funtion will send map registration message to the
4 * server in hunks (the size of hunk depends on the hoosen MTU)
* and it will reeive map notify paket for eah of the map
6 * register pakets.
* author A. M. Anisul Huq
8 * param
* retval 0
10 *
*/
12
int main(int arg , har* argv[℄)
14 {
//!a global variable delared in the header file has to be
16 //!initialized inside a funtion.
udp_li_program_yle = 0;
18 //!udp_li_program_yle initialized
20 int sokfd;
strut sokaddr_in server_addr;
22 strut map_register_pkt* map_register_paket;
strut map_notify_pkt* reved_map_notify_paket;
24 strut node* starting_point;
double number_of_loops;
26 int i;
num_of_mapping = 0;//global variable initialization.
28
sokfd = soket(AF_INET ,SOCK_DGRAM ,0);
30 if(sokfd < 0)
{
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32 perror("Soket error: ");
exit(1);
34 }
36 xx1 = 0;//!for test purposes.
//initialize the addresses
38 bzero(&server_addr ,sizeof(server_addr));
//assign values to the sokaddr_in type struture
40 server_addr.sin_family = AF_INET;
server_addr.sin_port = htons(SERVER_PORT);
42 inet_pton(AF_INET ,SERVER_IP ,&server_addr.sin_addr);
44 /**Read the file and aquire the data dynamially.*/
starting_point = aess_file_insert_data();
46 //printf ("\npossible error site.3");
position = starting_point;
48
/** Depending on the MTU (i.e. OPTIMAL_RECORD_NUMBER)
50 we alulate how many pakets (i.e. map_register_paket)
need to be transmitted to the server.
52 */
number_of_loops =
54 eil( (double)(num_of_mapping)/OPTIMAL_RECORD_NUMBER );
//!the dividend must be in double format to get a orret
56 //!output.
/** The number of pakets needed to be transmitted is
58 "number_of_loops".*/
60 for(i = 0; i < (int)number_of_loops; i++)
{
62 int urrent_turn_res;
if ((num_of_mapping - (i * OPTIMAL_RECORD_NUMBER))
64 >= OPTIMAL_RECORD_NUMBER)
urrent_turn_res = OPTIMAL_RECORD_NUMBER;
66 else
urrent_turn_res = num_of_mapping -
68 (i * OPTIMAL_RECORD_NUMBER);
/**
70 In the last iteration , there might not be
"OPTIMAL_RECORD_NUMBER" number of reords left.
72 'urrent_turn_res' determines how many reords an be
inluded in a map_register_paket.
74 */
udp_li_program_yle++;
76 //!ounting the number of yles for omplexity analysis.
map_register_paket =
78 map_register_paket_initialization (map_register_paket
,position ,urrent_turn_res);
80 /**
The "map_register_paket" is a struture that has an
82 element alled "re"; whih in turn is an array of
type "struture map_register_reord". The "struture
84 map_register_reord" has an element "har
eid_prefix[EID_PREFIX_SIZE℄" whih holds the eid prefix.
86 It also has an element alled "strut map_register_rlo
lo" whih holds the RLOC value.
88 */
//send to the server
90 if( sendto(sokfd,map_register_paket ,sizeof(strut
map_register_pkt),0,(strut sokaddr*)&server_addr ,
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92 sizeof(server_addr)) == -1)
{
94 perror("sendto () error: ");
exit(1);
96 }
//!now we reeive notifiation paket.
98 reved_map_notify_paket = map_notify_paket_initialization
(reved_map_notify_paket);
100
reved_map_notify_paket = get_map_notify_paket(sokfd,
102 reved_map_notify_paket);
104 printf("\nnumber of reords in the paket: %d",
reved_map_notify_paket ->reord_ount);
106
printf("\n TCP server address: %s",
108 reved_map_notify_paket ->server_ip_address);//!new
110 tp_server_aess_main(reved_map_notify_paket ->
server_ip_address);
112 }
printf("\nTotal number of program yles in UDP lient: %ld: \n",
114 udp_li_program_yle);
return 0;
116 }
C.2 TCP lient
C.2.1 Extration of BGP's Aggregator and Community Attribute.
1 /**
*
3 * brief Extrat Aggregator and Community attribute
* from Quagga 's advertisement.
5 * author A. M. Anisul Huq
* param vtysh_output Quagga 's advertisement in
7 * the form of a har array.
* param
9 * retval none
*
11 */
13 void LMID_extration(har* vtysh_output)
{
15 int r;
regex_t* myregex = allo(1, sizeof(regex_t));
17
//! Compile the regular expression
19 r = regomp( myregex ,
"[[:digit :℄℄{1,3}\\.[[:digit :℄℄{1,3}\\.[[:digit:℄℄{1 ,3}\\.
21 [[:digit :℄℄{1,3}", REG_EXTENDED );
23 regmath_t pm;
int j;
25 har* extrated_ip = (har*)mallo(STANDARD_IP_LENGTH + 1);
memset(extrated_ip ,'\0',STANDARD_IP_LENGTH + 1);
27 har *temp_storage = (har*)mallo( STATIC_ARRAY_SIZE + 1 );
//! "+1" is for NULL harater.
29 memset(temp_storage ,'\0',STATIC_ARRAY_SIZE + 1);
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har *to = (har*)mallo(STATIC_ARRAY_SIZE + 1 );
31 memset(to,'\0',STATIC_ARRAY_SIZE + 1);
strpy(temp_storage ,vtysh_output);
33
j = regexe(myregex,temp_storage ,1,&pm ,0);
35 //!make the first math!
37 strnpy(extrated_ip , (temp_storage+pm.rm_so),
(pm.rm_eo - pm.rm_so ) );
39 //is_aggregator(extrated_ip);
//!Test if aggregator attribute is there or not.
41
extrat_rlo_ommunity_attribute(extrated_ip);
43 //!funtion all that does pattern mathing and
//!extrats RLOC and Community value.
45
//!printf (" he he :%s\n",extrated_ip);
47 memset(extrated_ip ,'\0',STANDARD_IP_LENGTH);
memset(temp_storage ,'\0',STATIC_ARRAY_SIZE + 1);
49
strnpy(to, (vtysh_output+pm.rm_eo),
51 (strlen(vtysh_output) - pm.rm_eo ) );
53 while(1)
{
55 j = regexe(myregex ,to ,1,&pm,REG_NOTBOL);
57 if(j!=0)
{
59 tp_li_program_yle++;
//!ounting the number of yles
61 //!for omplexity analysis.
break;
63 }
65 strpy(temp_storage ,to);
strnpy(extrated_ip , (temp_storage+pm.rm_so),
67 (pm.rm_eo - pm.rm_so ) );
extrat_rlo_ommunity_attribute(extrated_ip);
69 memset(extrated_ip ,'\0',STANDARD_IP_LENGTH + 1);
memset(temp_storage ,'\0',STATIC_ARRAY_SIZE + 1);
71
//!extrat string and then ompare(start)
73 strnpy(temp_storage , (to+pm.rm_eo), (strlen(to)
- pm.rm_eo ) );
75 //!put the substring extrated from "to"
//!into "temp_storage".
77
//!This is done for temporary storage!
79 memset(to,'\0',STATIC_ARRAY_SIZE + 1);
//!"to" is now filled with NULL.
81
strpy(to,temp_storage);
83 //!Now "to" has the extrated string.
85 memset(temp_storage ,'\0',STATIC_ARRAY_SIZE + 1);
//!Now we fill "temp_storage" with NULL so that
87 //!it an be used in the next iteration.
}
89
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//!Garbage olletion (start)
91 free(extrated_ip);
free(temp_storage);
93 free(to);
//!Garbage olletion (end)
95 }
C.3 TCP Server
C.3.1 I/OMultiplexed TCP Server to handle multiple lients simultaneously.
1 int main()
{
3 signal(SIGINT ,(void*)sighandler);
//!to handle CTRL + C and we will exit normally.
5
int listenfd , onnfd, pid , lient_len;
7 har buff[BUFSIZ℄, li_data[BUFSIZ℄,send_data[BUFSIZ ℄;
int i,fd,n;
9
fd_set ative_fd_set, read_fd_set;
11 strut sokaddr_in tp_liaddr , tp_servaddr;
13 listenfd = soket(AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM , 0);
15 if(listenfd < 0)
printf("Error in Soket reation! \n");
17
bzero(&tp_servaddr , sizeof(tp_servaddr));
19 bzero(&tp_liaddr , sizeof(tp_liaddr));
21 tp_servaddr.sin_family = AF_INET;
tp_servaddr.sin_addr.s_addr = htonl(INADDR_ANY);
23 tp_servaddr.sin_port = htons(TCP_SERVER_PORT);
25 if( bind(listenfd , (strut sokaddr*)
&tp_servaddr , sizeof(tp_servaddr))== -1)
27 {
printf("\nError in binding!!!!\n");
29 exit(0);
}
31 listen(listenfd ,LISTENQ); //MUST
printf("Waiting for lient on %d \n",TCP_SERVER_PORT);
33
//initialize the set of ative sokets.
35 FD_ZERO(&ative_fd_set);
FD_SET(listenfd ,&ative_fd_set);
37
while(1)
39 {//1
read_fd_set = ative_fd_set;
41
if( selet(FD_SETSIZE ,&read_fd_set ,NULL, NULL , NULL)<0)
43 {
perror("selet error");
45 exit(EXIT_FAILURE);
}
47
for(fd = 0; fd < FD_SETSIZE; fd++)
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49 {//2
if(FD_ISSET(fd, &read_fd_set))
51 {//3
if(fd == listenfd)//!new lient wants to onnet
53 {//4
lient_len = sizeof(tp_liaddr);
55 onnfd = aept(listenfd ,(strut sokaddr*)
&tp_liaddr ,&lient_len);
57
FD_SET(onnfd, &read_fd_set);
59 //!Add the fd to the fd_set
61 printf(" Conneted from %s, port %d \n",
inet_ntop(AF_INET ,&tp_liaddr.sin_addr ,
63 buff ,sizeof(buff)),ntohs(tp_liaddr.sin_port));
}//4
65 else
{//4
67 //!read from the lient
bzero(li_data ,BUFSIZ);
69 n = read(fd,li_data ,BUFSIZ -1);
71 if( n < 1 )//!means the lient has losed.
{//5
73 lose(fd);
FD_CLR(fd ,&read_fd_set);
75
printf("Removing lient #%d from list.",fd);
77 }//5
else //!means the lient has data.
79 {//5
printf("zzzz %s\n",li_data);
81 //!Here we have to put ode to aess the db.
83 memset(send_data ,'\0',BUFSIZ);
85 strpy(send_data ,db_aess_main(li_data));
//!aess then MySQL database through
87 //!TCPServerDB. program.
89 printf("\n Data sent to the lient:
%s \n",send_data);
91 if((write(onnfd,send_data ,strlen(send_data))<0))
error("ERROR writing to soket");
93 }//5
}//4
95
}//3
97 }//2
}//1
99
return 0;
101 }
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C.4 UDP Server
C.4.1 Listens for map register pakets, sends the reeived data for aggrega-
tion and afterwards returns map notify message to the lient.
1
/**
3 *
* brief funtions as the UDP server.
5 *
* At the heart of this funtion in an infinite while()
7 * loop, that ontinuously listens for map registration pakets.
* One it reeives a map registration paket, it extrats and
9 * puts the data in a file alled "mappingDB.txt". Then it sends
* map notifiation to the lient. After that, reeived data is
11 * aggregated!
*
13 * author A. M. Anisul Huq
* param none
15 * retval none
*
17 */
19 int main(int arg , har* argv[℄)
{
21 signal(SIGINT ,(void*)sighandler);
//!to handle CTRL + C and we will exit normally.
23
/**
25 When the UDP server starts for the first time ,
the mappingDB.txt needs to be empty. Otherwise
27 data will be orrupted!
*/
29
FILE* fp;
31 fp = fopen("mappingDB.txt","w");
flose(fp);
33 auto int sokfd,lient_len;
strut map_register_pkt* reved_map_register_paket;
35 strut map_notify_pkt* map_notify_paket;
strut sokaddr_in server_address , lient_address;
37 sokfd = soket(AF_INET ,SOCK_DGRAM ,0);
39 if(sokfd < 0)
{
41 printf("annot open soket \n");
exit(1);
43 }
45 //alloate memory to reved_map_register_paket
reved_map_register_paket
47 = reved_map_register_paket_initialization
(reved_map_register_paket);
49
//initialize the addresses
51 bzero(&server_address,sizeof(server_address));
bzero(&lient_address,sizeof(lient_address));
53
server_address.sin_family = AF_INET;
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55 server_address.sin_addr.s_addr = htonl(INADDR_ANY);
server_address.sin_port = htons(SERVER_PORT);
57
if( bind(sokfd ,(strut sokaddr*)&server_address,
59 sizeof(server_address)) == -1)
perror("Server side bind error");
61
printf("\nwaiting for data on port UDP %d\n",SERVER_PORT);
63
while(1)
65 {
lient_len = sizeof(lient_address);
67 int n = revfrom(sokfd, reved_map_register_paket ,
sizeof(strut map_register_pkt), 0,
69 (strut sokaddr*)&lient_address, &lient_len);
71 if(n > 0)
{
73 printf("\nUDP payload size: %d \n",n);
/**we have to put the data in the file even
75 if no notifiation is sent.*/
append_to_file(reved_map_register_paket);
77
/** Cheks to see whether map notify bit is SET or not.*/
79 if(reved_map_register_paket ->m == 1)
{
81 printf("we need to");
printf(" send reply.\n");
83
map_notify_paket
85 = map_notify_paket_initialization
(map_notify_paket ,reved_map_register_paket);
87
/**send lient notifiation.*/
89 if( (sendto(sokfd,map_notify_paket ,
sizeof(strut map_notify_pkt),0,(strut sokaddr*)
91 &lient_address, sizeof(lient_address))) == -1)
93 perror("sendto () error");
95 //!Garbage olletion
free(map_notify_paket);
97 //!We have already sent notifiation bak to the lient.
//!Hene we an free.
99 }
101 /**
Everytime after the routes have been appended , routing
103 aggregation must take plae and aggregated route
is added to a new file.
105 */
route_aggregation_main();
107 //!all for route aggregation to start.
}
109
if(n == -1)
111 {
perror("error......");
113 exit(1);
}
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115 }
lose(sokfd);
117
//!Garbage olletion (start)
119 free(reved_map_register_paket);
//!When the program ends , we an get rid off
121 //!the "reved_map_register_paket".
//!Garbage olletion (end)
123 return 0;
}
C.4.2 Prex length alulation for address aggregation.
2 /**
*
4 * brief This funtion goes through the linked list,
* parses it and alulates the prefix length.
6 *
* The "strut node" has elements like, ip_address_bi
8 * and mask_ip_bi (both r strings). As the names suggest,
* "ip_address_bi" ontains the binary version of an ip
10 * address and mask_ip_bi (or prefix IP) ontains the
* binary version of the prefix. Until now , these two fields
12 * remained vaant. This funtion fills them by first
* extrating all the otets (in two steps) and then by
14 * onverting them to binary with the help of the funtion
* "de_to_bi()". This funtion also alulates the mask
16 * length.
*
18 * author A. M. Anisul Huq
* param snode pointer to the starting node of
20 * the linked list.
* retval
22 *
*/
24
void route_proessing(strut node* snode)
26 //!snode is starting node.
{
28 auto har delims[℄ = "/";
auto har mdelims[℄ = ".";//miro delimeter
30
auto har* token = NULL;
32 auto har* mtoken = NULL;//miro token
auto har* last;
34
har* separated_token[2℄;
36 har* mseparated_token[4℄;
38 har* original_eid_prefix;
40 auto strut node* node = snode;
auto int i,j;
42
/**
44 we parse the eid prefix; first on the basis of "/"
(the outer while loop)
46 and then on the basis of "." (the inner while loop).
*/
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48 while( node != NULL )
{
50 bzero(temp_ip_address,ADDRESS_LENGTH);
bzero(temp_mask_ip ,ADDRESS_LENGTH);
52 /**temp_ip_address and temp_mask_ip ontains the
binary version of the ip address and mask ip.*/
54
//store node ->temp_eid_prefix in original_eid_prefix.
56 original_eid_prefix = mallo(strlen(node ->temp_eid_prefix) +1);
strpy(original_eid_prefix,node ->temp_eid_prefix);
58
i = 0;
60 token = strtok( original_eid_prefix , delims );
62 while( token != NULL )
{
64 /**the outer while loop separates on the basis of "/".*/
separated_token[i℄ = mallo(strlen(token) + 1);
66 strpy(separated_token[i℄,token);
68 /**the inner while loop separates on the basis of "."*/
j = 0;
70 mtoken = strtok_r( separated_token[i℄, mdelims , &last );
72 while( mtoken != NULL)
{
74 mseparated_token[j℄ = mallo(strlen(mtoken) + 1);
strpy(mseparated_token[j℄,mtoken);
76 //printf ("%s ", mseparated_token[j℄ );
78 //!onvert to binary. and also deide the
//!length of the mask (start)
80 if(i == 0)
de_to_bi( atoi(mseparated_token[j℄), 0);
82
if(i == 1)
84 //!we ount the mask_len only in ase of mask IP.
de_to_bi( atoi(mseparated_token[j℄), 1);
86 //!onvert to binary. and also deide the
//!length of the mask (end)
88
j++;
90 mtoken = strtok_r( NULL, mdelims , &last );
}
92
if(i == 1)
94 {
node ->mask_len = number_of_ones;
96 /**"number_of_ones" is a global variable whih is
used to ount the mask length.*/
98 number_of_ones = 0;
}
100
i++;
102 token = strtok( NULL, delims );
}
104
strpy(node ->ip_address_bi,temp_ip_address);
106 strpy(node ->mask_ip_bi ,temp_mask_ip);
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108 node ->anestor_flag = 0;
//!initially we presume that , there are no anestor
110 //!for this node.
112 node = node ->next;
}
114 //!Garbage olletion (start)
free(original_eid_prefix);//!Lookout.
116 auto int k;
118 for(k = 0;k < 2;k++)
{
120 free(separated_token[k℄);
}
122
for(k = 0;k < 4;k++)
124 {
free(mseparated_token[k℄);
126 }
//!Garbage olletion (end)
128 }
C.4.3 IP Address aggregation.
/**
2 *
* brief This funtion determines whether a node has an
4 * anestor or not.
* author A. M. Anisul Huq
6 * param snode pointer to the starting node of
* the linked list.
8 * retval
*
10 */
12 void route_aggregate(strut node* snode)
{
14 //display(snode);
auto int i;
16 auto int math_flag = 1;
18 har* node_substring;
har* tnode_substring;
20
strut node* node = snode;
22 //!node means urrent node
strut node* tnode;
24 //!tnode means traversing node
26 while(node!=NULL)
{//loop for node (start)
28 //tnode = node ->next;
/**
30 For every node , we traverse the whole linked list
to find a possible anestor. Thats why, the "tnode" or
32 "traversing node" is always initialized to the starting
loation.
34 */
tnode = snode;
36 while( tnode != NULL)
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{//!loop for tnode (start)
38 if( tnode ->mask_len < node ->mask_len)
/**tnode maybe an anestor of node. To be a parent,
40 tnode's mask_len must be less than node's mask_len.*/
{
42 node_substring = (har*)mallo(tnode ->mask_len + 1);
strnpy(node_substring , node ->ip_address_bi,
44 tnode ->mask_len);
node_substring[tnode ->mask_len℄='\0';
46
tnode_substring = (har*)mallo(tnode ->mask_len + 1);
48 strnpy(tnode_substring , tnode ->ip_address_bi,
tnode ->mask_len);
50 tnode_substring[tnode ->mask_len℄='\0';
52 if( strmp(tnode_substring,node_substring) == 0 )
{
54 node ->anestor_flag = 1;
/**we have determined that our urrent node or
56 node has an anestor!
*/
58 }
}
60 tnode = tnode ->next;
}//loop for tnode (end)
62
node = node ->next;
64 }//loop for node (end)
66 //!Garbage olletion (start)
free(node_substring);//!Lookout.
68 free(tnode_substring);
//!Garbage olletion (end)
70 }
C.4.4 Virtual Prex Generation.
1
/**
3 *
* brief This funtion finds a "ommon" address based
5 * on a pre -defined prefix length.
* author A. M. Anisul Huq
7 * param none
* retval returns a dummy value.
9 *
*/
11
har* find_ommon()
13 {
auto har* last;
15 auto har temp_input[STATIC_ARRAY_SIZE℄;
memset(temp_input ,'\0',STATIC_ARRAY_SIZE + 1);
17 strpy(temp_input ,virtual_prefix_input);
int is_virtual = 0;
19
auto har* ip_address_bi
21 = (har*)allo( ADDRESS_LENGTH + 1,sizeof(har));
auto har* prev_address_bi
23 = (har*)allo( ADDRESS_LENGTH + 1,sizeof(har));
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auto har* urr_address_bi
25 = (har*)allo( ADDRESS_LENGTH + 1,sizeof(har));
27 auto int j,i = 0;
auto har* token = NULL;
29 auto har* mtoken = NULL;
auto har delims[℄ = ",";
31 auto har mdelims[℄ = ".";
token = strtok( temp_input , delims );
33
while( token != NULL )
35 {
//!the outer while loop separates on the basis of "/".
37
auto har* temp_ip
39 = (har*)allo( STANDARD_IP_LENGTH + 1,sizeof(har));
strnpy(temp_ip ,token ,(strpbrk(token , "/") - token));
41 //! to get rid of the prefix length.
printf("\n temp_ip: %s ", temp_ip);
43
//!the inner while loop separates on the basis of "."
45 j = 0;
mtoken = strtok_r( temp_ip, mdelims , &last );
47 while( mtoken != NULL)
{
49 auto har* temp_part = (har*)allo( 5,sizeof(har) );
strpy(temp_part ,mtoken);
51 printf("\n temp_part: %s ", temp_part);
//!onvert to binary. and also deide the length of
53 //!the mask (start)
if(j == 0)
55 strpy( ip_address_bi ,
dde_to_bi_onversion( atoi(temp_part)) );
57 else
strat(ip_address_bi,
59 dde_to_bi_onversion( atoi(temp_part)) );
j++;
61 mtoken = strtok_r( NULL, mdelims , &last );
}
63
printf("\nBinary address: %s \n",ip_address_bi );
65
if(i == 0)
67 {
strpy(prev_address_bi,ip_address_bi);
69 strpy(urr_address_bi,ip_address_bi);
printf("\nYES!\n");
71 is_virtual = 1;
}
73 else
{
75 strpy(prev_address_bi,urr_address_bi);
//!Binary IP from previous iteration goes into
77 //!"prev_address_bi".
79 strpy(urr_address_bi,ip_address_bi);
//!Now "urr_address_bi" has the urrent IP's binary
81
if(strmp(strndup(prev_address_bi,MAXGROUP),
83 strndup(urr_address_bi,MAXGROUP))==0)
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{
85 printf("\nYES!\n");
is_virtual = 1;
87 }
else
89 {
is_virtual = 0;
91 break;
}
93 }
i++;
95 token = strtok( NULL, delims );
}
97
if(is_virtual == 1)
99 {
printf("\nthis hunk is aggregatable with
101 a MAXGROUP of 16.\n");
//!Now we alulate the VIRTUAL prefix.
103 bin_to_de(urr_address_bi);
//!This is where everything starts!
105 t_display_and_update(v_start ,global_vir_ip);
}
107 else
{
109 printf("\nthis hunk is NOT aggregatable.\n");
}
111
return "a";
113 }
C.4.5 Advertisement through Quagga.
/**
2 *
* brief This funtion at first removes any network that
4 * has the same address as our RLOC and then
* the it advertises the RLOC and ommunity value.
6 *
* In order to redue the delay between advertisements the
8 * minimum route advertisement interval (MRAI) between
* onseutive BGP routing updates is set to 10 seonds. We
10 * did NOT do this through this funtion. It was done by hard
* oding in the /et/quagga/bgpd.onf file. That's
12 * why , we have a sleep of 15 seonds.
*
14 * author A. M. Anisul Huq
* param t_rlo The RLOC IP that will be
16 * advertised through Quagga.
* param ommunity_value Coomunity value to be advertised.
18 * retval none
*
20 */
22 void vtysh_input(har* t_rlo,int ommunity_value)
{
24 har remove_input[BUFSIZ℄;
har modify_input[BUFSIZ℄;
26 har temp_num[5℄;
memset(temp_num ,'\0' ,5);
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28 memset(remove_input ,'\0',BUFSIZ);
memset(modify_input ,'\0',BUFSIZ);
30
strpy(remove_input ,"vtysh - \"onfigure terminal\"
32 - \"router bgp 100\" - \"no network ");
strat(remove_input ,t_rlo);
34 strat(remove_input ,"/32\" - \"no ip prefix-list PLIST1
permit 0.0.0.0/0 le 32\"");
36 printf("write buffer: %s\n",remove_input);
system(remove_input);
38
strpy(modify_input ,"vtysh - \"onfigure terminal\"
40 - \"router bgp 100\" - \"network ");
42 strat(modify_input ,t_rlo);
//!the network mentioned in "t_rlo" will be advertised.
44 strat(modify_input ,"/32\"
- \"neighbor 10.144.13.65 remote-as 7675\"");
46 //!Note I have hard oded the neighbor info.
//!This does not ause any problem!
48
strat(modify_input ," - \"ip prefix-list PLIST1
50 permit 0.0.0.0/0 le 32\"");
52 strat(modify_input ," - \"route -map OUTBOUND permit 10\"
- \"math ip address prefix-list PLIST1 \" - \"set ommunity ");
54
sprintf(temp_num ,"%d",ommunity_value);
56 strat(modify_input ,temp_num);
strat(modify_input ,":0 \"");
58 strat(modify_input ," - \"set aggregator as 7675 ");
60 //!this remote-as number 7675 is also present in
//!this mahine's stati onfiguration. Fix it for
62 //!the other mahines.
64 strat(modify_input ,t_rlo);
strat(modify_input ,"\"");
66
printf("write buffer: %s\n",modify_input);
68 system(modify_input);
70 //we have to introdue a delay of 15 ses here.
sleep(15);
72 //if we are advertising a new network ......
/**To withdarw the previous ommunity value.
74 So that a new ommunity value an be advertised.*/
system("vtysh - \"onfigure terminal\"
76 - \"route -map OUTBOUND permit 10\"
- \"math ip address prefix-list PLIST1 \"
78 - \"set ommunity none\"");
}
